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About the Conference 

For investigating the situation of teaching and learning English, translation, and 

literature in the times of post-pandemic coronavirus, the Democratic Arab 

Center in Berlin, Germany in collaboration with the University of Benghazi, 

Libya; Al-Quds Open University, Palestine; the University of Mosul, Iraq; 

Mustapha Stambouli Mascara University, Algeria; Manouba University, 

Tunisia; Tripoli University, Libya; and Libyan Academy for Graduate Studies, 

Libya announce conducting the 1st international virtual conference under the 

title:  

Realities, Experiences, Challenges, and Remedies on Teaching 

and Learning English, Translation, and Literature in the Post-

Pandemic Coronavirus Atmosphere in the World 

The world has been passing a bitter experience in traditional education due to 

the pandemic of Coronavirus that with no optionally led to shift to electronic 

learning. Some of experiences of teaching and learning English, translation, and 

literature all over the world have been successful, and others have not. So, this 

virtual international conference provides paths for educators and researchers 

from all over the world to expose their experiences in such a field of study, 

including the potential challenges and proposed remedies ad hoc.   
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Humanities –University of Mosul, Iraq) 
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Stambouli Mascara University, Algeria) 
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Key Speakers  

Prof. Jessica Kirchhofer,  

Director of Partnership, Woodring College of Education, Western 

Washington University, West Virginia, USA 

Title: Education in the United States:  Post-Pandemic Effects Include Greater 

Focus on Early Childhood Education and Building Anti-Racist Curriculum. 

 

Prof. David R. Martin 

English Department, Washington State University, Pullman, WA. USA  

Coordinator and Director of TESL 

Title: Education in the United States at the Corona Virus Era 

 

Prof. Kangom Lim 

Hanyang Women's University, South Korea 

Chief Creative Officer at YouWho, Inc. 

Former President of Mid-Missouri Chapter at United Nations Association of the 

United States of America 

Title: Creative Writing in Post-Pandemic Corona Virus 

 

Prof. Stefan Benevides 

Education Consultant/Senior Instructor, England 

Title: Education: The Future is Now 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Hanyang-Womens-University-170670406328138/
https://www.facebook.com/YouWhoInc/
https://www.facebook.com/UNAUSA/
https://www.facebook.com/UNAUSA/
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Prof. Prakash Kona 

Writer and researcher teaching English Literature at The English and Foreign 

Languages University (EFLU), Hyderabad, India.  

Title: Learning and Teaching English at Pandemic Corona Virus 

 

Dr. Shaiban Harith 

Member staff at Faculty of Languages at Tripoli University  

Expert, Consultant, and Instructor of IELTS  

Title: The Dark Room Teaching Technique Used and Developed Effectively by 

Online IELTS Courses During the Corona Virus Pandemic 

 

Dr. Nadia Nuesir   

Member staff at Faculty of Languages at Tripoli University 

Director of TESOL in the western part of Libya 

Title: Teaching TESOL in Post-Pandemic Corona Virus  
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Objectives of the Conference 

The conference aims at enhancing researchers’ knowledge and practices in the 

fields of teaching and learning English, translation, and literature in the world in 

the era of Coronavirus.  Amongst the conference aims are the follows: 

Exchanging knowledge and experience among researchers all over the world 

regarding their experiences in teaching English, translation, and literature 

during the pandemic of Coronavirus; 

Providing recommendations, suggestions, and remedies for unsuccessful 

experiences of teaching and learning English, translation, and literature in the 

post-pandemic Coronavirus;  

Raising the level of competence and performance during Covid-19 pandemic 

for researchers, teachers, practitioners, and specialists in the fields of English 

language teaching and learning, translation, and literature;  

Raising the awareness of the importance of media literacy as a replacement for 

traditional education in teaching and learning; 

Enhancing the role of culture as an integral part in teaching and learning 

English, translation, and literature;  

Keeping up researchers, educators, and specialists with the latest publications in 

the fields of teaching and learning English, translation, and literature;   

Establishing strategic cooperating and networking opportunities in the fields of 

teaching and learning English, translation, and literature among researchers, 

educators, and specialist; 

Gathering researchers, linguists, grammarians, semanticists, and pragmaticians 

interested in exploring and discussing communicative practices within and 

across languages; 

Shedding lights on various issues in the fields of teaching and learning English, 

translation, and literature; and 

Gathering educators and researchers from all over the world to discuss 

pedagogical points regarding translation, literature, learning, and teaching 

English. 
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Axes of the Conference 

The conference addresses teaching and learning English, translation, and 

literature dominance in different arenas and different linguistic codes, focusing 

mainly, but not limited, on the following themes: 

Experiences of teaching or learning English, translation, or literature in the post-

pandemic Coronavirus.  

Challenges or remedies of teaching or learning English, translation, or literature 

in the post-pandemic Coronavirus.  

Psycholinguistics issues regarding teaching or learning English, translation, or 

literature in the post-pandemic Coronavirus. 

Sociolinguistics issues regarding teaching or learning English, translation, or 

literature in the post-pandemic Coronavirus. 

Raising motivation for the shift towards digitization of education.  

Supporting online resources and new learning technologies under Coronavirus 

atmosphere. 

Promoting the 21
st century methods of teaching and theories of learning in the 

post-pandemic Coronavirus 

Promoting learners’ self-learning and autonomy 

Curriculum development in the new era 

Development of e-learning courses and instructional design 

Raising the education of sharing and learning culture of knowledge. 

Thinking design and learning components in the new era. 

Translation issues in the post-pandemic Coronavirus. 

Literature issues in the post-pandemic Coronavirus.   
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The Conference Program 

Day 1 

The Opening Session of the Conference 

1. Speech of Prof. Abdulraouf Khrewish  (Al-Quds Open University, Palestine) 

chair of the preparatory committee   

2. Speech of Mr. Kareim Aich  (University of Rebat, Morocco) vice-president of 

the Democratic Arabic Center 

3. Speech of  Prof. Yousif Zaghwani Omar (University of Benghazi, Libya) the 

president of the conference and chair of the scientific committee  

4. Speech of Mrs. Mabrouka Othman Oki (Minister of Culture and Knowledge 

Development, Libya) 

5. Speech of Prof. Younes Amr (President of Al-Quds Open University, 

Palestine) 

6. Speech of Prof. Izzedeen Younis El-Dressi (President of University of 

Benghazi, Libya) 

7. Speech of  Prof. Hazim Dhannoon Ismael (Dean of the College of Education 

for Humanities –University of Mosul, Iraq) 

Day One: Sunday June 6, 2021 

Chair of the Session: Dr. Hesham Qutaish, Al Quds Open University 

Keynote Speakers: 

Prof. Jessica Kirchhofer (Woodring College of Education, Western 

Washington University, Virginia, USA) 

Title: Education in the United States:  Post-Pandemic Effects Include Greater 

Focus on Early Childhood Education and Building Anti-Racist Curriculum. 

Prof. David R. Martin (English Department, Washington State University, 

Pullman, WA. USA)  

Title: Education in the United States at the Corona Virus Era 
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Prof. Kangom Lim (Hanyang Women’s University, South Korea) 

Title: Creative Writing in Post-Pandemic Corona Virus 

Prof. Stefan Benevides (Education Consultant/Senior Instructor, England) 

Title: Education: The Future is Now 

Day Two: Monday June 7, 2021 

Keynote Speaker: 

Prof. Prakash Kona (English and Foreign Languages University (EFLU), 

Hyderabad, India)  

Title: Learning and Teaching English at Pandemic Corona Virus 

First Session 

 Linguistic & Psycholinguistics  

issues regarding teaching or 

learning English, translation, 

or literature in the post-

pandemic Corona virus. 

Author/s Institution Country 

 

Time 

1 EFL Psycholinguistic 

Perceptions about Using Virtual 

Classrooms in Learning Writing  

at QOU during the Covid-19 

Pandemic 

Nashaat Elmassr,  

Fatima Dwaikat, & 

Jehad Almosalami 

Al-Quds Open 

University 

Palestine 6:30 – 

6:45 

 

2 A Constructivist Perspective on 

How Teachers Can Raise 

Students’ Motivation and 

Autonomy in Online Learning  

Fouzia Ziane,  

Assia Baghdadi, & 

Rachid Mehdi 

Department of 

English 

Language and 

Literature, 

University of 

Msila,  

Algeria  6:50 – 

7:05 

3 Effectiveness of Foreign 

Language Anxiety on EFL 

Learners’ Speaking Skill in 

Libyan Universities 

Ahmed Sanoussi 

Al Jawad 

Department of 

English 

Language, 

Faculty of Arts 

& Science 

Kufrah, 

University of 

Benghazi 

Libya 7:10 – 

7:25 

https://www.facebook.com/Hanyang-Womens-University-170670406328138/
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4 The Significance of Linguistics 

in Language Teaching at 

Coronavirus Era 

Adam Alhasi Department of 

English, 

Faculty of 

Languages, 

Omar Al-

Mukhtar 

University, 

Beida,  

Libya 7:30 – 

7:45 

Question and Discussion 7:50 – 

8:30 

 

Day Two: Monday June 7, 2021 

Second Session 

 Issues regarding teaching or 

learning English language 

Skills & Elements in the post-

pandemic Corona virus. 

Author/s Institution Country Time 

1 Covid-19 and Border Writing Mohsen Hamli University of 

Manouba,  

 

Tunisia 8:40 – 

8:55 

 

2 “of ” Prepositional Phrases in 

Civil Engineering Academic 

Written Texts: A Syntactic and 

Semantic Analysis 

Makhloufi 

Abdelkrim 

Applied 

Linguistics 

Department, 

University of 

Adrar,  

Algeria 9:00 – 

9:15 

3 In-service teacher training in 

Libya between myth and reality 

Fatima Tuhami 

Tomi & 

Mustafa Dabia 

English 

Language 

Department 

University of 

Tripoli  

Libya 9:20 – 

9:35 

 Questions and Discussion 9:35 – 

9:55 
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Day Two: Monday June 7, 2021 

Third Session 

 Challenges or remedies of 

teaching or learning English, 

translation, or literature in 

the post-pandemic Corona 

virus.  

Author/s Institution Country Time 

1 The challenges of Teaching 

English to Basic School 

Students During COVID - 19: 

The Case of International 

Schools in Libya 

 

Mohamed 

Almahroug 

 

University of 

Misurata 

Libya 10:00 – 

10:15 

 

2 Investigating the Blended 

Learning Challenges Faced by 

Students of Translation in 6 

Semester of the Faculty of 

Arts, the University of Zawia 

during Covid-19 

Noura Bashir 

Shagi & 

Hager Al Harari 

Abdullh      

Translation 

Department, 

Faculty of 

Arts, the 

University of 

Zawia 

Libya 10:20 – 

10:35 

3 Challenges and Difficulties 

ESL Students Face in Reading 

Amal Laba English 

Language 

Department 

University of 

Tripoli  

Libya 10:40 – 

10:55 

4 The Effectiveness of Giving  E-

Feedback from Libyan English 

Language  Teachers' 

Perception 

Hana 

Abdulnnabi Ali 

Elkali 

 

Faculty of 

education –

Janzour 

University of 

Tripoli, 

Tripoli,  

 

Libya 11:00 – 

11:15 

 Questions and Discussion 11:20 – 

11:55 
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Day Three: Tuesday June 8, 2021 

First Session 

Keynote Speakers: 

Dr. Nadia Nuesir  (University of Tripoli, Libya)  

Title: Teaching TESOL in Post-Pandemic Corona Virus  

Dr. Shaiban Harith Ahmed  (University of Tripoli, Libya)  

Title: The Dark Room Teaching Technique Used and Developed Effectively by 

Online IELTS Courses during the Corona Virus Pandemic 

 

  Raising the education of 

sharing and learning culture 

& Literature. 

Author/s Institution Country Time 

1 Promoting Intercultural 

Understanding in the Libyan 

EFL Classroom through 

Picturebooks: A Dialogic 

Approach 

Hana El-Badri & 

Fatma Abubaker 

 

Department of 

Literature, 

Faculty of 

Languages, 

University of 

Benghazi, 

Libya 

University of 

Glasgow 

Libya & 

Scotland  

5:00 – 

5:15 

 

2 The Impact of Foreign Culture 

on Language Teaching 

Adam Alhasi Department of 

English, 

Faculty of 

Languages, 

Omar Al-

Mukhtar 

University, 

Beida 

Libya 5:20 – 

5:35 

3 Translating Thought 

Connectors: 'A Review to Some 

Assertions and Functions, in 

Ahmed Attia H. 

Elimam 

 Libya 5:40 – 

5:55 
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Orientalism, as a Highly 

Motivated Rhetorical 

Discourse' 

4 Untranslatability Of The Holy 

Quran: Analytical Perspective 

With Reference To Four 

English Translations 

 

Ahmed Gaibani, 

Fadil Elmenfi, & 

Sirag Shinnieb 

 

Faculty of Arts 

and Sciences, 

Department of 

English, Omar 

Al-Mukhtar 

University 

Libya 6:00 – 

6:15 

5 QOU English Majors Reactions 

Concerning Learning Literature 

Courses 

Online During Covid 19 

Pandemic 

 

Majid Hasanein English 

Department, 

Faculty of 

Arts, Al Quds 

Open 

University 

Palestine 6:20 – 

6:35 

 Questions and Discussion 6:25 – 

6:55 

 

Day Three: Tuesday June 8, 2021 

Second Session 

 Promoting the 21
st century 

methods of teaching and 

theories of learning in the 

post-pandemic Coronavirus 

 

Author/s Institution Country Time 

1 The Introduction of the 

Communicative Speech 

Strategy: Towards a Better 

Instruction of Grammar Skills 

in Libyan Secondary Schools 

Ahmed Sanoussi 

Al Jawad & 

Fatma  

Mahammed Abu 

Elkitan 

Department of 

English 

Language, 

Faculty of Arts 

& Science 

Kufrah, 

University of 

Benghazi 

Libya 7:00 – 

7:15 

 

2  The Influence of Mind-

Mapping Teaching Technique 

on Improving Students’ 

Vocabulary 

Intesar Elwerfalli Department of 

Applied 

Linguistics, 

Faculty of 

Languages, 

Libya 7:20 – 

7:35 
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University of 

Benghazi 

3 Mentoring as Model of EFL 

Teacher Development 

 

Hassan Omar 

Magbool 

Bagwee 

Faculty of 

Continuing 

Education- 

University of 

Hodeidah,  

Yemen 7:40 – 

7:55 

 Questions and Discussion 8:00 – 

8:30 

 

Day Three: Tuesday June 8, 2021 

Third Session 

 Experiences of teaching or 

learning English, translation, 

or literature in the post-

pandemic Corona virus.  

Author/s Institution Country Time 

1 Learning by Teaching: 

Facilitating Peer-to-Peer 

Tuition in Content and 

Language Integrated Learning 

John Blake University of 

Aizu 

Japan 8:35 – 

8:50 

 

2 Libyan EFL Learners' 

Perceptions of Using 

Collaborative Teaching on 

Their Overall Learning 

Achievements 

Al Tiyb Al 

Khaiyali 

Deaprtment of 

English, Faculty 

of Arts, 

University of 

Sebha  

Libya 8:55 – 

9:10 

3 Experience of Teaching 

English in Libya in the Post-

Pandemic Coronavirus 

 

Najeeb Miftah 

Muman & 

Fadel Bilead El-

Jeadi 

English 

Department, 

Faculty of 

Arts, Asmarya 

Univeristy, 

Zliten,  

Libya 9:15 – 

9:30 

 

4 Empower Learners in the 21st 

Century Skills after 

Coronavirus Pandemic 

Tamer Habara Director of AL 

Habara 

Language 

Center, Musrata,  

Libya 9:35 – 

9:50 

 Questions and Discussion 10:00 – 

10:30 
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Day Four: Wednesday  June 9, 2021 

First Session 

 Supporting online resources 

and new learning 

technologies under Corona 

virus atmosphere.  

Author/s Institution Country Time 

1 Integrating Multimedia and 

Technology in Open and 

Distance Education at Libya 

Open University 

Nadia A. Nuseir 

& Ahmed Maher 

Awad 

 

 

 

English Language 

Department Faculty 

of Languages 

University of Tripoli 

English Language 

Department Faculty 

of Education, Janzour 

University of Tripoli 

Libya 5:00 – 

5:15 

 

2 The Role of Google Docs as 

an Instructional Tool in 

Enhancing Writing Skills in 

High Education 

Fatima Saad 

Aldawi & 

Ahmed Maher 

English Language 

Department 

University of 

Tripoli 

Libya 5:20 – 

5:35 

3 EFL Students’ Perceptions 

about Online Learning of 

Written Expression During the 

Pandemic-19 

Assia Baghdadi Department of 

English. M’sila 

University 

Algeria 5:40 – 

5:55 

 

 Questions and Discussion 6:00 – 

6:30 

 

Day Four: Wednesday  June 9, 2021 

Second Session 

 Technology Based Education Author/s Institution Country Time 

1 The Integration of E-Learning 

to Professional Development 

Trainees' Design of Electronic 

Portfolios 

Rania 

Elmajdoubi & 

Haifa Yahya 

Department of 

English Language, 

University of 

Tripoli 

Libya 6:35 – 

6:50 

 

2 EFL Sociolinguistic 

Perceptions about Using 

Virtual Classrooms in 

Nashaat 

Elmassri, 

Al-Quds Open 

University,  

Palestine 6:55 – 

7:10 
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Learning Listening  at QOU 

during the Covid-19 Pandemic 

Reem Aburezeq, 

& 

Baseem Ayyoub 

3 Investigating EFL Students’ 

Engagement and Satisfaction 

with Online Learning at Al-

Quds Open University during 

COVID-19 Pandemic 

Khaled A. 

Dweikat 

Faculty of 

Educational 

Sciences Al-Quds 

Open University 

Palestine 7:15 – 

7:30 

 

 Questions and Discussion 7:35 – 

7:55 

 

 

Day Four: Wednesday  June 9, 2021 

Third Session 

 Second Session: The Role of 

Media in TEFL during 

COVID 19 Pandemic 

Author/s Institution Country 

 

Time 

1 The Menace of the Global 

Pandemic and the Obligation 

of New Media in Propagating 

Intercultural Adeptness 

Soumen 

Mukherjee 

School of Social 

Sciences & 

Languages VIT 

University, Tamil 

Nadu 

India 8:00 – 

8:15 

 

2 Role of Media Literacy in 

Teaching English Classes in 

Departments of English at 

Libyan Public Universities in 

Post-Pandemic Coronavirus 

Youssif 

Zaghwani Omar 

Department of 

Asian and 

European 

Languages, Faculty 

of Languages, 

University of 

Benghazi  

Libya 8:20 – 

8:35 

 Questions and Discussion 8:40 – 

9:10 

 Closing Speeches  9:15 – 

10:00 
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Preface of the Book by the editor 

The world has critically passed a bitter experience, represented in 

the pandemic of a severe virus called ‘Corona Virus’. The spread of 

this fatal virus has affected almost all facets of life, including 

education. Universities and educational institutions have already 

shut down, awaiting for a remedy. Almost all remedies were 

potential and temporary due to lack of facilities or unawareness of 

the remedies presented. One of the remedies had been provided, for 

instance, was replacing online learning for the traditional face-to-

face learning. Of course, such a remedy had already encountered 

several obstacles, namely in Developing Countries, due to 

unawareness of using such a strategy of teaching or learning. Hence, 

the idea of the conference and this book is to find ways or strategies 

for teaching or learning English as a foreign language in post-

pandemic corona virus. Some recommendations presented in this 

edited book might work effectively in some universities. Some 

issues relevant to translation and literature are involved in this edited 

book. We hope that this book provides aids for teaching and learning 

English in the post-pandemic corona virus in the world in general 

and in the Developing Countries in specific. The papers of this 

edited book were originally presented in the 1st international virtual 

conference under the title: “Reality, Experiences, Challenges, and 

Remedies on Teaching and Learning English, Translation, and 

Literature in the Post-Pandemic Coronavirus Atmosphere in the 

World” held virtually by the Democratic Arabic Center and other 

academic institutions on 6th – 9th of June 2021. 
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Investigating EFL Students’ Engagement and 

Satisfaction with Online Learning at Al-Quds Open 

University (QOU) during the COVID-19 Pandemic 

Khaled A. Dweikat 

English Language Curriculum & Instruction, Faculty of Educational Sciences, 

Al-Quds Open University, Palestine 

Abstract 

In response to the spread of COVID-19, started in March 2020, all educational 

institutions were obliged to move from face–to–face teaching into online 

distance learning, and QOU was no exception. To meet the requirements of this 

critical period, QOU decided to use a web conferencing system entitled 

BigBlueButton to deliver online learning. The content of the courses was 

delivered to the students through virtual classes and weekly online discussion 

forums where each tutor meets students virtually to discuss related issues. Also, 

students had to sit for online exams through QOU academic portal.  After one 

year of the transition to online learning, there is a need to find ways to keep 

EFL students engaged. Hence, the current study aims to investigate EFL 

students’ engagement and satisfaction with online learning and to explore the 

influence of students’ gender and place of residence variables on the extent of 

engagement and satisfaction. To achieve these objectives, electronic 

questionnaire was constructed and sent to a random sample of EFL students 

through academic year 2020/2021. Besides, semi-structured interviews were 

administered with a purposeful sample of students through Zoom, WhatsApp, 

and Messenger. The sample included 300 students majoring in English and 

literature in three branches of QOU. Results show that total degree of students’ 

engagement and satisfaction with online learning at QOU during the COVID-19 

pandemic scored 72.1 % indicating a high degree. Results show no statistically 

significant differences in students’ engagement and satisfaction. 

Keywords: Engagement and satisfaction; online learning; COVID-19.  
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1.  Introduction  

Over about one year and more, the entire world has been disrupted by the 

spread of the COVID-19 pandemic which attacked all spheres of human life and 

has created some kind of social distancing to prevent the transmission of the 

virus (Lipovsky, 2021). As the case in many sectors, this global pandemic has 

affected the education sector in several ways because of the unprecedented 

measures taken by the vast majority of countries to mitigate the spread of the 

coronavirus. These numerous measures involved restricting the social contact 

between people. A large percentage of countries headed for suspending face-to-

face education for all levels and stages and went for a rapid transition to 

different types of learning delivery modes to reduce the traditional classroom 

environment where face-to-face communication is very intense and social 

distance is almost non-existent (Hurgner, Son, Son, and Donmrz, 2020).  

Accordingly, various methods of content delivery were introduced as a 

possible substitute to compensate for the expected educational loss and the 

entire world has witnessed a growing demand for an online learning model that 

offers flexibility for students to study anywhere, anytime while students fit 

study around work and family commitments (Sugden, Brunton, MacDonald, 

and Hicks, 2021). The latest advancements in learning technologies, in this 

respect, have resulted in the development of online activities such as online 

tutorials, discussions, quizzes, and case-based scenarios or games that offer 

flexibility (Dumford & Miller, 2018) which encouraged by Bevan, Chan, and 

Tanner (2014). For example, to call for infusing courses with activities that 

promote engagement and deep learning. These activities include online classes 

conducted by Zoom or Adobe Connect applications, interactive games, mind 

maps, and virtual demonstrations (Sugden, Brunton, MacDonald, and Hicks, 

2021).  

However, online platforms like Skype, Zoom and Google Duo are not 

sufficient for offering learning and engaging the students. By the same token, 
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Ahlfeldt, Mehta, and Sellnow (2005) claimed that problem-based activities can 

enhance student engagement since research revealed some benefits of online 

courses when the target students engage with a proximate community of 

engagement which helps them to succeed. 

2.  Theoretical Background  

This part of the study is dedicated to the literature review relevant to the 

topic of the study 

2.1 Shift from Face-to-Face Education into Online Learning  

The aforementioned situation has created a paradigm shift from traditional 

face-to-face teaching and learning to online technology-enhanced learning 

(Rehan and Jawaid, 2020) which has imposed various challenges on learners’ 

right to proper education under such emergency circumstances. However, the 

transition to online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic involved several 

challenges like sustaining students’ engagement and satisfaction which 

necessitates some kind of adaption to compensate for the absence of face-to-

face interaction between the teachers and their students in the classroom. In this 

respect, it is known that the classroom environment enables the students to 

communicate and interact with their teachers and other classmates which help 

all parties to cooperate and organize the learning process, track the learning 

progress whenever and wherever they are (Alastuey & Perez, 2013) and that the 

classroom interaction enables the teacher to provide learners with sufficient 

exposure to practice the target language in a variety of contexts, and from 

different speakers (Al-Zoubi, 2018) although online courses are also used to 

increase access and support the freedom and independence of time and place. 

About online learning, it is defined as a learning process in which students 

realize learning far from the sources by reaching many learning resources at the 

same time in an environment different from traditional learning-teaching 

activities (Çalışkan, 2002, as cited in Hurgner Son, Son, and Donmrz, 2020). 
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The availability of these learning resources might be due to the different types 

of devices and tools provided for today’s students such as laptops, smartphones, 

and tablets which enable them to access learning and online activities anywhere, 

anytime (Kaliisa et al., 2019, as cited in Sugden, Brunton, MacDonald, and 

Hicks, 2021). On this point, Baragash and Al-Samarraie (2018) noted that using 

technological tools not only support learning communities but also promotes 

students’ learning engagement which seems to be consistent with Al-Samarraie 

and Saeed (2018) who highlighted the importance of social networks for 

providing students with multiple options to interact and learn.    

Nevertheless, utilizing online learning has not been a coincidence or a 

result of a temporary pandemic like the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic since 

online education has been a basic issue in the last decade in many higher 

education institutions around the world (Sinclaire, 2014) where students employ 

different web tools to seek learning resources and for peer interaction (Baragash 

and Al-Samarraie (2018). Such interest in using online learning might be due to 

the various benefits of this model that for example, empowers the learner to 

follow the changing and improving conditions using technology, digital 

resources and communication tools (Hurgner, Son, Son, and Donmrz, 2020; 

Stein, Shephard and Harris, 2011) such as Web conferencing that offers online 

synonymous interaction for students and teachers to chat, share screen content 

and work together on problem-solving tasks (Islam, 2019). In connection with 

the importance of interaction, research on structured communities supporting 

adolescent learners revealed that interactions are critical components of learning 

success.  

2.2 Students’ Motivation, Engagement and Satisfaction  

Among the elements that correlate with online learning are learners’ 

engagement and satisfaction which are connected to students’ motivation and 

Obiosa (2020), for instance, found a positive relationship between students’ 

motivation and engagement on students’ satisfaction in a class lecture. Hence, 
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motivation entails a word used by both teachers and learners when they talk 

about language learning success or failure (Dornyel, 2014) and students should 

be engaged when using the online environment to achieve the necessary 

motivation in this process (Hurgner Son, Son, and Donmrz, 2020).  

Dornyel (2014) maintained that motivation involves both affect (emotion) 

and cognition. It has been considered as both a factor internal to the learner 

(e.g., individual curiosity or interest) and a factor externally determined by the 

sociopolitical setup of the learner’s environment (e.g., language attitudes 

influenced by the relationships within language communities). Blumenfeld, 

Kempler, and Krajcik (2006) stressed the influence of four features of learning 

environments on motivation and cognitive engagement; namely, authenticity, 

inquiry, collaboration, and technology. Meanwhile, Dornyel (2014) maintained 

that motivation is responsible for why people decide to do something, how long 

they are willing to sustain the activity, and how hard they are going to pursue it. 

Engagement that accompanies activities attracts how activities influence the 

learner’s motivation to the extent that without the desire or drive to learn, 

engagement will not occur (Ben-Eliyahu, Moore, Dorph, & Schunn, 2018).  

This means that activities need to accommodate student's need for 

flexibility as students’ study habits become more mobile (Sugden, Brunton, 

MacDonald, and Hicks, 2021).   Kumaravadivelu (2012) maintained that 

“learner motivation has been a crucial variable that correlates well with 

successful language learning” (p. 41) while student engagement is considered a 

basic element of student success and impacts all stages of learning. Other 

researchers opted to extend engagement to embrace students' involvement in 

classroom activities. Yean and Chui (2016) noted that motivation is 

significantly related to students’ satisfaction. 

Concerning the concept of engagement, the Merriam-Webster dictionary 

describes the state of being engaged as having emotional involvement or 

commitment. Such a simple definition has led Ben-Eliyahu, Moore, Dorph, & 
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Schunn (2018) to view engagement as a process that indicates productive 

participation in learning activities which is connected with the intensity of 

productive involvement with a particular activity. By the same token, Schaufeli 

(2013) links engagement to involvement, many words including commitment, 

passion, enthusiasm, absorption, focused effort, zeal, dedication, and energy 

which may build students’ sense of responsibility and ownership for their 

learning.  

Thus, motivation seems to have the potential to inspire students’ readiness 

and ensure their attentiveness and participation, and lack of motivation 

according to Obiosa (2020) might negatively affect students’ learning to the 

extent that highly disengaged students are passive and tend to show adverse 

emotions. Students’ engagement is indispensable and crucial for students’ 

learning as it enhances students’ performance in the online learning 

environment and the performance of a lecturer has a major impact on students’ 

satisfaction and engagement (Obiosa, 2020). 

About the concept of satisfaction, while Sweeney and Ingram (2001) 

defined satisfaction as the perception of enjoyment and accomplishment in the 

learning environment, maintaining that student satisfaction is attained when real 

or perceived experiences fulfill or surpass personal expectations. Moreover, 

students' satisfaction is seen as an outcome of the learning process and a 

requirement for successful learning (Sinclaire, 2014). Such basic requirements 

led Zedda, Bernardelli, and Maran (2017) to stress the necessity to evaluate 

students’ satisfaction in higher education institutions as a result of the positive 

benefits related to it.  Customer satisfaction measurement in education, 

meanwhile, is an important tool for the development of an independent 

evaluation of the education quality and institutions offering web-based teaching 

services must consider the attitudes of students. Similarly,  Mikulić, Dužević, & 

Baković (2015) claimed that understanding students’ satisfaction is seen 

essential for designing improvement programs that can help in identifying 

causes of student satisfaction or dissatisfaction.   
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Thus, based on the aforementioned theoretical background, there is an 

increasing necessity to examine the extent of engagement among EFL students 

at QOU in this critical period where all students were forced to study at home 

using virtual classes through the so-called system BigBlueButton and online 

exams, homework, and quizzes were fully implemented for all courses. 

2.3 Context of the Study 

In response to the spread of COVID-19 around the world which started 

almost in March 2020, all educational institutions were obliged to move from 

face–to–face teaching into online /distance learning. As a result, the number of 

students who were deprived of their right to attend schools and universities has 

increased rapidly, and most countries around the world have decided to close 

educational institutions to control this global epidemic (UNESCO, 2020). In 

Palestine, Al-Quds Open University (QOU) with its 50,000 students studying in 

19 branches scattered in both the West Bank and Gaza Strip, like other 

universities was not far away from the disastrous effects of this global 

pandemic. To meet the requirements of this critical period, QOU decided to use 

BigBlueButton, a web conferencing system for online learning which provides a 

professional solution for teaching remote students online. This system provides 

real-time sharing of audio, video, slides, chat, video and screen which all in all 

enables students to get engaged through sharing emoji icons, polling, and 

breakout rooms. These features are meant to engage students while recording 

lectures helps students watch them asynchronously (https://bigbluebutton.org/).  

The content of all courses at QOU was delivered to the students through 

virtual classes using the BigBlurButton system in addition to weekly online 

discussion forums where each instructor meets students virtually to discuss 

certain issues related to the course content. Furthermore, students had to sit for 

online exams that are accessed through the QOU academic portal and most of 

them tended to use their smartphone mobiles as mobile learning has become an 

https://bigbluebutton.org/
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alternative suitable for students with fewer technological resources (Gonzalez et 

al. (2020).   

These exams are scheduled and delivered to students in an asynchronous 

mode that is done online in real-time. Each exam, lasting for 60 minutes, 

consists of 30 multiple-choice items. Each item consists of a stem and four 

options only one of them is the best possible answer. In this respect, multiple-

choice questions could be developed to tap into higher-order thinking skills 

when the stem is developed as a task or a scenario (Lenchuk & Ahmed, 2021). 

3.  Literature Review 

In regards to the increasing need for improving quality of the content of 

online learning during the rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the 

need to understand students’ perceptions of overall satisfaction with the 

learning experience and their level of engagement, many researchers conducted 

research studies to uncover various issues related to this field.  To begin with, 

Trowler & Trowler (cited in Payne, 2018) reviewed over 1000 papers about 

student engagement and found that much of this corpus revealed a similarity 

and deterministic uniformity in students' responses which is not the reality 

although good engagement enhances achievement while weaker and less well-

prepared students benefit from being well engaged.  

Sugden, Brunton, MacDonald, and Hicks (2021) evaluated students’ 

levels of engagement and deep learning with the online activities. This method 

involved data with responses from 63 respondents, nine interviews, and 16 

focus group participants. Results revealed that students used a combination of 

mobile devices to access the online learning activities across a variety of 

locations to fit study into their daily routines. The online activities were 

perceived positively, facilitating affective, cognitive, and behavioral 

engagement as well as stimulating deep learning. Authentic activities promoted 

problem-solving, applied theory to real-life scenarios and increased students’ 

feelings of being supported were perceived as most beneficial to learning.  
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Álvarez-Huerta, Muela, Alexander, and Larrea (2021) explored the 

relationship between student engagement and creative self-concept among 775 

male and female students in two Spanish universities. The students completed 

the National Survey of Student Engagement and a measure of creative self-

concept. Findings revealed a positive relationship between student engagement 

and creative self-concept, as well as differences by gender, the field of study, 

and academic year concerning the dimensions of engagement that contributed 

most to enhanced creative confidence beliefs. The study highlights the 

importance of ensuring that students in higher education have the opportunity to 

participate in collaborative learning, meaningful interactions with faculty, 

higher-order learning, reflective and integrative learning, and high-impact 

practices. 

Khlaif, Salha, and Kouraichi (2021) explored factors influencing students’ 

engagement in online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic in middle 

school settings. Semi-structured interviews with 34 participants (14 students, 13 

teachers, and 7 parents) were conducted in addition to online class observations. 

Results revealed that infrastructure, digital inequality, and the threat to digital 

privacy influence students’ engagement while cultural factors were the 

important factor that influences females because of parents’ culture and their 

bias against females using online learning compared to male students.  

Teachers’ presence and quality of content also influence student engagement. 

Most of the participants reported that teaching and learning online during the 

crisis has broadened the digital inequality and threatened their digital privacy 

which influenced negatively student engagement.  

Alzahrani and Seth (2021) analyzed the critical factors influencing 181 

UK students’ satisfaction with online learning management systems in higher 

education during the COVID-19 pandemic. Findings revealed that service 

quality did not influence students’ satisfaction, although information quality and 

self-efficacy had a significant impact on satisfaction. Findings also revealed that 
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neither self-efficacy nor satisfaction impacted personal outcome expectations, 

although prior experience and social influence did.  

Obiosa (2020) aimed at identifying students’ satisfaction in 80 different 

class lectures. The hypothesized conceptual model had two independent 

constructs, students’ motivation and engagement as predictors of the target 

construct. The results confirmed that students’ motivation and engagement 

significantly had positive effects on students’ satisfaction in a class lecture and 

simultaneously they were substantially strong predictors of students’ 

satisfaction. 

Hurgner Son, Son, and Donmrz (2020) examined the attitudes of 306 

university students towards online learning readiness by using Online Learning 

Attitude Scale. Findings revealed that online learning has a meaningful effect 

on student’s readiness to use online learning. Sahbaz (2020) explored the 

perceptions of university students towards distance education during the 

COVID-19 pandemic at Tuzla University in the Bosnia Herzegovina 

Federation. A questionnaire comprised of 12 open-ended questions was used to 

collect the data, Results revealed that almost 90% of the participants were 

against distance education, and support face-to-face education. The greatest 

advantage of distance education for students is their being able to study in the 

comfort of their own home. Also, the weak Internet connection was one 

disadvantage of distance education. When taking online classes, a weak Internet 

connection negatively affected the flow of the lesson.  

Figg et al., (2020) offered a research-based framework with flexible 

elements essential for promoting optimum distance interactions for K-12 

learning applied to younger learners (K-6) to serve as a tool for designing age-

appropriate digital instruction. Findings revealed that some teachers reported 

low student engagement, lack of accountability, and a lower quality of student 

work when compared to their student's performance in the face-to-face 

classroom setting. Furthermore, the teacher's presence and appropriate activities 
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were the center of such a virtual learning environment. It was noted that 

weaving student interest, voice, and passion into the design of learning activities 

enhanced engagement. 

Benhadj, El-Messaoudi, and Nfissa (2019) investigated the impact of 

Kahoot on students’ engagement, motivation, learning outcomes, and attitudes 

towards ICT integration in future learning experiences. The study targeted 97 

students, aged between 16 and 18 years old (54 male and 43 female) belonging 

to three 2nd year classes at an EFL high school in Morocco. Data were collected 

using a survey. Findings revealed that a large proportion of students were 

generally positive about ICT use in class practices, in general, and Kahoot in 

particular.  

Sun, Ni, Shen, and Wang (2019) explored students’ engagement in 

MOOCs with 374 students of Chinese University. The results showed that three 

basic psychological needs for autonomy, competence and relatedness have 

significant positive effects on students’ psychological engagement in MOOCs. 

Relationship quality significantly predicts students’ psychological engagement, 

and psychological engagement promotes behavioral engagement in MOOCs.  

Seth et. al. (2018) asserted that student engagement is associated with 

achievement used observations and interviews to examine students’ behavioral, 

affective, and cognitive engagement in social studies tasks. Findings revealed 

that students were more engaged in tasks that include a higher degree of 

collaboration, new learning, and teacher support. Ben-Eliyahu, Moore, Dorph, 

and Schunn (2018) employed the Activity Engagement Survey to measure 

students’ engagement with over six different science activities on six different 

days within classrooms and over two different science museum exhibits. A 

series of confirmatory factor analyses were conducted to investigate the nature 

of affective, behavioral, cognitive, and overall engagement. Results indicated 

that, in school settings the overall engagement predicted all forms of motivation 

while in the museum exhibits, self-efficacy was positively related to overall 
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engagement and performance-approach goal orientations were positively related 

to behavioral-cognitive engagement. 

Baragash and Al-Samarraie (2018) examined the impact of students’ 

engagement in three learning delivery modes - face-to-face (F2F) learning, 

learning management system (LMS), and web-based learning (WBL)—on their 

learning experience and performance. A total of 196 questionnaires were 

administrated to university students (104 male; 92 female) to assess their 

perception of the three modes. Results revealed that students’ engagement in the 

F2F model had a significant positive effect on their engagement in the LMS and 

WBL modes. Moreover, LMS time and tools usage had a positive influence on 

students’ learning performance. Results also indicated that the most notable 

resources used by students for learning were lecture slides (54.48%), the virtual 

classroom (50.19%), the interactive e-book (43.38%), recorded lectures 

(40.71%), and the printed book (23.05%). On the other hand, the most notable 

tools used by students for interaction were the virtual classroom (60.19%), 

emails (44.57%), the discussion board (36.52%), and the Blackboard Instant 

Messenger (BBIM) (17.71%). 

Payne (2018) presented three interconnected, novel models for the 

investigation of engagement issues. Results highlighted that students often 

expressed the positive aspects of their relationship with their course by referring 

to things that were fun, exciting, or innovative. Furthermore, some students who 

may appear to be disengaged should more accurately be considered to be 

'differently engaged.  

Manwaring et al. (2017) explored students’ engagement in blended 

learning classes through a longitudinal methodology that targeted 67 students 

enrolled in six blended courses across two universities. Findings showed that 

course design and student perception variables had a greater influence on 

engagement than individual student characteristics and that student multitasking 

had a strong negative influence on the engagement. Students’ perceptions of the 
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activity had a strong positive influence on both cognitive and emotional 

engagement.  

Pabuccua and Erduran (2016) investigated secondary school students’ 

engagement in epistemic and narrative practices of chemistry in the context of a 

chemistry story on gas behavior. Student group discussions and written frames 

during the activity were used as data sources. Results revealed that the reason 

for the low engagement of students could be the result of group members’ lower 

conceptual understanding of the gas behavior.  

Yanovaa (2015) evaluated public satisfaction with the quality of 

educational services with institutions of municipal system of general education 

(pre-school \ school\ additional education). Results revealed that the satisfaction 

score was below the importance score on all the criteria. Findings also revealed 

a cluster of risks by the evaluation of parents including the parameters of the 

educational environment (financial, technical, information provision, health-

preserving environment). 

Raine and Grrtton (2014) investigated students’ engagement in six 

departments selected from three colleges through completing a student 

engagement survey widely used in North America and Australasia. Only 248 

replies were obtained from approximately 3000 questionnaires. Findings 

demonstrated that 5% of students claimed never to have developed 

communication skills relevant to their discipline, most students have experience 

of seeking advice from academic staff. One Department relied heavily on e-mail 

communication and teaching staff was generally available and helpful, and 

overall the educational experience appears to be positive due to the quality of 

academic advice.  

Sinclaire (2014) explored the relationship between the organizational 

behavior concepts of worker motivation and job satisfaction that may be useful 

in identifying links between job satisfaction and student satisfaction with online 

learning. It was noted that most research on student satisfaction uses a 
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theoretical attitude-based questionnaire to measure satisfaction. Furthermore, 

student satisfaction with online learning was linked to interaction and 

communication, course design, the learning environment, and individual student 

factors. In a study of the impact of blogs on education and students’ 

engagement, Angelaina and Jimoyiannis (2012) investigated 21 students’ 

participation and learning presence in an educational blog. The content and 

commentaries postings of the blog were analyzed aiming to reveal students’ 

engagement in blogging activities. Results revealed that the students provided 

one another with social and emotional support which created a community of 

inquiry that encouraged students’ autonomy as self-directed learners. However, 

students’ engagement did not seem to be related to their class competence.  

Vinson et al. (2010) examined the impact of student-centered activities on 

enhancing students’ engagement with educationally effective practice. Data 

were collected from 104 undergraduates at a British university through weekly 

questionnaires and focus groups. Results revealed that the transition programs 

can enhance students’ engagement with educationally effective practices and 

evaluation of enjoyment across the activities revealed a fairly positive overall 

perspective of the transition program. 

Annetta, Minogue, Holmes, and Cheng (2009) evaluated a teacher-created 

video game on genetics in terms of its affective and cognitive impact on student 

users. Results indicated that students in the experimental group were more 

engaged than control group students whereas no differences in student learning 

existed. The results showed significant differences in the participants’ level of 

engagement while interfacing with the video game. 

Liaw (2008) investigated learners’ satisfaction, behavioral intentions, and 

the effectiveness of the Blackboard e-learning system among 424 university 

students using a questionnaire. The results showed that perceived self-efficacy 

is a critical factor that influences learners’ satisfaction with the Blackboard 

system. Perceived usefulness and perceived satisfaction both contribute to the 
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learners’ behavioral intention to use the e-learning system. Furthermore, e-

learning effectiveness can be influenced by multimedia instruction, interactive 

learning activities, and e-learning system quality. 

4. Methodology of the Study 

This part of the study is dedicated to the methodology used to fulfil this 

study. 

4.1 Objectives of the Study  

After one year of the transition to online learning due to the continuing 

spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, all educational institutions bear the 

responsibility to look for solutions and options to sustain the educational 

process while finding ways to keep all students in general and EFL students in 

particular engaged. Thus, the main objective of this study emerged to 

investigate EFL students’ engagement and satisfaction with online learning. 

Furthermore, the study aimed to explore the role of students’ gender and place 

of residence variables on the extent of engagement and satisfaction. 

4.2 Questions of the Study 

The current study aimed to answer the following questions: 

- To what extent does online learning enhance EFL students’ engagement and 

satisfaction at QOU during the COVID-19 pandemic? 

- Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in students’ 

satisfaction and engagement due to gender?  

- Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in students’ 

satisfaction and engagement due to students’ place of residence?  

4.3 Significance of the Study  

Plenty of studies have been conducted to measure students’ engagement 

and satisfaction with different modes of learning but none of these have 
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investigated the EFL students’ engagement and satisfaction with online learning 

at QOU during the COVID-19 pandemic. Hence, the results of this study are 

hoped to provide the decision-makers at QOU with recommendations to find 

ways to sustain students’ engagement and satisfaction which contribute to the 

improvement of the quality of content delivery provided to EFL students’ in 

particular. It is of great importance for QOU decision-makers to understand 

aspects that can improve students’ engagement and satisfaction especially under 

unnatural conditions such as the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Furthermore, the results are hoped to provide all possible stakeholders in 

Palestine to find out some preventive and corrective measures and plans to 

design some kind of remediation and compensation to mitigate the adverse 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the education sector as a whole. 

Meanwhile, investigating students’ engagement and satisfaction is hoped to 

contribute to identifying the effectiveness of the different remote learning 

methods and strategies to plan for the optimal conditions for their 

implementation as a means to promote students learning and achievement. 

Other researchers might benefit from the results and the literature review to 

carry out other studies aiming at measuring students’ engagement and 

satisfaction within different specializations, different groups, and levels or using 

international scales, qualitative methods such as observation, interviews, and 

others. 

4.4 Problem of the Study 

The continuing spread of the COVID-19 pandemic has forced all 

educational institutions in Palestine and many countries around the world to 

shift from face-to-face education into different forms of content delivery 

manifested by online learning, e-learning, blended learning, flipped learning, 

virtual learning, digital learning, and so forth. Most of these forms are 

characterized by some kind of social distancing in addition to the absence of 

face–to–face communication between the teacher and the learners which might 
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lead to some kind of dissatisfaction or disengagement among the learners. 

Furthermore, the effect of not attending face-to-face lectures at QOU especially 

the EFL lectures can have an unfavorable impact on the acquisition of English 

language skills, as revealed by Al-Zoubi (2018) who found a strong impact of 

exposure to the English language on language acquisition in addition to a 

statistically significant correlation between exposure to language and 

developing the four language skills particularly listening and speaking since 

these skills work better within face-to-face interaction.  

However, after one year of the transition to online learning and 

emergency remote teaching, there is a need to find ways to keep EFL students 

engaged. More importantly, there is a need to find ways to foster a sense of 

belonging with students while learning has become online and students who 

cannot be reached by distance and online learning might face some educational 

inequity especially in some marginalized or remote areas in Palestine. Thus, 

learning and teaching should be adapted to meet the challenges and contexts 

created by emergencies such as the ongoing pandemic, and investigating 

students’ engagement and satisfaction with online learning should be regular 

and frequent to allow for timely appropriate adjustments. 

More importantly, to the researcher’s best knowledge, there have not been 

studies in Palestine that examine the level of students’ engagement and 

satisfaction with the online learning modes used by higher education institutions 

during the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, the current study aimed to 

investigate the level of EFL students’ engagement and satisfaction with online 

learning at Al-Quds Open University during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as 

examining the effect of gender and place of residence on students’ engagement 

and satisfaction. 

4.5 Participants of the Study  

In this study, the BigBlueButton system has been used at QOU in 

Palestine (West Bank and Gaza Strip) with approximately 55, 000 students 
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during the second semester of the academic year 2020 /2021. 2007. Because of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, all students were supposed to use this e-learning 

system. The questionnaire was sent to the accounts of the EFL students in three 

branches of QOU locating in the northern part of West Bank. The population 

consisted of 890 EFL students in the three branches (893 English Language and 

Literature majors). After using the BigBlueButton e-learning system for more 

than 14 months, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire that 

included demographic information (gender and place of residence) in addition 

to 29 items measuring students’ engagement and satisfaction with online 

learning. Table (1) below presents the distribution of participants by gender and 

place of residence. 

Table.1. Distribution of the respondents by gender and place of residence 

Variable Class Frequency Percentage  % 

Gender 

Male 33 14.4 

Female 196 85.6 

Place of 

residence  

City 78 34.1 

Village 135 58.9 

Refugee Camp 16 07.0 

Total 229 100% 

 

As shown in Table (1) above, the respondents varied in terms of gender 

and place of residence. Of the total 229 EFL students, 85.6 % (n = 196) were 

females and only 14.4 % (n = 33) males.  This means that the female 

participants largely outnumbered male participants since the majority of 

students at QOU who major in English language and Literature or TEFL are 
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females. Concerning the place of residence variable, of the total respondents, 

58.9 % (n = 135) live in a village, 34.1 % (n = 78) in a city and only 7 % (n= 

16) live in a refugee camp.  

4.6 Instruments for Data Collection 

For data collection, two instruments were used. The first was an online 

questionnaire due to the use of questionnaire surveys as a popular data 

collection method for academic or marketing research in a variety of fields and 

a significant proportion of the population currently shift from postal (paper-

pencil) or telephone towards online survey use in research (Regmi etal., 2016). 

The questionnaire consisted of two sections: the first section involved 

demographic data about students’ gender and their place of residence while the 

second section involved 29 items. The rating was based on a five-point Likert 

scale. Most of these items were mainly adapted from previous studies, with 

some modifications in wording and content to fit the study objectives.  

The second instrument was a semi-structured interview conducted with 32 

students to confirm the questionnaire results. The interview included three basic 

open-ended questions that asked the students to express their feelings about 

their overall experience in relation to online learning during the COVID-19 

pandemic. These questions were based on the main themes derived from the 

study questions and the questionnaire items as well.  

Q.1.What do you think of online learning implemented by Al-Quds Open 

University during the COVID-19 pandemic?  

Q2. To what extent did you benefit from online learning during the COVID-19 

pandemic?  

Q3. What do you prefer, online learning or face-to-face learning? Why? 
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4.7 Questionnaire Validity and Reliability  

To ensure the validity of the questionnaire, it was verified by a jury of 

experts in the field of TEFL at the Department of English language & Literature 

at QOU. Several changes were made, including rewording and reversing some 

items in addition to reducing the number of items from 40 to 29 through 

eliminating those items which seemed to be repetitive. As for reliability, the 

Cronbach Alpha formula was used scoring (0.91) which represents a high 

degree of reliability. 

4.8 Data Collection and Procedure 

After using the BigBlueButton system for three semesters during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, the participants were asked to complete the 29-item 

questionnaire which was designed using Google Form and sent electronically to 

the students via the QOU academic portal, WhatsApp, and Messenger at the end 

of the second semester 2020 /2021. However, the questionnaire was sent on 

May 16th while the results were obtained on May 31st with three reminders sent 

to the students to encourage them to respond. As mentioned previously, the total 

number of the filled questionnaire was 230 and only one questionnaire was 

excluded because the responses were not complete. 

About the interviews, they were conducted with 32 students (22 females 

and 10 males) using WhatsApp and Messenger. To help the interviewees 

express their feelings accurately and easily, they were allowed to use their 

native language (Arabic). The respondents’ answers and comments were later 

translated into English by the researcher, then reviewed and verified by two 

professors at QOU who teach the two courses Translation 1 and Translation 2. 

Each interview lasted on average 7-10 minutes. Besides, the 32 students were 

asked to write and sent any additional information to the researcher through the 

portal or WhatsApp, or Messenger.  
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5.  Data Analysis  

The data collected quantitatively were analyzed using (SPSS) to provide 

answers to the questions of the study. Means, frequencies, standard deviations, 

percentages, t-tests for Independent Samples, One-Way Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA were used to find out descriptive statistical analysis. To analyze the 

findings, the following scale was used to represent the estimation level of 

teachers' responses as shown in Table (2). 

Table 2.  Distribution of averages into rates, and estimating the means values to 

numeric weight 

Estimation 

level 

Estimated 

means values 

Numerical 

Weight 
Scale 

Very High 4.2  - 5 5 Strongly Agree 

High 3.4  – less than 4.2 4 Agree 

Medium 2.6  – less than 3.4 3 
Neither agree nor 

disagree 

Low 1.8  –  less than 2.6 2 Disagree 

Very Low less than 1.8 1 Strongly Disagree 

 

As shown in Table (2) above, the scale is five-point Likert constructed to 

calculate the students’ responses to each item where strongly agree = 5 points, 

agree = 4 points, neither agree nor disagree = 3ponts, disagree = 2 points, and 

strongly disagree = 1 point. To interpret the results and based on the distribution 

of the number of classes (4) divided by the highest numerical weight (5), the 

interval measure (4/5 = 0.8) was calculated. 
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On the other hand, the qualitative data collected through the interviews 

were analyzed thematically to identify key themes, similarities, and differences 

across the data in addition to using SWOT analysis. SWOT is a simple and 

easy-to-understand technique used for examining the organization's internal 

strengths and weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for the aim of formulating 

strategies and policies (Balamuralikrishna and Dugger, 1995). Within this 

approach, strengths represent the positive components and advantages in the 

organization’s environment while weaknesses manifest the organization’s 

negative internal elements that need to work on and improve. On the other hand, 

opportunities highlight advantageous external elements that can work for the 

success of the organization in contrary to the threats which are expected to 

negatively affect the future of the organization. 

6. Results and Discussion 

The current study aimed to investigate EFL students’ engagement and 

satisfaction with online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic in addition to 

exploring the role of students’ gender and place of residence variables on the 

extent of engagement and satisfaction. To achieve the study objectives, a 

questionnaire was sent to a sample of EFL students through QOU academic 

portal in the second semester of the academic year 2020/2021 in addition to 

semi-structured interviews administered with a purposeful sample of students 

through WhatsApp and Messenger. Results obtained from the students’ 

responses to the questionnaire items and their answers in the interviews are 

presented below following the study questions. 

1. Results related to the first question “To what extent does online learning 

enhance EFL students’ engagement and satisfaction at QOU during COVID-19 

pandemic?” 

To answer this question, the means, standard deviations and percentages of EFL 

students’ responses were calculated and the results are shown in Table 3 below. 
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Table (3):  Means, Standard Deviations and Percentages of EFL students’ 

responses 
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1 
I use my smartphone to join 

virtual classes and sit for exams. 
4.15 0.90 83.0 High 

2 

I find it easy to use distance 

learning technology (computer, 

tablet, smartphone, video calls, 

applications, etc.). 

3.96 1.00 79.1 High 

3 

I am satisfied with the multiple-

choice online exams during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

3.94 1.05 78.9 High 

4 

I am satisfied because the 

instructors chat with students 

using open platforms (Zoom, 

WhatsApp , Facebook). 

3.89 0.92 77.7 High 

5 
I feel happy when I chat with my 

instructor in the virtual class. 
3.89 1.05 77.7 High 

6 
When I missed a virtual class 

online, I watch the recorded one. 
3.81 1.05 76.2 High 

7 

I am satisfied that all 

communication skills are 

continually being developed 

3.80 0.98 76.0 High 
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while learning. 

8 

I missed some online classes 

because my internet wasn’t 

working. 

3.75 1.13 74.9 High 

9 

I am satisfied that the instructors 

use multiple options to ensure 

students’ participation. 

3.75 0.86 74.9 High 

10 

I am satisfied with the help I get 

from my instructor through the 

academic portal. 

3.72 1.02 74.5 High 

11 

I am satisfied that my instructors 

design online activities and 

virtual lessons that foster English 

language skills. 

3.69 1.03 73.8 High 

12 

I am confident because my 

instructors are concerned about 

my academic progress during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

3.69 0.94 73.7 High 

13 
I feel comfortable participating in 

the discussion forums. 
3.68 0.96 73.5 High 

14 
I feel unhappy when I miss online 

classes for one reason or another. 
3.66 0.99 73.2 High 

15 
My instructors provide effective 

instruction via BigBlueButton. 
3.66 0.89 73.2 High 

16 I am satisfied with the deadlines 3.65 0.96 72.9 High 
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given to submit the online activities. 

17 

I am satisfied with using 

BigBlueButton as a learning- 

assisted tool. 

3.60 0.98 72.1 High 

18 

I am satisfied with the way online 

learning is structured and delivered 

at Al-Quds Open University. 

3.57 1.09 71.4 High 

19 

The teaching style used in the 

virtual classes makes me 

comfortable. 

3.55 1.07 70.9 High 

20 

When I have a virtual class, I face 

no difficulty to get the technology 

(laptop, tablet, computer, 

smartphone) I need. 

3.51 1.07 70.2 High 

21 

I used to talk privately with 

instructors for extra support and 

assistance. 

3.50 1.07 70.0 High 

22 
I am satisfied with the timing and 

schedule of virtual classes. 
3.47 1.02 69.3 High 

23 
The time allotted for the online 

exam is sufficient. 
3.45 1.12 69.1 High 

24 
Connecting to the internet to access 

online activities was easy. 
3.45 1.04 69.0 High 

25 
I am satisfied with the number of 

virtual classes given to each course. 
3.45 1.11 68.9 High 
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26 
The online exams enhance my study 

skills. 
3.16 1.21 63.2 Medium 

27 

I missed some online classes 

because I share the computer 

/smartphone with a family member. 

3.14 1.25 62.7 Medium 

28 
The online exams enable me to 

improve the four language skills. 
3.06 1.26 61.1 Medium 

29 

I wish I spent more time learning 

online at home and less time 

learning at the university campus. 

2.93 1.49 58.6 Medium 

Total  Degree 3.60 0.55 72.1 High 

 

Table 3 revealed that the total degree of students’ engagement and 

satisfaction with online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic scored 72.1 % 

(means = 3.60) indicating that the EFL students at QOU were highly engaged 

and satisfied with online learning. This result might be because Al-Quds Open 

University tried its best efforts to ensure the continuity of the teaching-learning 

process during the COVID-19 pandemic after suspending face-to-face teaching 

as a means to prevent or at least to slow down the transmission of coronavirus. 

These efforts involved using virtual classes delivered through BigBlueButton as 

a learning-assisted tool with its feature of recording the lectures to be used by 

the students later, using online exams that enable the students to sit for them at 

home using their mobile phones, using online activities, and discussion forums 

which agree with Figg et al., (2020) who noted that weaving student interest, 

voice, and passion into the design of learning activities enhanced engagement, 

and the instructors’ roles during the pandemic who tried their best efforts to be 

cooperative and supportive.  
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The majority of these full-time instructors are inclined to use the available 

social media applications such as WhatsApp, Facebook, and Messenger to 

communicate with their students in addition to the academic portal of QOU. 

These efforts and others seemed to leave a positive impact on students learning 

and the extent of their engagement and satisfaction with online learning at QOU 

which showed that the students were able to benefit from the various procedures 

and techniques implemented by QOU during the COVID-19 pandemic. These 

results are consistent with previous studies carried out by Sugden, Brunton, 

MacDonald, and Hicks (2021) who found that the online activities, in particular, 

were perceived positively by the target students and created affective, cognitive, 

and behavioral engagement.  

The results also partially agree with Khlaif, Salha, and Kouraichi 

(2021who found that teachers’ presence and quality of content also influence 

student engagement. Such a high level of estimation tends to agree with 

Hurgner Son, Son, and Donmrz (2020) who revealed that online learning has a 

meaningful effect on student’s readiness to use online learning especially, as 

revealed by Sahbaz (2020), one advantage of distance education for students is 

the ability to study in the comfort of their own home. 

Furthermore, the high level of engagement could be due to students’ use 

of different resources and tools to access learning during the COVID-19 

pandemic which is consistent with Baragash and Al-Samarraie (2018) who 

found that that among the most notable resources used by students were lecture 

slides (54.48%), the virtual classroom (50.19%), recorded lectures (40.71%), 

while the most notable tools used by students for interaction were the virtual 

classroom (60.19%), emails (44.57%), the discussion board (36.52%). 

On the other hand, the above results seem to disagree with Khlaif, Salha, 

and Kouraichi (2021) whose study revealed that teaching and learning online 

during the pandemic has broadened digital inequality and threatened students’ 

digital privacy which influenced negatively students’ engagement. By the same 
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token, the aforementioned results are in disagreement with Alzahrani and Seth 

(2021) who found that service quality did not influence students’ satisfaction 

with online learning management systems in higher education during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The results also disagree with Figg et al., (2020) who 

found that some teachers indicated low student engagement as well as a lower 

quality of student work when compared to their students’ performance in face-

to-face classroom setting. 

Table 3 revealed that 25 items indicated a high level of estimation in 

contrast to 4 items indicating a medium level of estimation. In this respect, the 

highest means (4.15) was scored by the item “I use my smartphone to join 

virtual classes and sit for exams”. This result indicates that the students find it 

easy to use their smartphones with their features as a technological tool for 

learning instead of using personal computers or laptops which seem to be more 

expensive and sometimes unattainable for Palestinian families. The result, thus, 

supports evidence from previous studies conducted by Sugden, Brunton, 

MacDonald, and Hicks (2021) whose study revealed that students used mobile 

devices to access the online learning activities across a variety of locations to fit 

study into their daily routines. The result also goes in line with Gonzalez et al. 

(2020) who maintained that mobile learning has become an alternative suitable 

for students with fewer technological resources.  

Table 3 also showed that the lowest means (2.93) was scored by the 

item” I wish I spent more time learning online at home and less time learning at 

the university campus” which means that the majority of students, regardless of 

the high level of engagement and satisfaction of online learning during the 

pandemic, prefer to attend face-to-face lectures at the university campus instead 

of online learning. This result is supported by their responses to two items in the 

questionnaire which scored medium means and percentages. These items 

indicated that neither the online exams enabled the students to improve their 

four language skills nor did the online exams enhanced their study skills. These 

responses can be interpreted by saying that the online exams during the 
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COVID-19 pandemic consisted only of 30 multiple-choice questions which 

limit students’ abilities to employ higher-order thinking skills.  

This result is supported by Khlaif, Salha, and Kouraichi (2021) who 

claimed that teaching and learning online during the pandemic has broadened 

digital inequality and threatened students’ digital privacy. The results also agree 

with Sahbaz (2020) who found that almost 90% of the participants were against 

distance education and support face-to-face education.  

2. Results related to the second question “Are there statistically significant 

differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in students’ satisfaction and engagement due to 

gender?”  

To answer this question, t-Test for Independent samples was used and 

table 4 shows the results. 

Table (4): T-test for Independent Samples of students’ responses due to gender

  

Domain Gender N Mean S. D t Sig.* 

Tota

l 

Male 33 3.61 0.67 

0.114 0.910 

Female 196 3.60 0.52 

      *The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

As shown in Table 4 above, the significant value (0.91) is higher than the 

significant level (0.05) indicating that there were no statistically significant 

differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in students’ engagement and satisfaction with online 

learning at QOU during the COVID-19 pandemic due to gender. The result 

means that both male and female students were engaged and satisfied with 

QOU procedures and action plans to ensure the continuity of education during 

the pandemic which is supported by the fact that online courses tend to increase 

students’ access and support freedom and independence of time and place.  
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This result disagrees with Álvarez-Huerta, Muela, Alexander, and Larrea 

(2021) who found gender differences between student engagement and creative 

self-concept. The result also agrees with Çalışkan (cited in Hurgner Son, Son, 

and Donmrz, 2020) who emphasized the significant role of online learning to 

help the students realize learning far from the sources by reaching many 

learning resources at the same time in an environment different from traditional 

learning-teaching activities.   

The result is also supported by Manwaring et al. (2017) who found that 

the course design and student perception variables had a greater influence on 

engagement than individual student characteristics. On the other hand, the result 

seems to disagree with Khlaif, Salha, and Kouraichi (2021) who found that 

cultural factors were the important factors that influenced females because of 

parents’ bias against females using online learning compared to male students. 

3-Results related to the third question “Are there statistically significant 

differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in students’ satisfaction and engagement due to place 

of residence? 

To answer the question, frequencies, means, percentages and standards 

deviations of the responses were calculated and presented in Table 4 below.   

Table (5): Frequencies, means, percentages and standards deviations of 

students’ responses due to Place of Residence. 

Domain Place of residence N Mean Percentages S.D 

Total 

City 78 3.55 34 % 0.65 

Village 135 3.63 59 % 0.48 

Refugee Camp 16 3.66 7 % 0.54 

Total 229 3.60 100% 0.55 
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Table 5 shows that the majority of students (59 %, n=135) live in villages 

and (34%, n=78) reside in cities while the rest (7 %, n=16) live in refugee 

camps. These results implicitly indicate that those students who live in the cities 

are likely to have better learning opportunities mainly in terms of internet 

connection and access to technological advancements.  However, to answer the 

above question, One -Way ANOVA was used, and Table 6 shows the results. 

Table (6): Results of One -Way ANOVA of students’ responses due to place of 

residence 

Domain 
Source of 

variance 

Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Total 

Between 

Groups 
00.399 2 0.199 

0.669 0.513 

Within 

Groups 
67.372 226 

0.298 

Total 67.771 228 

* The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

Table 6 shows that the calculated value (0.513) is higher than the 

significant level (0.05) which means that there were no statistically significant 

differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in students’ satisfaction and engagement due to place 

of residence. This result indicates that whether the student resides in a village, a 

city, or a refugee camp, the level of engagement and satisfaction was not 

affected by this variable. This might be because the majority of students 83 % 

reported that they use their smartphones to join virtual classes and sit for exams 

and that 79.1 % of the students faced no difficulty to use distance learning 

technology (computer, tablet, smartphone, video calls, applications, etc.).  

However, 69% of the surveyed students reported that connecting to the 

internet to access online activities was easy for them especially when the 
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internet connection is provided in Palestine in different forms including fiber 

internet, cable internet,4G internet, fixed-wireless internet which suits rural 

communities and satellite internet. These different types enable all students in 

all geographical locations to access the internet although about 74.9 % of the 

students reported that they missed some online classes because the internet 

wasn’t working which seems to agree with Sahbaz (2020) who found that weak 

Internet connection was one disadvantage of distance education.  

Results of the interviews  

To elicit more details from a random sample of EFL students who filled 

the online questionnaire, 32 students (22 females and 10 males) were 

interviewed utilizing three open-ended questions for the aim of verifying the 

results obtained from quantitative data.  Following the thematic analysis 

approach done by the researcher and one assistant, three principal themes have 

emerged as shown in Table 4 below. 

Table 4. Principal themes related to students’ engagement and satisfaction with 

online learning 

Basic theme                                                  Categories                                                                                                 

1. Students’ opinions                           Positive opinions (n=24) 

                                                             Negative opinions (n=8) 

2. Benefits of online learning          Enhancing  technical and life skills, better   

                                                         academic achievement, save  time and   

                                                          efforts, no transportation. (n=32)                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

3. Students’ preferences                       Face-to-face learning (n=20) 

                                                              Online learning (n=12) 

     

https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/compare-internet-provider-types#fiber
https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/compare-internet-provider-types#fiber
https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/compare-internet-provider-types#cable
https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/compare-internet-provider-types#4g-lte
https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/compare-internet-provider-types#fixed-wireless
https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/compare-internet-provider-types#satellite
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Students’ Opinions  

The first question in the interview asked the EFL students about their 

opinions of online learning implemented by Al-Quds Open University during 

the COVID-19 pandemic. Table 4 above shows that the students were divided 

into two major categories. The first category involved those students who hold 

positive opinions about online learning (n =24) which provide some evidence to 

justify their high engagement and satisfaction with online learning. These 

positive opinions are manifested in several adjectives like “successful, good 

choice, helpful, useful, beneficial, new experience, unique, exciting, interesting, 

very good, effective solution, convenient, flexible, and comfortable).  

In this respect, one female student indicated that “Online learning was a 

good choice to continue the process of learning during the COVID-19 

pandemic, especially the virtual meetings used to compensate for face-to-face 

lectures.” Several students repeated that online learning was a new experience 

for them and it has been useful, beneficial, helpful and interesting.  

However, there were a few students who expressed negative opinions 

about online learning that were reflected in their answers to the interview 

questions. One female student said that “Online learning is a useless system 

because the theoretical subjects I completed using online learning did not 

benefit me” while a male student reported that “Online learning is awful 

because sitting at home to watch online lecture does not support study and some 

instructors just talk so fast and don’t care if we understood or not”. A third 

female student viewed online learning as a “complete failure” claiming that “it 

makes the students lazy in performing duties and assignments”. 

Benefits of Online Learning 

The second question in the interview asked the EFL students about the 

benefits they gained from online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Regardless of some negative opinions revealed by few students, the majority of 
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the interviewees pointed to a large number of benefits and advantages of online 

learning, especially during the ongoing pandemic. Some students indicated that 

online learning helped them to: join the classes from home, achieve better 

grades, promote life skills, enhance technological skills, benefit from the 

recorded lectures, sit for exams at home, use their smartphones for educational 

purposes, study at the comfort of their homes, save time and effort, compensate 

for face- to -face lectures, reconcile work and study, save money spent on 

transportation fares and meals, to name a few. Meanwhile, a female student 

said, “Online learning benefited me a lot because I was able to study the 

courses while I live in Jordan not in Palestine since I am married with two 

babies and family responsibilities”.    

Students’ Preferences  

The third question in the interview asked the EFL students if they prefer 

online learning or face-to-face learning and for what reasons. Table 4 reveals 

that twenty students (62.5 %) were in favor of face-to-face learning while 

twelve students (37.5 %) were in favor of online learning. The students 

representing the first group gave various reasons for preferring face-to-face 

learning including it is the way we used to learn, we can see each other, we 

communicate better, it is better and more convenient for the students, we can 

see and interact well with the teacher, online learning involves irresponsibility, 

inaction, dishonesty and cheating in exams, face-to-face learning develops a 

relationship with teachers and classmates, students are more involved in 

university life and meeting classmates/friends, face-to-face learning promotes 

social communication and body language expressions, face-to-face education 

motivates students and the teacher to give all their abilities with more creativity, 

increases understanding, assimilation, and development of skills, languages 

need practice more than theory, online learning does not allow students to 

acquire communication skills, and it doesn’t enhance the skills of reading, 

writing, listening and speaking. 
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In this respect, one female student maintained that she prefers face–to–

face learning because there are no barriers that prevent students such as the 

electricity cut, internet weakness, or disconnection, and the direct 

communication forces student to bear responsibility. A second student claimed 

that face-to-face learning enables the students to see the professor and the 

students when communicating using the language. Another student who was in 

favor of face-to-face learning stated, “Despite the many advantages of online 

learning, I prefer face-to-face education because the student is more involved in 

university life and meeting classmates face-to-face anytime”. 

   On the other hand, twelve students (32.5) were in favor of online 

learning for many reasons. One of the reasons was the ability to attend classes at 

home without the need to come to university which seems to save time, money, 

and effort. A second reason was that the students have more opportunities to 

communicate with their instructors using several tools including the QOU 

academic portal, WhatsApp, Facebook, and other media. Few students indicated 

that they felt more confident in online learning because they were more 

motivated to participate through the chat room. 

SWOT Analysis  

To elicit more information, the students’ answers to the three questions 

were analyzed to include the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats 

using SWOT analysis method. The results of this analysis are presented in 

Figure 1 below. 
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7.  Conclusion and Recommendations 

The major objective of this study was to investigate EFL students’ 

engagement and satisfaction with online learning. Results revealed that 72.1 % 

of the participants were highly engaged and satisfied with online learning at 

QOU. The study showed that learners are motivated to use digital technologies 

in learning especially when 25 items indicated a high level of estimation in 

contrast to 4 items indicating a medium level of estimation. Results also 

revealed no statistically significant differences in students’ engagement and 

satisfaction due to students’ gender and place of residence. What seems 

promising in this respect is that the majority of the participants were able to deal 

with technology to learn and virtually interact with their instructors and other 

classmates.  

All in all, the results are in line with many studies conducted during the 

COVID-19 pandemic which might be a good opportunity for all countries 

around the world to cooperate and find out international solutions and options to 

confront unexpected circumstances like the ongoing pandemic. Nevertheless, 
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and based on the aforementioned results, the following recommendations are 

offered: 

1. QOU is recommended to employ all possible technological tools to support 

students access to learning as well as promoting students’ learning engagement.  

2. QOU can invest in social networks for providing students with multiple 

options to learn. 

3. QOU is recommended to use Web conferencing tools that offer online 

interaction for students and teachers to chat, share screen content, and 

communicate.  

4. QOU is recommended to provide EFL students with more opportunities to 

get engaged when using the online environment to achieve the necessary 

motivation in this process. 

5. Researchers are recommended to conduct qualitative research that aims to 

investigate students’ engagement and satisfaction,  
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Abstract 

This research studies the English language students registered in the listening 

course at QOU in the second semester of the academic year 2020-2021. 

Although there are several factors might influence students with regard to 

learning online, the current study focuses mainly on the students 

psycholinguistic perceptions on the various elements of their learning 

experience. To achieve the study objectives, a virtual questionnaire was 

designed and distributed among 713 students registered in the semester in the 

19 branches of the university distributed all over Palestine. Of the 713 students, 

134 students responded to the questionnaire with a percentage of approximately 

19%. Although the responding students were taught by different academic 

supervisors, come from different cities, villages and backgrounds, their 

responses show many positive perceptions regarding their listening virtual 

classes as being able to: enhancing their social interaction with teachers and 

colleagues, being able to discuss and revise their results and situations among 

other points. Students learning experiences were affected negatively by other 

responsibilities, as well as the noisy surrounding, among other points.  

Keywords: Covid-19; teaching listening; virtual classes; students’ attitudes. 
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1. Introduction 

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has challenged the 

globe with unprecedented problems that challenged the current global and 

national socio-political, economic, and educational landscapes. The World 

Health Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus epidemic a pandemic. In 

light of rising concern about the current COVID-19 pandemic, a growing 

number of universities across the world have either postponed or canceled all 

campus events such as workshops, conferences, sports, and other activities 

(Sahu, 2020). Universities have moved rapidly to transition various courses and 

programs from face-to-face to online delivery mode (V, 2020). This compelled 

colleges to dramatically change their teaching learning process and assessment 

(Abdullah, Husin, & Haider, 2020). Especially in the education system, E-

learning has been found to be a significant tool for effectively continuing the 

teaching-learning process during the lockdown. The web has become one of the 

important mediums of learning that opens the door for people around the world 

to access education easily at free or lesser cost (Noor Ul-Amin, 2013).  

While the spread of the Corona virus (Covid-19) poses a challenge to 

advanced nations and their health systems, this pandemic poses an even greater, 

more complex challenge to the Palestinians who continue to live in a highly 

volatile political environment that has many restrictions on student mobility, 

export and import activity, and access to adequate infrastructure and education 

resources. The Israeli military occupation of Palestine and the repeated violence 

against Palestinians have weakened the Palestinian health system and have 

consequently disregarded Palestinian rights to life (Alashqar, 2020). 

The Ministry of Education and Higher Education in Palestine oversees 

public education in public schools, UNRWA schools and private schools. The 

Ministry also supervises higher education in Palestinian colleges and 

universities. The Palestinian education system has adapted the e-earning 

approach during the Covid-19 crisis. However, there has been concerns about 
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the readiness of the Ministry of Education to provide the essential requirements 

for using technology in a manner that achieves inclusive and equitable quality 

education for all students and for all teaching topics at this urgent time. In 

addition, the Ministry has little experience in preparing teachers, parents and 

students to use online learning environments and to fully transform to online 

learning (Ministry of Education (Palestine), 2020). 

One positive impact of the outbreak of Covid-19 is manifested in the 

adoption of online education by many Palestinian academic institutions. It is 

needless to say that we did not have much say in this sudden transition to digital 

learning. Indeed, it was our only option during the pandemic. The Palestinian 

universities and schools suspended all classes without stopping learning; all 

academic institutions migrated from face-to-face education to online education 

(Abumaria, 2020; Jawabreh, 2020). 

Online education adopted in many Palestinian universities follows the 

online and offline phases. While the former focuses on discussions and 

representations on the parts of instructors and students, the latter phase is based 

on research, which enables students to practice and develop their critical skills 

and forces teachers to read up on the subjects taught so as to be able to 

recommend further readings to their students (Hamamra, Alawi, & Daragmeh, 

2021).  

The realities of virtual learning called for reduced contact hours, less 

indoctrination, more research-based assessments, and the creation of learning 

spaces that are managed and moderated by learners(ibid). The unplanned and 

sudden transition to online learning which has imposed the use of new 

technologies that students are unfamiliar with, which has put a lot of pressure 

on teachers, students and parents (Khlaif & Salha, 2020). Consequently, 

researchers believe that it is now more urgent than ever to consider flexible 

learning approaches such as online learning to meet the challenges faced by 

educational systems in developing countries.  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1475939X.2020.1851752?scroll=top&needAccess=true
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2. Literature Review  

In this part, the researchers are presenting the literature review relevant to 

the topic of the study. 

2.1 E-Learning versus Covid-19  

Web-based learning is commonly referred to as eLearning or online 

learning. It essentially includes learning online through the courses that are 

offered on the net. Emails, live lectures, and videoconferencing are all possible 

through the net. This enables all the participants to give their views on a 

particular topic and then discuss them further. They also offer static pages like 

course materials that are printed for the benefit of all the participants. One of the 

main advantages of accessing pages on the web is that most of the web pages 

have hyperlinks that will lead you to another page and thus opens up a vast 

amount of information on the net.  

The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered new ways of learning. All around 

the world, educational institutions are looking toward online learning platforms 

to continue with the process of educating students. The new normal now is a 

transformed concept of education with online learning at the core of this 

transformation. Today, digital learning has emerged as a necessary resource for 

students and schools all over the world. For many educational institutes, this is 

an entirely new way of education that they have had to adopt. Online learning is 

now applicable not just to learn academics but it also extends to learning 

extracurricular activities for students as well. In recent months, the demand for 

online learning has risen significantly, and it will continue doing so in the 

future. 

There are many studies and reviews showed that online education can be 

used as a main system of education in the future. In the report of UNESCO 

(2020) & Murphy (2020), the online system of education will be as effective as 
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school-based methods in the future. So, by 2030, technology will reshape the 

universities.  

As maintained by Bao (2020), lecturers help more during the 

implementation of e-learning. Teachers can facilitate discussions at both group 

and individual levels. They can respond to questions asked by learners, design 

appropriate assignments, and examine students’ learning. Furthermore, Li & 

Lalani (2020) added that students recall 25-60% more material in online 

learning compared to 8-10% in a classroom. Moreover, e-learning requires 4-

60% less time. According to Wang, Pi, and Hu (2019), e-learning is a helpful 

alternative for students and the researchers should study different ways of 

making it more interested in thinking and creation (Donitsa-Schmidt & Topaz, 

2018; Garcia & Badia, 2017).  

Biswas (2020) argued that an analysis based on students’ responses to 

social media proves that students do not face challenges because of the 

technical operational obstacles. Instead, they have difficulties concerning the 

lack of a good learning attitude, discipline, or good learning environment during 

this time.  

While Biswas (2020) indicated that students face problems which are 

complicated to them more than technical support. Ananga and Biney (2017) 

showed that the importance of identifying students’ technical status is more 

important that creating online courses. Skulmowski (2020) has illustrated the 

importance of the social lives of students. There is an importance of offering a 

sense of community and collaborative activates for students (Shlossberg & 

Cunningham, 2016; Wang, Pi, & Hu, 2019). 

According to Nursalam (2008, p. 135), E-learning has some following 

features: 

1. Utilizing electronic technology services; 
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2. Utilizing the advantages of computers (digital media and computer 

networks); 

3. Using autonomous materials (self-learning materials), then stored on a 

computer so it can be accessed by lecturers and students anytime and anywhere; 

and 

4. Utilizing the learning schedule, curriculum, learning progress results and 

things relate to 

educational administrations that can be seen anytime on the computer. 

There are three internet-based learning in E-learning (Faridi, 2009): 

Web Course is the use of internet for learning purposes where teaching material, 

discussion, consultation, assignment and examinations are accessed via internet 

or no face-to-face in the learning process like the process of distance education; 

virtual university; 

Web Centric Course compared to Web Course, Web Centric emphasizes 

learning via internet where some consultations, discussions and assignments are 

held in face-to-face presentations and it is conducted in a smaller learning 

process like university off campus; 

Web Enhanced Course the use of the internet for learning purposes where the 

role of interne tis only to support face-to-face learning activities or presentations 

carried out in a greater learning process. 

2.2 E-Learning Components 

E-learning approaches can combine different types of e-learning 

components, including: 

a. E-learning content E-learning content can include; simple learning resources, 

interactive e-lessons, electronic simulations, and job aids. 
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b. E-tutoring, e-coaching, e-mentoring provide individual support and feedback 

to learners through online tools and facilitation techniques 

c. Collaborative Learning/Collaborative activities range from discussions and 

knowledge sharing to working together on a common project. Social software, 

such as chats, discussion forums and blogs, are used for online collaboration 

among learners. 

d. Synchronous and asynchronous online discussions are designed to facilitate 

communication and knowledge-sharing among learners. Learners can comment 

and exchange ideas about course activities or contribute to group learning by 

sharing their knowledge.  

Collaborative project work implies collaboration among learners to perform a 

task.  

Collaborative activities can include project work and scenario-based 

assignments. 

e. Virtual Classroom, a virtual classroom is an e-learning event where an 

instructor teaches remotely and in real time to a group of learners using a 

combination of materials (e.g. PowerPoint slides, audio or video materials).  

2.3 E-Learning Advantages  

As with most teaching methods, online learning also has its own set of 

positives and negatives. Decoding and understanding these positives and 

negatives will help institutes in creating strategies for more efficiently 

delivering the lessons, ensuring an uninterrupted learning journey for students. 

Some advantages and disadvantages of e-learning include:  

Efficiency:  
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Online learning offers teachers an efficient way to deliver lessons to students. 

Online learning has a number of tools such as videos, PDFs, podcasts, and 

teachers can use all these tools as part of their lesson plans.  

Accessibility of Time and Place: 

Another advantage of online education is that it allows students to attend classes 

from any location of their choice. Additionally, online lectures can be recorded, 

archived, and shared for future reference. This allows students to access the 

learning material at a time of their comfort. 

Affordability:  

Online education is far more affordable as compared to physical learning. This 

is because online learning eliminates the cost points of student transportation, 

student meals, and most importantly, real estate.  

Improved Student Attendance   

Since online classes can be taken from home or location of choice, there are 

fewer chances of students missing out on lessons. 

Suits a Variety of Learning Styles  

The online learning system, with its range of options and resources, can be 

personalized in many ways. It is the best way to create a perfect learning 

environment suited to the needs of each student. 

Everyone, who are part time students or are working full time, can take 

advantage of web-based learning. 

Web-based learning promotes active and independent learning. 

It is a very convenient and flexible option; above all, you don't have to depend 

on anyone for anything. 
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Not only can you train yourself on a day to day basis, but also on weekends or 

whenever you have the free time to. There is no hard and fast rule. 

Through discussion boards and chats, you are able to interact with everyone 

online also clear your doubts if any. 

The video instructions that are provided for audio and video learning can be 

rewound and seen and heard again and again if you do not happen to understand 

the topic first time around. 

2.4 E-learning Disadvantages  

E-learning also has some challenges such as: 

- The unavailability of internet access/ WIFI, electricity, computer, PC, and 

other infrastructures that support the E-learning process; 

- Learners don’t feel motivated enough because the students may end up 

feeling isolated and emotionally disconnect; 

- Poor levels of student engagement, it is difficult to focus on a pixelated video 

screen when they hear some distractions such as noise and feedback; 

rustling papers, motorcycles, cars, horns, kettles, wind and so forth; 

- Lack of classroom-like teacher presence; 

- The problem of skill and knowledge, some lecturers and students are 

unskillful and illiterate in using digital technology; 

- Attitude towards ICT (Information, communication and technology), 

understanding of the importance of ICT in learning including E-learning 

needs to be encouraged persistently; 

- Most of the online assessments are limited to questions that are only 

objective in nature; 

- There is also the problem of the extent of security of online learning 

programs; 

- The authenticity of a particular student's work is also a problem as online just 

about anyone can do a project rather than the actual student itself. 
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Inability to Focus On Screens 

Technology Issues: Another key challenge of online classes is internet 

connectivity. Without a consistent internet connection for students or teachers, 

there can be a lack of continuity in learning for the child. This is detrimental to 

the education process. 

Sense of Isolation: Students can learn a lot from being in the company of their 

peers. However, in an online class, there are minimal physical interactions 

between students and teachers. This often results in a sense of isolation for the 

students.  

Teacher Training: Online learning requires teachers to have a basic 

understanding of using digital forms of learning. However, this is not the case 

always. Very often, teachers have a very basic understanding of technology.  

Manage Screen Time: Many parents are concerned about the health hazards of 

having their children spend so many hours staring at a screen. Sometimes 

students also develop bad posture and other physical problems due to staying 

hunched in front of a screen. 

2.5 TEFL versus Covid-19  

Jena (2020) states that online learning is a learning system by utilizing 

internet. The teachers have unphysically presence in virtual classroom by 

creating supporting and comfortable environment for students (Joshua, 2018). 

The students reported that they could not practice and use the target language as 

well as regular class. They feel more stressful with many tasks given and could 

not have socialize with friends and just stuck with those assignments. In 

addition, the condition that most of the students live in different districts in 

which the accesses of the internet are restricted. This situation makes the 

students to find the best spot to get better Internet signal. 
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Furthermore, when the teachers are required the students to have English 

practice in speaking or listening by having videoconference or zoom 

application, even not all the students might participate since their android smart 

phone are not supporting. As Gudea (2010) states that teaching online isn't 

always easy, as it calls for guidance and difficult work. It is concluded that 

instructors should assume to spend extra time in developing the materials and 

activities, pupil assessment, and other direction related to online teaching. 

The analysis of the target needs should be arranged to find out what the 

students’ necessities, wants, and lacks as Nation and Macalister (2010: 25) 

explain briefly that necessities adjust into required knowledge, lacks describe to 

present knowledge, and wants accord into subjective needs. Also, they state that 

to evaluate what the students’ needs in relation about learning English, a need 

analysis is very effective to be conducted to achieve this purpose. There are 

many studies and reviews showed that online education can be used as a main 

system of education in the future. In the report of UNESCO (2020) & Murphy 

(2020), the online system of education will be as effective as school-based 

methods in the future. So, by 2030, technology will reshape the universities. 

The four language skills (reading, writing, listening, and speaking) are the 

heart of a language (L2) class. Regarding language education before COVID-

19, it was common to realize some tasks or activities involving and integrating 

more than just one language skill. Certainly, however, it was very possible to 

see moments in which learners were engaged with a single language skill, 

especially during the courses in language teacher training programs. The most 

likely scene was that of a class in which skills were integrated as in actual 

language use and rarely in isolation.  

Now, in the COVID-19 world, under the new emergency circumstances, 

the purpose of online language education should be “to provide and facilitate 

access to a multilingual community, which offers opportunities for sufficient 

input, output, and interaction in multiple modalities and settings with feedback 
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from peers, the teacher, and technology with the possibility for 

individualization” (p. 382). However, English language teaching varies in 

implementation and adaptation. Therefore, some new realities have started to 

emerge due to the COVID-19 pandemic’s profound effects.  

2.6 Al Quds Open University in Covid-19 

As a result of the repeated Israeli incursions in West Bank and Gaza, the 

administration of the QOU has considered Information and Communications 

Technology (ICT) an important aspect of improving the quality of education in 

Palestine. For that reason, the QOU adopted several blended learning 

techniques and platforms such as Blackboard, Whiteboard, Big Blue Button, 

Moodle, WhatsApp, zoom, telegram Facebook,…etc. in addition to the QOU 

satellite channel. It was used widely at Al-Quds Open University to supplement 

learning face-to-face classrooms prior to the Covid-19 pandemic. The QOU has 

already integrated blended learning and virtual classrooms to complement the 

existing face-to-face sessions.  

When schools and academic institutions were forced to shut in the middle 

of the second academic semester, within a couple of days the QUO moved to 

online learning without disruption as the staff was sufficiently trained and the 

technology infrastructure was fully ready to be activated.  Al-Quds Open 

University overcame the challenges imposed by the state of emergency in 

Palestine to fight COVID-19 Coronavirus Pandemic, by converting the 

conventional lectures into e-lectures, and conducting mid and final exams 

online with unprecedented attendance by students.     

Being among the teaching staff of QOU, academic supervisors have been 

trained to use the various virtual classrooms and software since 2012. They 

were trained on mastering various types of e-learning tools and platforms such 

as Blackboard, Whiteboard, Big Blue Button, Moodle, zoom … and the like. 

which enabled them to face such dilemma in a professional and relaxed manner. 
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On the other hand, students were facing the situation in a totally different 

perspectives that ranged between refusal, doubt, rejection and acceptance. 

Despite the fact that QOU obligates fresh students to attend and pass courses 

that enhance their ICT capabilities.  

Additionally, to facilitate the e-learning process, the university formed 

different supporting teams in each educational branch constituting academic 

supervisors, technicians administrations and members of the registration office. 

The Department of English Language and Literature aspires to excellence on 

national and international level in the field of education and scientific research 

through setting a comprehensive effective academic plan and recruiting highly 

competent teaching staff. 

Specializations of English Language and Literature aims at preparing 

competent graduates who can employ literature to serve the community and 

teach its different genres such as short stories, novels, poetry, drama, and 

theater. The specialization also seeks to equip students with the necessary skills 

for literary criticism, scientific research, and works of literature. 

Furthermore, students are encouraged to communicate and find means of 

cooperation channels with international entities concerned about English 

Language and Literature to broaden their knowledge about the various cultures 

of English native speaking nations. 

Al Quds Open University provides a courses that focus on developing the 

students listening skills. Which provides training on the various types of 

listening in addition to providing external training for students during the course 

including TOFEL and IELTS examples.  

3. Methodology of the Study 

This part of the study is dedicated to the methodology used to fulfil this study.  
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3.1 Methodology 

The study analyzes EFL perception about using virtual classrooms in 

learning listening skills during Covid-19 pandemic at Al Quds Open University 

branches, distributed all over Palestine in the second semester of 2020-2021 

academic year. After reviewing the literature concerning the current status of 

covid-19, its influence on the educational sector in general and language 

learning in particular, focusing on EFL in the Palestinian situation, the 

researchers designed a questionnaire distributed to English Language students 

in QOU branches who are studying Listening Skills course (course No.).  

The questionnaire was distributed virtually to students 'enrolled in 

listening skills course in the second semester of the academic year 2020-2021 

via their portals, using Google forms which helps in analyzing the data achieved 

by the questionnaire. Then, the researchers analyzed the data, reached to the 

results, and recommended the suitable recommendations accordingly.  

3.1 Research Type 

The audience of the study consisted of all the students enrolled in 

Listening Skills Course from all branches at Al-Quds Open University (West 

Bank & Gaza). The study sample confined to (134) participants. The majority 

were females 105 (%79.1) and the rest, i.e. 28 participants were males. Table 

(1) below presents the distribution of the sample according to gender. 

Table (1 ): Distribution of the sample according to Gender 

Gender No. % 

Male 29  20.9% 

Female 105 79.1% 

Total 134 100% 
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3.2 Instrument of Data Collection 

The main instrument for collecting the data of the current study is a 

questionnaire designed by the researchers based on the literature review and the 

previous studies and following the five level Likert scale. The questionnaire 

after modifications and finalization included (28) items designed to collect the 

data. 

The study instrument was reviewed by three referees who suggested some 

valuable modifications which refined the questionnaire and made it more 

inclusive.  

4. Data Analysis  

The research questionnaire attempted to find the perceptions EFL students 

who study Listening Skills course in QOU about their virtual classroom 

experience. The questionnaire gathered information to answer the research 

questions that were distributed throughout the questionnaire; these gathered data 

on various points of interest namely: Firstly, students' perception about their 

interaction with their instructors. Secondly, Students' perceptions and 

preferences about their interaction with their colleagues. Finally, students' 

perceptions and preferences about the virtual class rooms learning atmosphere.  

Students perception about their interaction with their instructors. 

To answer the first question the researches added 8 questions, which 

gathered the required data to be presented in the graph no (1) and will then be 

discussed in details:  
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Graph No (1) Students perception about their interaction with their instructors 

42% of the respondents state that they have plenty of interaction with their 

teacher by using an electronic device. 

52.5% of the respondents state that they have plenty of interaction with their 

teachers outside the face-to-face classroom. 

71% of the students believe that their teachers are able to observe what they do 

during face-to-face classes. 

Almost 45% of the students believe that their role as a student in E-learning is 

to learn how to become an online learner rather than learning from their teacher. 

The majority of respondents believe that providing timely and an accurate 

feedback create an honest and trust relationship between students and 

instructors. 

 Almost 60% of the students believe that recorded lectures encourage them to 

initiate discussions with their teacher. 
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58% of the respondents believe that E-learning encourages them to join virtual 

rooms to discuss the course topics with their teacher. 

More than half of the respondents stated that they discuss their results and exam 

questions with their teachers virtually to get feedback. 

Students’ perceptions and preferences about their interaction with their 

colleagues. 

To answer the second question the researches added 8 questions, gathered the 

required data to be presented in the graph no (2) and will be discussed in details: 

 

Graph No (2) Students' perceptions and preferences about their interaction with 

their colleagues. 

Nearly three quarters of the respondents stated that they understand things better 

in face-to-face class when they participate in role-playing. 

72% of the students believe that they learn best in face-to-face class when they 

can participate in related activities with peers. 
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 56% of the students believe that the absence of nonverbal communication 

during virtual classes interaction makes classroom lifeless. 

Half of the students believe that they have plenty of interaction with their peers 

outside the face-to-face classroom. 

58% of the respondents believe that providing timely and an accurate feedback 

create an honest and trust relationship between students and peers. 

Half of the students believe that recorded lectures encourage them to initiate 

discussions with their peers. 

54% of the students responded that E-learning encourages them to join virtual 

rooms to discuss the course topics with their colleagues. 

Half of the respondents stated that they discuss their results and exam questions 

with their peers virtually to get feedback. 

Students’ perceptions and preferences about the virtual classrooms 

learning atmosphere.   

To answer the third question the researches added 8 questions, which gathered 

the required data to be presented in the graph no (3A) and graph no (3B) and 

will then be discussed in details that follow:  
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Graph No (3 A) Students' perceptions and preferences about the virtual 

classrooms learning atmosphere.    

Only one third of the students believe that E-learning always provides a non-

interactive learning environment.   

Almost 50 % of the students believe that E-learning encourages social 

interaction with their teachers. 

More than half of the students believe that E-learning encourages social 

interaction with their classmates. 

More than 60 % of the respondents believe that listening platforms encourage 

them to exchange ideas and opinions regionally and globally.    

Slightly more than half of the students think that E-learning activities 

experience makes them feel isolated.   

Two thirds of the respondents believe that E-learning makes them feel that they 

deal with technological applications and practices rather than a human teacher. 

Graph No (3 B) Students' perceptions and preferences about the virtual 

classrooms learning atmosphere.    

More than half of the respondents use the virtual classes to develop their social 

relationships. 
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Nearly three quarters of the respondents believe virtual classes develop their 

communication skills. 

54% of the respondents find that E-Learning encourages collaborative activities 

and group work through social media applications. 

59% of the students believe that E-learning offers effective communication 

tools. 

Nearly half of the respondents believe that having other responsibilities (e.g. 

work, being housewife) besides being a student affects negatively their E-

learning experience. 

Almost two thirds of the respondents believe that noisy surrounding 

environment makes learning difficult in virtual classes. 

5. Findings and Discussion 

Based on the data analysis, the researchers obtained the following 

findings:   

- Most of the students agree and strongly that virtual classrooms helps them to 

interact with their teachers and colleagues in many ways, i.e revising, 

discussion and getting feedback.  

- Most of the students have positive attitude towards virtual classrooms, 

nevertheless, they lack the physical interaction with their peers and teachers 

alike where they would learn best. 

- Students feel that virtual classrooms provide a new way of interaction with 

their teachers and colleagues.  

- Students believe that virtual classrooms could build up trust and enhance 

their relationship with their teachers if activities were timely and accurate.  

- Most students agree and strongly agree that there is a need to add lively 

activities in their virtual classes.  
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- Most students agree and strongly agree that listening platforms and activities 

enhance their listening skills.  

- Most students believe that extra responsibilities and noisy atmosphere are 

major challenges for virtual classrooms.  

6. Recommendation  

Based on the findings obtained, the researchers recommends that:  

- Teachers and course designers should vary their activities and teaching 

techniques to match the students' expectations and to match the 

advancements of the era.   

- Students’ learning styles and the technologies the students experienced 

should match and complement each other. 

- Students are advised to make use of the technology tools in their hands to 

practice and enhance their listening skills which will definitely increase 

their interaction with the communities around them.  

- Teachers should cope with innovations in education and vary their teaching 

practices through integrating modern technologies in their teaching methods 

as facilitators for both the students and for the teachers themselves. 

- Universities should equip their staff with the required training and 

methodology of using virtual classrooms in teaching language skills.  

- Universities should also consider using technology and recorded classes even 

after covid-19 to match the socio-technological leaps facing our 

communities.  
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Effectiveness of Foreign Language Anxiety on EFL 

Learners’ Speaking Skill in Libyan Universities 
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Benghazi, Libya 

Abstract 

This study investigates the effectiveness of foreign language anxiety on 

learners’ speaking skill in the EFL classroom. The main objective of this study 

was to find out the problem of English speaking anxiety, which is one of the 

most difficult and harmful psychological phenomena the majority of EFL 

students face in their attempt to speak. The researcher has proven that anxiety is 

a difficult feeling that requires more consideration and interest from students, 

teachers, and psychologists. Furthermore, the aim of this study is to show the 

sources that cause anxiety by the EFL learners, and more precisely in the case 

of speaking. This study aims to clarify and identify strategies that first and 

second year English students can easily minimize their anxiety, get involved in 

classroom interaction and promote their speaking skill, and how it can be 

valuable factor or solution to overcome these barriers of fear and anxiety to 

speak foreign language. This study followed a descriptive method. The author 

designed a main questionnaire as the instrument to collect the data. The 

questionnaire was designed to a sample of 40 students of first and second year 

English language students at Faculty of Arts and Science Kufrah. Through the 

questionnaire, the data were collected, organized and analysed using statistical 

technique like percentages. The results of this study proved that most of EFL 

students feel anxious when they come to speak, due to anxiety and various other 

factors such as lack of self-confidence, lack of motivation and fear of making 

mistake. The results are also many and varied strategies that learners can rely on 

to reduce foreign language anxiety, and lead EFL students performing better in 

speaking. At the end of the study, the author made several recommendations. 

Keywords: Foreign language anxiety; speaking skill; EFL classroom; Libya. . 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most significant processes that many people are interested in 

education is teaching and learning English as a foreign language. They are 

based on some basic skills that are essential to complete the process; they are 

categorized into two types: the first one requires receptive skills that entails 

reading and listening. The second type involves productive skills that are 

writing and speaking. The latter has a crucial role to play in the process of 

teaching and learning English as a foreign language, so English learners need to 

practice and develop it. However, speaking a foreign language is a difficult task 

for most learners. This difficulty in speaking is the result of various factors, 

especially psychological ones, such as: shyness, fear of making mistakes, 

anxiety ... and so on, which prevents them from speaking freely. Anxiety, for 

example, is a complex phenomenon that the majority of students face in 

learning to speak. When they feel anxious, they are unable to speak and cannot 

demonstrate their full potential to do so, even if most of them have many ideas 

and answers, but cannot express them.  

Therefore, the purpose of the study is to identify strategies through which 

first and second year English students can easily minimize their anxiety, 

participate in classroom interaction and promote their speaking skill. We also 

want to identify the sources that cause anxiety by the EFL students as well as to 

provide EFL students with behests to overcome their anxiety and achieve better 

results. 

2. Literature Review 

 This part of the study is concerned with the literature used to reach findings 

and present recommendations. 

2.1 Studies on Foreign Language Anxiety 

The research literature has offered a somewhat confusing account of 

language anxiety. Researchers have been unable to draw a clear picture of how 
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anxiety affects language learning and performance. Some researchers like 

Scovel, (1999), reported that a negative relationship between language anxiety 

and achievement, e.g. the higher the anxiety, the lower the performance. Others 

reported no relationship, or a positive relationship. More recently, Horwitz 

(2001) has reiterated that issue of understanding the relationship between 

anxiety and achievement is unresolved. The relationship between anxiety and 

second/foreign language learning is presenting some conflicting evidence and 

illustrating that anxiety is a complex, multi-faceted construct.  

In addition to the negative effects of anxiety on language learning and 

performance, anxiety has occasionally been found to facilitate language 

learning. Anxiety serves simultaneously to motivate and to warn the learner. 

Facilitating anxiety motivates the learner to fight the new learning task; it gears 

the learner emotionally for approach behavior (Scovel, 1991). Debilitating 

anxiety, in contrast, motivates the learner to flee the new learning task; it 

stimulates the individual emotionally to adopt avoidance behavior. 

Some of theoretical viewpoint represent Horwitz and her fellow 

researchers submitted that foreign language speaking anxiety implies 

performance evaluation was the most important parallels between it and the 

three related performance anxieties: a) communication apprehension; b) test 

anxiety; and c) fear of negative evaluation. 

It is mentioned in the literature that, naturally, to speak means to produce 

some words representing one’s idea. It is a process of building and sharing 

meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols, in a variety context. 

Anxiety reaction suffered by many students when speaking or when being asked 

to speak by the teacher in the foreign classroom include distortion of sounds, 

inability to produce the intonation and rhyme of the language, ‘freezing up’ 

when called on to perform, and forgetting words or phrases just learned or 

simply refusing to speak and remaining silent (Young, 1991). 

2.2 Psychological Factors That Prevent Students from Speaking 
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There are some psychological factors that impede students from 

practicing their English speaking class. Each of them is shown below. 

1. Fear of Mistake 

With regard to fear of making a mistake, Aftat (2008) believes that this 

fear is linked to the issue of correction and negative evaluation. Furthermore, 

this is also seriously affected by the students' fear that other students will laugh 

at them or be criticized by the teacher. Hence, students usually stop 

participating in the speaking activity (Hieu, 2011). Therefore, it is important for 

teachers to convince their students that making mistakes is not a wrong or a bad 

thing because students can learn from their mistakes. 

Causes of Fear of Mistake 

According to Hieu (2011), students are intimidated by the idea of making 

mistakes because they are worried that their friends will laugh at them and 

receive negative reviews from their peers if they make mistakes in speaking 

English. Students’ fear of making mistakes in speaking English has been a 

common problem especially in the context of English as a foreign language as it 

is in Libya. Middleton (2009) argues that most students of English as a foreign 

language are afraid of trying to speak a foreign language they are learning. In 

this context, he adds, students don't want to look like fools in front of the class. 

In some other cases, they also worry about how they will sound, and are scared 

of sounding silly etc. 

Possible Solutions to Overcome Fear of Mistake 

In terms of possible solution to overcome students’ fear of mistakes, 

several suggestions were presented. First, she suggests that “emotional bonds 

should be built between students and teachers. In this way, students are 

expected to feel comfortable with their teacher and believe that the teacher will 

help them if they make mistake. 
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 Second, the teacher should improve students' concentration when learning 

English. This can be done, she suggests, by creating a supportive learning 

atmosphere. Finally, the teacher to create a harmonious atmosphere that can 

reduce students’ stress. In this context, how to deal with errors in speaking 

English to students is worth discussing and emphasizes that mistakes in 

communication are keys to making communication. 

The following are several factor of fear of mistake: 

Shyness 

Shyness is an emotional thing that many students suffer from at some 

time when they are required to speak in English class. This indicates that 

shyness could be a source of problem in students’ learning activities in the 

classroom especially in the class of speaking. In line with this, Baldwin (2011) 

explains that speaking in front of people is one of the more common phobias 

that students encounter and feeling of shyness makes their mind go blank or that 

they will forget what to say. This theory is also supported by the result of this 

research in which most students fail to perform the speaking performance at 

their best. As they say, their inability to show their ability in speaking is also 

influenced much by their feeling of shyness. In other words, it can be said that 

shyness plays an important role speaking in performance done by the students. 

Causes of Shyness 

With regard to the cause of shyness, Bowen (2005) and Robby (2010) 

argue that some shy learners are caused by their nature that they are very quiet. 

In this case, the students are not very confident and tend to be shy because most 

of them find it very intimidating when speaking English in front of their friends 

and teacher. In addition, Saurik (2011) identifies that most of English students 

feel shy when they speak the language because they think they will make 

mistakes when they talk. They are also afraid of being laughed at by their peers. 

This fact is also found in the data of this study that students’ shyness is their 
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perception on their own ability. In this sense, they are afraid of being laughed at 

by their friends due to their low ability in speaking English. 

 Possible Solutions to Overcome Shyness 

  Solving the shyness problem, Chinmoy (2007) suggests that in order to help 

students to be more confident in their speaking that convince students to look 

upon shyness as a thing to overcome and do not fear failure or success. The 

above solutions to reduce shyness are worth doing. As said by students involved 

in this study, their feeling of shyness needs to be solved. In this case, they need 

guidance from teacher. 

Anxiety 

  Anxiety, according to Horwitz et all (Cited in Nascente, 2001) is a feeling of 

tension, apprehension and nervousness associated with the situation of learning 

a foreign language. The fact that anxiety plays an important role in students’ 

learning is also shared by other researchers like Horwitz (Cited in Tiono and 

Sylvia, 2004). It is believed that anxiety about speaking a particular language 

can affect students' performance. It can affect the quality of oral language 

production and make individuals appear less fluent than they really are. This 

interpretation indicates that teachers should try to create a learning atmosphere 

that will give students more comfortable positions in their educational activity. 

Causes of Anxiety 

  Regarding the causes of anxiety, Horwitz and Cope (Cited in Zhao, 2007) 

presented three main causes of student anxiety, namely fear of communication, 

test anxiety, and fear of negative evaluation. Communication apprehension 

refers to the students’ ability to communicate in the target language. Their poor 

ability in this aspect, in many cases, causes anxiety among many students. 

The second reason, test anxiety, deals with students' fear of being tested. 

The final reason has to do with evaluating other students. In this case, as 

mentioned above, the evaluation of other students often causes anxiety among 
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the students themselves. In addition, the fear of being evaluated by their 

teachers is also another factor affecting students’ anxiety (Liu, 2007; Zhou & et 

al., 2004).  

Possible Solutions to Overcome Anxiety 

In order to overcome anxiety, Sato (2003) suggested in his study on 

improving students’ speaking skills that teachers should be more careful about 

anxiety that can be severe in students and find techniques that allow students to 

participate more in oral activities. In addition, providing students with positive 

reinforcement, motivating students, and creating an ease environment in class 

are important to be noticed by the teacher since it can lower students’ anxiety, 

increase their confidence, and encourage their willingness to communicate 

(Noon-ura, 2008). To deal with the reluctant students, teachers should accept a 

variety of answers. This way, the students can feel more confident in answering 

the teacher questions and participating in every activities of the class (Nunan, 

1999). 

Lack of Confidence 

Tsui (Cited in Nunan, 1999) believes that students who lack of confidence 

about themselves and their English necessarily suffer from communication 

apprehension. This shows that building students’ confidence is an important 

part of teacher’s focus of attention. This means that the teacher must also learn 

from both the theory and practical experience on how to build student 

confidence. 

Causes of Lack of Confidence 

In this context, numerous teachers do not believe that convincing students 

that they are able to speak English is important. As a result, as Brown (2010) 

says that students find the learning demotivating rather than motivating. This 

indicates that inspiration becomes vital for building students' confidence. Thus, 
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giving students encouragement and demonstrating their ability to communicate 

well in English plays a role in students' learning success. 

Possible Solutions to Overcome Lack of Confidence 

  With regard to possible solution to overcome the students’ lack of 

confidence, Htwe (2007) sees the strategy to build students’ confidence. He 

says that maximizing students’ exposure to English is a good way to build the 

students’ confidence.  

Lack of Motivation 

With regard to the issue of motivation in learning, Nunan (1999) stresses 

that motivation is important to notice in that it can affect students’ reluctance to 

speak in English. In this sense, motivation is a key consideration in determining 

learners' willingness to communicate. 

Causes of Lack of Motivation 

  With respect to the causes of lack of motivation, Gardner (Cited in Nunan, 

1999) elaborates that the causes of the students ‘lack of motivation e.g. 

uninspired teaching, boredom, lack of perceived relevance of materials and lack 

of knowledge about the goals of the instructional program. These four, he states, 

often become a source of student motivation. Uninspiring teaching, for 

example, affects students' motivation to learn. In this context, monotonous 

teaching, in many cases, reduces students' motivation due to their boredom. 

Possible Solutions to Overcome Lack of Motivation 

  Aftat (2008) suggests that to encourage students’ motivation, teachers should 

provide constant encouragement and support as well ask questions that reveal 

the basis of a students’ problems. Doing this becomes very important because 

encouragement also gives students a feeling of secure and welcome in their 

learning. Other suggestions to increase students’ motivation are shared by Liu 

and Huang (2010), who believe that to overcome students’ lack of motivation, 
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teachers can do activities like promoting students’ awareness of the importance 

of English, enhancing students’ interest in English, and developing their self-

confidence. 

3. Methodology of the Study  

 This part of the study is dedicated to study the methodology used to fulfil the 

study. 

3.1 Methodology  

In this study the writer will proceed through a descriptive method, 

because among all the scientific methods of research, it is the most adequate 

method for this study through which the writer can define and describe the 

nature of the study variables; the nature of speaking and foreign language 

anxiety. 

In this study, the writer will move through the descriptive approach, 

because among all the scientific methods of research, it is the most appropriate 

method for this study through which the writer can define and describe the 

nature of the study variables; The nature of speaking and anxiety of a foreign 

language. 

3.2 Questions of the Study 

This paper hopes to fill the void in study that exists about anxiety in 

foreign language classes. The current study looks at more than whether anxiety 

has an effect on learning, but strives to answer the following more specific 

questions: 

- Do EFL students have enough knowledge about how to do some strategies in 

speaking skill?  

- What might be the reasons that cause anxiety to students in the EFL 

classroom? 

- How can EFL students minimize their EFL classroom anxiety? 
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3.3 Population of the Study 

The population of study is from English students who studies English 

Language in the English language department at faculty of Arts and Science 

Kufrah, University of Benghazi for the academic year 2020/2021. The sample 

of the study was selected randomly to avoid any kind of subjectivity, and since 

it is impossible to deal with the large number of students, the writer takes a 

sample and applies the overall results population, which are first and second 

year students in the English department at Faculty of Arts and Science Kufrah - 

Benghazi University. The total number of sample was 40. They all participate in 

taking the questionnaire.  

3.4 The Instrument Data Collection  

The questionnaire is very important research tool for data collections and 

it will be more useful in helping us to get a better understanding of students’ 

difficulties in learning English and identifying the main causes of anxiety and 

its influence on their speaking abilities. 

3.5 Procedures for Analysing and Treating Data 

In this study, the researcher has relied on frequencies, percentages and 

descriptive statistics to analyze and interpret the data. 

4. Presentation and Interpretation of the Results 

1. Students’ Questionnaire 

Discussion of the first question which states that: 

Which of the four skills are most stressful to you? 

The researcher asked this question in order to find out which of the four 

skills are most stressful to participants. The researcher gave options for the 

participants to select: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The participants’ 

answers are showed in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 shows that the difficulties most encounter EFL learners when 

they tend to speak the English language, we found more than half of our sample 

(60%) said they had problems during the process of the speaking skill. It seems 

it is matter of anxiety, shyness or lack of self-confidence. For the rest of 

participants (20%) who choose listening skill, may be because they have a 

physical limitation, or maybe there is a lot of noise around, or because of the 

equipment used to play audio material is not good enough. While (15%) from 

our sample believe that, they are stressed while reading. Finally, participants 

who choose writing skill, it represents (5%) from the whole sample. 

   By these questions, we do not answer to differentiate between the 

difficulties of the four skills, but just to know on which of them learners have 

difficulty. Which is really an important thing to take into consideration by the 

staff, teachers and by the students, themselves to try to find solutions to 

whatever are the problems to carry on a successful learning and teaching. 

Discussion of the second question which states that: 

In oral English class, how do you speak? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 2. 
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The figure above shows the psychological status of the learners when 

speaking in front of their peers and colleagues. (70%) of the participants who 

said they feel nervous when they start speaking, because they found the oral 

expression module stressful for them, especially, for shy and anxious students. 

We found that (15%) said they are confident when speaking in front of 

classmates and that is a very good sign for them though it is very low 

percentage for first and second year English students. Self-confidence is a 

crucial part of taking any step toward any activity or process, in learning it can 

be one of the reasons that decides the success or failure of the process.  

While (10%) from our sample said they are passive members of their 

classes. They do not participate, they sit at the back and keep silent, and that 

means other things, they are passive and not related to the circumstances, 

because shy and confused students try to avoid any public contact with teachers 

and peers, so they find no problems simply because they are afraid and hiding. 

The rest of our participants (5%) claimed they do not feel motivated at all, 

maybe because they find the module boring and not interesting, or because the 

teachers do not stimulate them to speak at all. 

All in all, most of students are studying with bad and negative attitudes 

and feelings, so teachers have to adapt the situation or take a serious step to 
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create the appropriate atmosphere for students, but it seems that the only thing 

missing is the interaction between students in English. 

Discussion of the third question which states that: 

Have you ever experienced anxiety or a severe case of stress while performing 

an oral performance? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 3. 

 

It is clear from Figure 3 that the majority of the students (95%), who said 

'yes' agree that anxiety is an obstacle to speaking performance. This is really an 

important thing to take into consideration by the teachers and students 

themselves, to try to find solutions to get rid of this negative phenomenon, or at 

least to minimize it. It is a reality that students do have some factors that they 

are anxious and embarrassed which lead them to remain passive. While (5%) 

from the rest sample claim that, anxiety is not an obstacle to speaking 

performance probably this means that either they face other obstacles which is 

not anxiety or maybe because they are motivated and encouraged enough 

intrinsically and extrinsically. By saying ‘No’, they show that they are confident 

or maybe competent to hold a discussion or to speak for a short time without 

any problem. 
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Discussion of the fourth question which states that: 

What kind of activities that cause you to be anxious and stressed? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 4. 

 

The Figure above shows that, more than the half of our sample (60%) 

asserts that they feel anxious and stressful when the teacher called them to 

respond individually. Maybe they want to speak and participate, but they need 

time to prepare what they want to say, or to give an answer to the teachers’ 

question, because when the teacher points him or her to answer, and he is not 

ready and prepared well, he or she cannot make a sentence rapidly to answer. 

While (30%) of the students’ asserts that they have a problem of anxiety when 

speaking in large group, the reasons behind that is when the teacher ask 

students, all the group turn to him, and that make him stressed and anxious.  

The rest of participants (10%) said they are anxious even when they 

respond voluntary, and we give an option; speaking in small group and no 

participants choose it. All in all, the teacher should have planned group work, 

pair work, Individual work in balanced way in classroom to meet everybody’s 
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need, and to cover all types of activities and students would learn in different 

ways rather than be anxious or bored of just one activity. 

Discussion of the fifth question which states that: 

Do you think English is difficult to learn? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 5. 

 

The Figure above represents students’ attitude toward learning English as 

a foreign language in terms of difficulty, were the answers of a direct question, 

and results shown that the majority of students (75%) reported the fact that they 

have difficulty in learning English, it means that they suffer from problems 

during the process. This is really an important thing to take into consideration 

by the teachers and students, themselves to adapt the situation, and try to find 

solutions to whatever are the problems, in order to carry on successful learning 

and teaching. The rest of the participants (25%) said no problem with learning it 

is easy. It is good to see that but it may also mean another thing, they are 

passive and have no close relation to the circumstances, because shy, anxious, 

and confused students try always to avoid any public contact with teachers or 

peers, so they find no problems simply because they are afraid and hiding. 
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Discussion of the sixth question which states that: 

If yes, do you consider anxiety to be the cause of these difficulties? 

 This question can be discussed in the following Figure 6. 

 

As it can be seen from the Figure above, that the majority of students 

(85%) agree that anxiety is an obstacle to speaking performance. It is a fact that 

is students do have some factors that they afraid of such as anxiety, which often 

prevent them from achieving their desired goal. However, (15%) asserts that 

anxiety is not an obstacle to speaking performance. Probably this means that 

either they face other obstacles not anxiety or may be because they are 

confident, motivated, and encouraged enough, for that self-confidence is very 

important part, it can be one of the reasons that leads to success of the process 

of learning English as a foreign language. From these results, we deduce that 

anxiety affects speaking the foreign language of the majority of the participants. 

This means that anxiety is one of the causes of the participants’ speaking 

difficulties. This proves our opinion about considering anxiety as a cause of the 

learners’ foreign language speaking difficulties. 

Discussion of the seventh question which states that: 
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To what extent do the practice of oral expression module help you to improve 

your oral performance? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 7. 

 

The Figure above shows that, more than the half (55%) of the 

participants’ assert that the oral expression session is very helpful in developing 

their speaking skill mastery level. This indicates that the methods and 

approaches used by the teachers are sufficient. This realization can be a 

motivating factor even for the minority that answered negatively and can lead to 

further development. While (25%) reported that is not very much, and the rest 

(10%) reported that oral expression not sufficient to improve the speaking skill. 

We gave an option not at all and no participant chooses it. 

Discussion of the eighth question which states that: 

When you lose ideas during speaking performance, do you try to cover your 

communication gaps? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 8. 
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The figure 8 shows the possibility of student’s abilities to cover their 

communication gaps. where the majority of students (85%) focus on some 

techniques to cope with communication breakdowns, this reflects the competent 

and motivation of the learner, while the minority of students (15%) does not use 

any strategy that could for so many reasons, for example lack of motivation, 

shyness, or anxiety. 

Discussion of the ninth question which states that: 

Do you worry when making mistakes in front of your classmates? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 9. 
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The figure above shows the percentages of students who feel afraid and 

worried about making mistakes in front of their classmates and we have found 

that more than the half (65%) are worried about making mistakes when talking 

in class. Learner can easily feel anxious when speaking in front of others, and 

reasons can vary from grammatical, vocabulary, pronunciation, or even 

psychological such as shyness and fear. While the rest (35%) do not feel afraid 

when talking in class, by saying no they show that they are confident or may be 

competent to hold discussion or to speak freely without any problem.  

Teachers should engage his students with group work; this is the best 

atmosphere for a learner to share knowledge and get it effectively, because 

learners will have exposed to a situation, where mistakes are allowed and 

corrected before shown in front of the teacher and whole classroom. In addition, 

exposing learners to such diverse techniques can give a push to their audacity of 

learning, a shy student can deal with a partner, then a group of students and then 

in front of the entire class and the teacher, like this, some personal 

psychological solve problems in a smooth and unconscious way. 

Discussion of the tenth question which states that: 

What do you wish your teacher would do when you make mistakes? 
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This question can be discussed in the following Figure 10. 

 

According to the data in figure 10, the method of correcting mistakes 

directly was the most preferred one by students (60%) its more than the half, 

and that is a good sign for them, they accept correction and evaluation from 

their teacher. Less than the half of students (35%), support the indirect method 

of error correction while the rest of participants (5%) agreed on ignoring the 

mistakes on the teacher’s part, maybe the reasons behind that that they are 

anxious, shy or passive participants. Generally, all students interested by teacher 

correction either directly or indirectly. 

Discussion of the eleventh statement which states that: 

In order to improve your speaking performance, reducing anxiety is: 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 11. 
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As it can be seen from the figure above, most of students agreed about the 

importance of reducing anxiety and enhancing speaking skill, it is clear that 

they have the highest percentage (80%) is “very important”, because the level of 

anxiety can really hinder the ability of learners to perform well during the 

learning process. Six participants (15%) asserted that it is “less important” and 

only two students (5%) claimed that it is “not important”. The number of the 

participants who think that reducing their anxiety is very important to enhance 

their speaking performance signifies that the majority of the participants have 

great desire to reduce their anxiety.  

It also means that they attribute their obstacles in speaking the foreign 

language to their anxiety; thus, if they reduce it, they may enhance their 

speaking performance.  

Moreover, we may understand from the small number of the participants 

who think that reducing anxiety is not important that they may have other 

factors, which affect their speaking performance.  

Consequently, we can say that even if anxiety has a great effect in the 

speaking performance of the majority of the participants, there are other factors, 

which may hinder the speaking performance of some learners. 
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Discussion of the twelfth question which states that: 

Which of the following activities do you prefer most about oral class? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 12. 

 

As it can be seen from the figure above, most of students (30%) prefer 

discussion as the most preferable activity, which is a good way to make the 

students speak more since they are talking about different topics. (25%) went 

for storytelling, (20%) prefer role-play, and the same percentage (20%) said 

they prefer communication games.  

However, the rest of students (5%) choose all the activities, they prefer to 

use all the activities interchangeably. We believe that if teachers who are very 

helpful to meet the needs of learners effectively and gain time and energy to get 

better educational results are considered students' choices. 

Discussion of the thirteenth question which states that: 

What can you do in order to minimize your anxiety? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 13. 
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The figure above shows that, (40%) of the participants who said that, 

building self-confidence are the appropriate way to reduce their speaking 

anxiety, because self-confidence is a crucial part of taking any step towards any 

activity or process. In learning, it can be one of the reasons that decides the 

success or failure of the process. While (35%) from participants’ assert that, 

practice and preparation is the best method and techniques for reducing anxiety, 

because when they do it, it helps them to speak more confidently in class.  

While the rest of the simple (25%) agree that when they encourage 

themselves with self-talk, at least anxiety will have minimized. By this 

question, we want not to differentiate between those techniques but just to know 

which of them learners have preferences, and we found that all the numbers 

were close. 

Discussion of the fourteenth question which states that: 

Does your teacher reinforce and advises you to believe in your abilities? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 14. 
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The figure above shows that half of oral expression session always 

motivating, reinforcing, and advising them by believing in their abilities, and 

that eliminates the anxiety and encourages students to learn from their mistakes 

and self-correction will be more effective than any other time. While (50%) of 

students agree that: their teacher not all the time but sometimes, he/she provides 

them with advices, this could be creating a communicative atmosphere and 

allows all students to participate and integrate. The rest of the participants 

(50%) said that their teacher never encourages and motivates them. Despite all 

of that, students believe that teachers do their best to give all of them 

opportunity to speak and participate. 

Discussion of the fifteenth question which states that: 

What do you want your teacher to do to minimize your anxiety? 

This question can be discussed in the following Figure 15. 
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In this figure 15, I tried to find out if students are aware of what they want 

from their teacher in order to minimize speaking anxiety and enhance speaking 

skill. (40%) from the participants who answered this question, they reported 

that, creating relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere is the best technique that they 

want from their teacher to apply it in the oral class, it helps them to be engaged 

and motivated them to do their bests. For the choice of teacher-student pleasant 

relationship, (25%) choose it; the teacher should be friendly with them but not a 

friend, because of that, they will feel comfortable and motivated to learn 

effectively in order to demonstrate their abilities to their teacher. The same 

(25%) of participants choose all activities, by doing so they show that they need 

to practise with them all interchangeably. While the rest percentage is the same 

for both choices, encouraging group work and varying speaking activities with 

(5%).  

All these results indicate that teachers may play a great role in reducing 

learners’ speaking anxiety. It also means that the students indeed need the help 

of their teachers in order to minimize their speaking anxiety. Finally, if teacher 

and responsible people take into consideration the needs of the learners they 

would reach valuable results. 
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5. Recommendations 

From the results of the students’ questionnaire, the researcher 

recommends the following recommendations: 

- EFL teachers have to encourage group work activity in order to create 

interaction between students, and that will help them to develop their 

speaking skill through using the foreign language between them. 

- EFL teachers should create a relaxed, competitive, and enjoyable 

atmosphere, to get them engaged all the time. 

- EFL teachers have to vary the learners’ speaking activities such as 

(discussion, storytelling, communication games, and role-play) because it 

helps them to show their strengths and be more comfortable in the class. 

- EFL teachers should provide more opportunity for the learners to participate 

through giving them the chance to choose the topic. 

- EFL learners should be aware about the difficulties that face them, and they 

should think about solutions. 

- EFL Learners have to be open-minded, have a positive attitude, high self-

confidence and self-esteem. 

- EFL learners should fight the negative feelings by knowing and identifying 

the factors that make them anxious. 

- EFL learners have to build a good relationship between them in order to 

avoid shyness, fear of making mistakes, while communicating or 

performing oral activities. 

- EFL learners have to be aware that anxiety is natural feelings and it can be 

controlled, they should not be afraid of making mistakes because it is a part 

of the learning process. 

- EFL learners have to accept the teacher’s evaluation. 
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6. Conclusion 

Proficiency in speaking English is a complex skill that needs conscious 

development. It can be better developed through practice when students 

contemplate the speaking process without threatening evaluation. It found that 

by focusing on the speaking process, students gained a useful tool to raise their 

ability to speak English. The findings of this study have proved that most of 

EFL students feel anxious when they come to speak English, mainly due to 

anxiety and various other factors such as the lack of self-confidence, lack of 

motivation and fear of making mistake. The findings are also many and varied 

strategies that learners can rely on to reduce foreign language anxiety, and lead 

EFL students performing better in speaking.  
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Abstract 

At the beginning of the corona pandemic, many university teachers and students 

around the world faced a sudden and complete transition from teaching in 

regular classrooms and face-to-face learning to blended learning (a style of 

education in which students learn via electronic and online media as well as 

traditional face-to-face teaching). Unusual challenges to translation students 

arose while adopting the blended learning approach. This study seeks to 

investigate the difficulties that affect the translation students in the blended 

learning system and to uncover the challenges of education. There were 20 

students 11 female and 9 male students. The study used a qualitative approach 

to collect the data. The researchers developed a questionnaire Administrated 12 

statements to test the questions of the study. Will blends learning keep students 

away from using books and printed. The study showed that student’s responses 

to challenges faced in blended learning about the positive and negative aspects 

of blended learning, economic conditions, the creation of effective online 

teaching aids, and expectations. The findings showed that there was no 

objection to using blended learning when the internet and electricity were 

available, allowing students to select study materials and practices in each 

semester. 

Keywords: Blended learning; challenges of learning; corona virus; pandemic  
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1. Introduction 

Translation is an important field of study in today's world and is also an 

open world to multiple cultures and linguistic environments. Access to 

information has always been important but now is more important, as 

translation service plays a vital role in effective communications. With the 

Corona epidemic, the demand for translation has increased tenfold, but at the 

same time translation work is facing many challenges. The epidemic has forced 

teachers to adopt innovative approaches with translation students, and this is 

done by creating a virtual learning environment that allows the teaching process 

to continue with minimal flaws.  

Therefore, given the new educational conditions imposed by the 

epidemic, which make it the most option to avoid the consequences of the 

Corona pandemic and its implications for the educational process, e-learning 

seems to have become the new form of education. E-learning has expanded 

significantly to include many online learning methods, such as virtual 

classrooms, video conferencing and blended learning. The e-learning systems 

display some problems which constitute the focus of the questionnaire. Using e-

learning at the university level is a short-term strategy in Libya. Some Libyan 

universities use e-learning, but in most cases, they also use a blended learning 

model of face-to-face education. For example, Zawia University is one of these 

universities that uses the blended learning model. 

Ali (2012( argues that blended learning combines the benefits of 

traditional teacher-oriented training with the benefits it brings to create the ideal 

multi-software technologies, and blended learning is the use of the technology 

complained modern teaching without abandoning the usual pedagogical reality, 

i.e., attending the classroom focusing on direct interaction in the classroom 

using modern communication mechanisms, such as computers, networks, and 

the internet. This type of education can be described as the organization of 
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information, educational attitude, and experience provided to learners through 

multimedia provided by modern technology and information technology. 

Likewise, Davis and Fill (2007) pointed out that blended learning which 

combines traditional face-to-face teaching approaches and real online learning 

activities, may change the way students learn experiences and results (p. 817). 

These blended learning may be defined as a teaching method that provides 

students with lesson content through modern communication methods and face-

to-face communication. 

2. Literature Review  

To date, many studies have been conducted on potential and challenges of 

implementing of blending learning model. For instance, in her study ‘e-

Learning in the Saudi tertiary education: Potential and challenges’, Al-Harbi 

(2011) discussed the factors that influence e-learning in Saudi higher education 

institutes through analyzing the perceptions and attitudes of Saudi university 

students. The study findings: (1) demonstrated attitudes toward e-learning, 

subjective norms, perceived behavioral control as well as e-learning systems 

attributes were critical determinants of students’ behavioral intention to use e-

learning; (2) study will help to provide insight into the best way to promote e-

learning acceptance among students. 

A further study titled ‘Reflection on Implementing Blended Learning in 

the Translation Classroom via Edmodo’ was conducted. The Author would like 

to share some feedbacks from the students of the Business English Study 

Program of Politeknik Ubaya Surabaya, Indonesia, in his translation classroom 

by reflecting on the student learning experience in Translation. The findings 

would help teachers encourage students to learn how to translate in better ways. 

A further study was conducted and investigated the effect of using the 

integrated learning strategy on the achievement of the students at the University 

of Jordan in the subject of “Geography of Jordan”. The results of this work 
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showed that significant difference was found between the average achievement 

scores due to the variable of teaching methods and the benefit of the 

experimental group studied using the integrated learning strategy. 

A further study ‘Exploring E-learning Challenges During the Global 

COVID-19 Pandemic: A Review’ has been conducted and explored the 

challenges faced by universities as academic institutions, lecturers, and 

students. They used a qualitatively thematic analysis technique to the data. They 

showed that students were challenged by connectivity, e-learning system 

support, and technological and self-regulation issues. They highlighted the need 

for further investigation to address the aforementioned challenges in e-learning. 

     Another study on ‘Cognitive Presence in a Blended Learning 

Environment at Jordanian Universities’ were conducted and investigated the 

cognitive presence when using a blended learning (BL) environment. They also 

aimed at exploring university students' attitudes towards using a BL 

environment in language learning, since BL perception, as a computer learning 

environment, has become a requirement to enhance language learning. The 

findings of the study revealed that BL can create a vibrant cognitive presence, 

which enables to support active language learning. The results share some 

positive attitudes towards a cognitive presence in a BL environment. 

Recent study on ‘Investigating the E-Learning Challenges Faced by 

Students during Covid-19 in Namibia’ was conducted and sought to establish 

students’ experiences with the e-learning mode during the COVID-19 lockdown 

in Namibia. The conclusion of the study was argued that e-learning is still faced 

by a myriad of challenges that need to be addressed if it is to be a success. 

Furthermore, they advance the argument for mobile learning as a viable option 

for Africa due to the ubiquity of mobile devices. 

A study on the “Online University Teaching During and After the Covid-

19 Crisis: Refocusing Teacher Presence and Learning Activity” was conducted 

and provided some expert insights into this online-learning-and a certain related 
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pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). With the goal of helping non-expert 

university teachers (i.e. those who have little experience with online learning) to 

navigate in these challenging times. Their findings point at the design of 

learning activities with certain characteristics, the combination of three types of 

presence (social, cognitive and facilitatory) and the need for adapting 

assessment to the new learning requirements. 

The present study partially concurs with previous studies dealing with the 

subject of blended learning. Yet the study begs to differ from, and perhaps 

disagree, with such studies when it comes to investigating the challenges of 

blended learning faced by students.  

3. Methodology of the Study   

In order to collect data and answer research questions, quantitative 

research methods were used. In addition, the method of collecting the general 

data using a questionnaire is employed in quantitative research. For this 

purpose, the researchers have designed a questionnaire and administrated it to 

the students under their supervisors. The questionnaire is the “most common 

data” collection tool. The researchers have designed a questionnaire and 

administrated it to the students under their supervisors. The questionnaire 

contained 12 statements. Five scale points was indicating the degree of consent 

or disapproval of the data processing by selecting one of the following 

responses: Strongly agree, disagree and we strongly disagree. The questionnaire 

includes data on the effectiveness of interactive and virtual learning for learners. 

3.1 Questions of the Study 

The present study aims to reveal the difficulties faced by students of 

translation, semester 6 at the Faculty of Arts, Zawia University, through 

experiments applying blended learning. To achieve this objective. The 

following questions have been formulated: 
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- What are the difficulties faced by students of the translation in experiments 

applying blended learning? 

- What are the reactions of students towards this blended learning? 

- How does blended learning help translation students comprehend the lessons? 

The questions raised in this paper are trying to reveal the possible reasons 

behind these difficulties. Based on the academic achievement of the last 

semester and a comparison of students' results, clear differences emerged 

between traditional education and blended learning. It is hypothesized that there 

are statistically significant differences in how blended learning keeps students 

away from using books and printed sources. Furthermore, there 

3.2 Subjects of the Study   

This research was conducted in the Department of English at the Faculty 

of Arts, Zawia University. The English department is divided into two 

divisions, Translation and Applied English language, the translation department 

is the smaller, with fewer students. The students participating in this study are 

the sixth grade between 23-24 years old. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Table 1 summarizes the outcome of the questionnaire. Data in this table 

can be used help and guide the process of how to deal with the problems when 

implementing blended learning model. The survey answers were as follows: 

When asked if blended learning helps students to absorb lectures? The 

percentages were (3%) against, 10% strongly against, 1% neutral, 36% 

agreeing, and 50% strongly agreeing. 

And when asked if blended learning helps to participate and inquire about the 

difficulties they face in the lecture? The percentages came: 37% against, 0% 

neutral, 10% agreeing, 4% strongly agreeing and the high percentage 55% 
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strongly against because of unequal access to technology and some internet 

services, some of them cannot participate.  

And when we asked the students does blended learning keep you away from the 

main focus of the lesson? The answers were as follows: 8% against, 10% 

strongly against, 0% neutral, 5% strongly agreeing and high percentage was 

77% agreeing, students say that they Get used to social media and have 

familiarity with it and respond to friend’s messages. 

When asked if it was not possible to control the time of the lecture, the answers 

were as follows: 1% against, 2% strongly against, 0% neutral, 2% strongly 

agreeing and 95% agreeing because students spend time discussing online with 

colleges. 

In the question, if blended learning was constantly updating the information, the 

percentages were 3% who against, 15% strongly against, 2% neutral, 35% 

strongly agreeing and 40% agreeing they find it’s easy to access any new 

information via the internet during lesson.   

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF THE SURVEY OUTCOME. 
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Question  Against 
Strongly 

Against 
Neutral Agreeing 

Strongly 

Agreeing 

1. Does blended 

learning help students 

to absorb lectures?  

3% 10% 1% 36% 50% 

2. Does blended 

learning help to 

participate and inquire 

about the difficulties 

you face in the 

lecture? 

37% 55% 0% 10% 4% 

3. When we 

asked the student” 

does blended learning 

keep you away from 

the main focus of the 

lesson”? The answers 

were as follows 

8% 10% 0% 77% 5% 

4. When asked if 

it was not possible to 

control the time of the 

lecture, the answers 

were as follows 

1% 2% 0% 95% 2% 

5. In the question, 

if blended learning 

was constantly 

updating the 

information, the 

percentages were 

3% 15% 2% 40% 35% 

6. But when 

asked about the 

possibility of 

cooperation with 

colleagues, the 

percentage was 

70% 18% 0% 11% 10% 
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7. When asked 

whether blended 

learning can help in 

absorbing text 

translation lessons, 

the percentages were 

13% 6% 55% 1% 25% 

8. does blended 

learning helps in 

interpretation, the 

percentages were 

85% 15% 0% 0% 0% 

9. When asked 

whether it is not 

possible to adopt 

blended learning due 

to weak Internet 

networks and the lack 

of suitable equipment, 

the percentages were 

7% 1% o% 30% 62% 

10. When it came 

to difficulties 

Education faces due 

to the high price of 

internet packages 

and power outages. 

The percentages 

were 

0% 3% 1% 40% 57% 

11. As for the   

importance of   

obtaining translation 

courses, for no less 

than two weeks 

before meeting 

lessons through e-

learning, the answers 

were   

23% 0% 12% 40% 25% 
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12.  Does mixed 

education make you 

use Google Translator 

instead of the 

specialized translator?  

9% 3% 12% 46% 30% 

 

But when asked about the possibility of cooperation with colleagues, the 

percentage was 18% against, 0% neutral, 11% agreeing, 10% strongly agreeing 

and 70% strongly against because they do not meet as usual in college, 

cafeteria, and transportation.  

When asked whether blended learning can help in absorbing text translation 

lessons, the percentages were 13% against, 6% strongly against, 1% agreeing, 

25% strongly against and high percentage was 55% neutral.  

When asked the students as to whether mixed education helps in interpretation, 

the percentages were 15% strongly against, 0% neutral, 0% agreeing and 0% 

strongly agreeing and 85% against because simultaneous and consecutive 

translation need face-to face techniques and practices, these elements will be 

missed. 

When asked whether it is not possible to adopt blended learning due to weak 

internet networks and the lack of suitable equipment, the percentages were 7% 

against, 1% strongly against, 0% neutral, 30% agreeing and 62% strongly agree 

according to their answers, the university should provide computers to students 

at nominal price. 

When it came to difficulties Education faces due to the high price of internet 

packages and power outages, the percentages were 0% against, 3% strongly 

against, 1% neutral, 40% agreeing and 57% strongly agreeing. Students 

especially those in villages far from the city center, complain of poor internet 

and power outages. 
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As for the importance of obtaining translation courses, for no less than two 

weeks before meeting lessons through e-learning, the answers were 23%against, 

0% strongly against, 12% neutral, 25% strongly agreeing and 40% agreeing, the 

need to take courses that enable them to practice and use some tools such as 

Microsoft Teams, how to take advantage of recorded lectures, how to use 

mobile phone to practice and face the difficulties resulting from the unequal 

access to technology, which was the reason for poor academic achievement of 

students at  University of  Zawia last semester. 

When asked whether mixed education made them use Google Translator instead 

of the specialized translator, the percentages came 9% against, 3% strongly 

against, 12% neutral, 30% strongly agreeing and 46% agreeing.    

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

This study was devoted to investigating the blended learning challenges 

faced by the 6th semester students of translation during Covid-19 

times/pandemic in the Faculty of Arts, at the University of Zawia. The aim was 

to reveal the difficulties faced by students, in applying blended learning. The 

hypotheses show that there are statistically significant differences as to how 

blended learning keeps students away from using books and printed sources. 

Furthermore, there are statistically significant differences as to how the lack of 

blended learning opportunities hampers communication with colleagues. 

The paper investigated the challenges facing sixth semester students, 

while taking lessons by blended learning. A quantitative approach was followed 

to obtain results revealed that the 95% of the students faced errors in controlling 

of the time of lecture. Whereas 62% of the student failed to adopt blended 

learning due to weak internet networks and lack of suitable equipment and 57% 

due to the high price of the internet packages and power outages.  
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More practical lessons and opportunities to practice in using blending 

learning.  Translation is highly recommended in order to enhance their skills 

and performance. 

It is highly recommended that further research needs be conducted on 

students of other disciplines such as medicine and/or technology in order to 

discover and conquer their challenges in understanding lessons and sharing 

thoughts under blended learning model.  
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Abstract 

The conjunction of literature and intercultural communication has been 

suggested by many authors such as Bredella and Kramsch who stress on the 

importance of literature in language education. Arguing for power of literature 

to urge us to see the world from different perspectives, these authors justify the 

teaching of literature for intercultural purposes. The present paper argues for the 

important role of literature in developing Libyan English as a foreign language 

learners’ intercultural understanding by viewing it as a ‘resource’ that offers a 

unique world view of different cultures, thus, presenting an authentic resource 

for traditions, beliefs, habits, behaviors, and attitudes that need to be intertwined 

in language learning. Through the lens of dialogic theory (Alexander, 2008; 

Mercer & Howe, 2012; Vrikki et al, 2019), it suggests engaging EFL learners 

with conversations about picturebooks for intercultural awareness. By drawing 

on both cognitive and affective dimensions, the current paper suggests that 

instruction which draws on learners’ personal responses and makes use of 

reflection, analysis, justification, and the reformulation of information as 

learners explore conflicting ideas, can incite students to co-construct knowledge 

about other cultures and make meaning, thus making classes more student-

centered. Implications from this paper highlight the potential of a high quality 

picturebook in promoting intercultural understanding by helping students move 

beyond the literal interpretations and opening dialogic spaces. 

Keywords: Picturebooks; culture for communication; intercultural awareness. 
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1. Introduction 

There has been an increasing emphasis on the phenomenon of culture in 

the EFL/ESL learning field alongside the development of linguistic competence 

(Baker, 2011, 2015; Byram, 1997; Tomalin & Stempleski, 1993). Scholars 

ascertain that second/foreign language learning cannot be separated from the 

cultural contexts in which the language is used (Byram, 2006; Kramsch, 1993; 

Kubota, 2003; Roberts, Byram, Barro, and Jordan, 2001). Language learners 

need to become increasingly aware of the different cultural contexts of language 

uses in order to develop their communicative competence. This emphasizes the 

role of sociocultural knowledge for communication as a means of language 

learning and developing opportunities for cross-cultural understanding (Baker, 

2011).  

Accordingly, in language learning settings, it is not only the mastering of 

new lexicon and grammatical rules that enable language learners to 

communicate effectively, but also familiarity with the cultural content 

embedded in the language (Purba, 2011). Gholson and Stumpf (2005) state that 

“learning to survive linguistically is not enough. Just as new language 

acquisition is important, so too is the development of cultural awareness” (p. 

76). 

For Baker (2011, 2015), culture is contextually mediated within and 

across different social contexts. Globally, English language, for example, 

cannot be limited to native speaking communities such as the United Kingdom 

or the United States but also involves other Englishes. In addition, the use of 

English as a lingua franca (i.e. one language shared among speakers with 

different native languages) illustrates again that English cannot be limited to 

one specific cultural context. The communicative purpose of language always 

demands the involvement of ‘people, places and purposes’, none of which can 

be attributed to a specific ‘cultural vacuum’ (Baker, 2011, p. 64).  
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Therefore, Baker (2011) stresses the dynamic view of culture stating that 

culture should be seen as an emergent, negotiated resource in communication 

which moves between and across local, national, and global contexts. One way 

of conceiving of this relationship is the influential notion of a ‘third place’ in L2 

use, in which communication takes place in a sphere that is neither part of a first 

language/culture (L1/C1) or a target language/culture (TL/TC). Rather “culture 

is something freer and more fluid in the sense of creating something new and 

different” (p. 64).  

With reference to English language, Pennycook (2007) ascertains that 

linguistic and cultural forms of English pass from local to international 

contexts. They are affected and converted by both contexts. Therefore, the 

ability to negotiate dynamic cultural references for successful cross-cultural 

communication requires incorporating such ability into “our understanding of 

communicative competence and subsequently ELT” (Baker, 2011, p. 64).  

2. Literature Review 

This part of the study is dedicated to the literature review relevant to the 

topic of the study. 

2.1 Role of Culture for Communication 

Culture reflects the system of beliefs of a particular society. It comprises 

attitudes, behaviours and social habits that represent the members of a specific 

social group (Shiue & Yen, 2005). Culture is based on a set of common 

meanings, which reflect societal mores. Goode, Sockalingam, Brown, & Jones 

(2000) define culture as “integrated pattern of human behavior that includes 

thoughts, communications, languages, practices, beliefs, values, customs 

courtesies, rituals, manners of interacting and roles, relationships and expected 

behaviors of a racial, ethnic, religious or social group; and the ability to transmit 

the above to succeeding generations” (p. 1).  
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Culture is core to communication and being. It refers to the process of 

sharing common meanings, ‘thoughts, hopes and knowledge’ (Jandt, 2004, p. 

28). It involves decoding and encoding messages. The background of 

individuals determines the way these messages are decoded and encoded not 

only individual experiences but also those of the cultural group (Wang, 2008). 

Jandt (2004) states that “culture cannot be known without communication, and 

communication can only be understood with an understanding of the culture it 

represents” (p. 29).  

Culture influences semantic manifestations of interpersonal 

communications within a society (Deng & Liu, 2003). It comprises the socio-

cultural and historical background of groups of people and their approaches to 

living and thinking (Franklin et al., 2008). Culture is a fundamental determinant 

through which people decode messages, give meanings for messages, and the 

conditions under which different meanings can be communicated and 

interpreted (Samovar et al., 1981). It represents a framework in which “people 

live their lives and communicate shared meanings with each other” (Scarino & 

Liddicot, 2009, p. 19).  

English as an international language has different ‘cultures’ influenced by 

different sociocultural contexts (Sharifian, 2008). In other words, the English 

language is influenced by the cultural characteristics of the speaking 

communities developing different cultural concepts between the varieties of 

English uses and an understanding of successful communication across cultures. 

In English language teaching (ELT), it is mostly significant to view culture as a 

kind of knowledge related to effective communication in general and which 

represents specific sociocultural contexts using English. Such views involve an 

awareness of the ‘multilingual’ and ‘multicultural’ uses of English, which 

underpin successful communication. Thus, in ELT settings, learners are 

potentially engaged in cross cultural practices that develop their intercultural 

awareness and prepare them for global communication (Baker, 2011).  
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2.2 Intercultural Awareness  

Intercultural awareness acknowledges the cultural dimension of 

communicative competence (Tomalin & Stempleski, 1993). A basic definition 

reveals that intercultural awareness is “a conscious understanding of the role of 

culturally based forms, practices, and frames of understanding can have in 

intercultural communication, and an ability to put these conceptions into 

practice in a flexible and context specific manner in real time communication” 

(Baker, 2011, p. 66).  

Liddicoat (2005) differentiates between cultural and intercultural 

perspectives. The cultural perspective refers to the process of developing 

background knowledge and awareness of second language cultures. However, 

depending on how such knowledge is acquired, it remains “external to the 

learner and is not intended to confront or transform the learner’s existing 

identity” (Scarino & Liddicoat, 2009, p. 21). The intercultural perspective, on 

the other hand, represents the transformational component that includes 

decentering learners from their own cultural assumptions to develop ‘an 

intercultural identity’ (Scarino & Liddicoat, 2009, p. 21) to less influenced by 

native cultural attitudes (Rodríguez & Puyal, 2012).  

Baker (2011) adds that intercultural awareness delineates the skills that a 

language user needs to communicate successfully in foreign cultural contexts. 

Such skills are organized from an understanding of the role of culture in first 

language communication to an understanding of the role of cultures and 

languages in intercultural communication, which is essential for the global uses 

of English. However, the knowledge and skills of intercultural awareness 

cannot be considered as undivided or completely distinguished entities. Instead 

they are also constantly changeable on the base of the new intercultural 

contexts.  

In sum, developing intercultural awareness involves an engagement with 

both learners’ first culture and foreign language cultures. For Scarino and 
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Liddicoat (2009), this engagement is facilitated by sets of activities including 

noticing, comparing, reflecting and interacting. By noticing how cultural and 

linguistic issues intertwine, learners start to develop linguistic and cultural 

competence. This development usually involves visual, auditory, and cognitive 

observations about the way learners think about self and the others 

(Malczewska, 2014). According to Tucker and Lambert (1972), noticing 

cultural and linguistic differences contributes to the development of 

intercultural awareness and reinforces the values of cultures embedded in 

language education.  

In order to engage with target language cultures, English as a foreign 

language (EFL) learners need to engage in comparisons and reflections with 

their own and other cultures. In teaching, such comparisons enable learners to 

contrast both cultures. This comparison indicates the process of making 

connections between learners’ previous and new knowledge of the target 

language cultures (Malczewska, 2014). Advancing from comparing, learners’ 

reflections begin to develop an emerging intercultural awareness which 

reinforces the values of the target language culture (Tucker & Lambert, 1972; 

Malczewska, 2014). However, these processes involve interactions with other 

learners for further negotiation. Such negotiations of meaning usually occur 

through dialogue that has been emphasized by social constructivists to develop 

learning. 

Building on the work of key researchers in the field of intercultural 

awareness (Scarino & Liddicoat, 2009; Liddicoat, 2005; Byram, 1997, 2006), 

the following four main stages for developing intercultural competence emerge:  

1. Exploring the two cultures. It involves developing knowledge to explore both 

the first language culture and the target language cultures.  

2. Comparing both cultures. Learners need to explore similarity-0es and 

differences between the target language culture and the first culture to bring 

both cultures into relation with an awareness of learners’ own cultural identity.  
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3. Developing cultural awareness. Learners need to develop cultural sensitivity 

to distance themselves from cultural attitudes and act with the different 

conventions of the target culture.  

4. Developing intercultural awareness. Learners are able to observe, evaluate 

and reflect on their own culture and the target culture finding their own position 

(Kramsch, 1993; Scarino & Liddicoat, 2009) of mediating between the two 

cultures.  

2.3 Dialogues and Intercultural Learning 

The term ‘dialogue’ has gained much currency over the last decade, 

frequently used with the adjective ‘intercultural’. This combined usage is often 

divided into two strands: (1) intercultural dialogue as a reference to 

globalization in order to manage cultural diversity (Council of Europe, 2008; 

UNESCO, 2013) and (2) dialogues as an approach to foster intercultural 

learning through dialogic activities that support readers’ dialogue about their 

own and the text’s culture (Byram & Wagner, 2018). This paper focuses on the 

later strand and considers activities that make classroom talk dialogic and how 

dialogic exchanges develop intercultural learning.  

The suggested activities are designed for Libyan EFL learners at tertiary 

level to support their intercultural understanding as they engage in dialogic 

exchanges about picturebooks.  Dialogic exchanges can advance students’ 

intercultural learning as students interact with text and with other readers. Very 

little empirical research has investigated reading practices for intercultural 

learning in ELT (Hoff, 2017, p. 2), especially with university (adult) students. 

Therefore, the suggested approach can guide teachers as they promote 

intercultural learning in EFL classrooms.  

2.4 Intercultural Learning, Dialogue, and Picturebooks 

Delanoy (2008) points out that dialogue encompasses interculturality. 

According to his concept, dialogic competence has similar characteristics of 
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intercultural competence including curiosity, critical awareness and perspective-

taking skills. Dialogue involves an interest and recognition of others’ 

perspectives. According to Wegerif (2011), “‘dialogic’ is translated into 

‘meaning emerging from the interplay of different perspectives” (p. 180).  That 

is, others’ perspectives are essential to see the self more clearly and to develop 

perspective-taking skills and empathy. Through dialogues, learners can moved 

from expressing their doxa – their views, beliefs and perceptions – to 

expressing their episteme, acquired knowledge tested through questioning and 

justifying (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2008). Both forms of knowledge are 

considered in the designing of the activities of our suggested approach. The 

activities entails opportunities for the students to contribute and explore ideas 

and constructively build upon those of each other (Alexander, 2008). 

Fiction is a suitable for intercultural learning, as it engages readers with 

conflicting perspectives (Hoff, 2014). For Kramsch (1993), readers’ 

engagement in their own and other’s cultures through literature may foster 

intercultural learning. Picturebooks add another layer to the intercultural 

reading experience. According to Hallberg (1982), picturebooks have a 

minimum of one picture per double spread. Nikolajeva and Scott (2006) add 

that the pictures can replicate, expand and contradict the verbal text. When 

readers are engaged with the pictures and the text, they can investigate, discover 

and critically analyze the multiple voices and ideologies represented in the text. 

2.5 Dialogic Exchanges 

For Wegerif, dialogic exchanges are productive when learners share and 

explore ideas, critique, and build upon each other’s constructively especially 

when students are willing to change their mind (Wegerif, 2011). These are the 

characteristics of exploratory talk. Considering student-student and student-

teacher talk, Wegerif stresses that “it is not only the characteristics of 

exploratory talk that support learners’ thinking, but also the aims of the dialogic 

activities themselves” (p. 184). Palincsar (1998) adds that in exploratory talk 
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articulation of understanding involves communicating with others to create 

meaningful explanation and justifications of new knowledge. 

The most prominent research on the role of dialogue is conducted by 

Vrikki et al. (2019) who conclude that the “participative ethos […] with 

participants respecting and listening to all ideas” (p. 86) is essential for 

productive classroom dialogue. These qualities of talk are required to student 

‘identification with the dialogue’ (Wegerif, 2011), and demand a supportive and 

classroom culture. Furthermore, the role of teachers is essential facilitate 

student dialogues. This involves helping learners co-ordinate and synthesize 

their ideas, activities which are lacking in teacher-centered classrooms (Vrikki 

et al., 2019). 

2.6 Intercultural Dialogue 

Intercultural dialogue aims at reaching agreement by mediating 

contrasting views and learning to tolerate ambiguity and live with conflict 

(Deardorff, 2019). Littleton and Mercer (2013) stress that attempts to reach an 

agreement are important for educational dialogues, as these can lead to explore 

each other’s ideas more carefully even if they do not manage to reach 

agreement. Similarly, Byram (1997) adds the ability to mediate different 

perspectives are essential for intercultural communicative competence. In 

today’s multicultural world, learners need to learn to tolerate as “conflict, 

ambiguity and difference [are] not solely […] challenging aspects of the 

intercultural encounter, but […] potentially fruitful conditions for profound 

dialogue between Self and Other” (Hoff, 2014, p. 208). 

The suggested approach in this paper exemplifies the exploration of 

conflicting views in order to lead to intercultural learning through dialogic 

exchanges. Dialogic spaces create a “dynamic continuous emergence of 

meaning” in order to answer questions, exchange ideas and solve problems 

through listening, requesting help, “changing their minds [and] seeing the 

problems as if through the eyes of others” (Wegerif, 2011, p. 180). Earlier 
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research exemplifies how the use of dialogic features with literature, including 

multimodal texts can be used to foster intercultural learning including empathy 

and critical learning (Yeom, 2019;  Hoff, 2017; Littleton & Mercer, 2013; 

Wiseman, 2011). The suggested approach of the current paper links dialogic 

features to intercultural learning using picturebooks. It suggests that appropriate 

mediation of dialogic features might transform Libyan EFL learners’ 

experiences into intercultural experience that promotes critical analysis and 

leads them to respect and understand different cultures. It also, with teacher 

support, stresses that the multi-modality of picturebooks is a characteristic that 

helps generate discussion on different levels of meaning, both visual and 

textual, which extend the intercultural experience and promote change.  

Picturebooks have the advantage of portraying cultures in an unrealistic 

manner that feeds former misconceptions. However, the portrayal multicultural 

views in picturebooks does not necessarily change or uphold previous notions 

held by students therefore using a dialogical approach along with multiple 

perspectives to teach multicultural literature provides learners with an 

awareness and ability to look beyond the surface of any text. In this chapter, we 

have come to believe that the inclusion of critical dialogue and multiple 

perspectives with picturebooks provides a well-rounded learning environment 

built on respect to the uniqueness of other cultures and understanding, one 

where they challenge stereotypes, assumptions and prior perspectives. 

There are a number of picturebook titles that can be used in a similar way 

with older students in an ELT context with other focuses in mind, whether to 

teach different cultures and explore them and develop intercultural 

understandings (see appendix 1), or simply to teach the different elements of 

literature and explore different themes, ideas, and views across different 

cultures and promote critical literacy (see appendix 2). To best explain the 

strength of picturebooks in these intercultural experiences, an example lesson is 

discussed in the following section.  
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2.7 Using Picturebooks in the EFL Literature Classrooms 

This section explores how picturebooks can be used with older students to 

promote intercultural understanding. Students live in a global world. The 

opportunities which literature offers in our classrooms can invite them into the 

rich cultural diversity and give them a window into global communities. By 

drawing on Dolan’s (2014) multimodal approach for critically analyzing 

multicultural picturebooks, we intend to frame our lessons by three outcomes, 

namely, Respect, Understanding, and Action. As, intercultural understanding 

requires that students become able to see differences between cultures, students 

need to analyze and reflect on those differences by weighing them against their 

own realities, and a s a result develop respect towards those cultures. Such 

books can help generate empathy in readers and help them understand the 

growing cultural diversity around them and what it means to be in others’ shoes. 

These fictional resources can also generate understanding of social complexity 

at the global scale, at the human rights level, and how one can take 

responsibility and action as a global citizen, thus helping students learn about 

meaningful intercultural actions.  

To better deliver the lesson, we suggest that teachers structure their lesson 

into pre-reading, while-reading, and post-reading. With pre-reading mainly 

focusing on activating prior knowledge by pre-teaching any relevant vocabulary 

or giving background information, using the title and/or cover page, or using 

visuals relevant to the book. The focus of the wile reading stage is to get the 

students to analyze the book drawing on the language, style, and pictures to 

build up respect and understanding of other cultures. Finally, the aim of the 

post-reading stage is to get the students to make meaning of the text as they 

engage in group discussion, and to think about ‘action’ by discussing their 

responsibilities as humans and citizens in the world.  

When using culturally specific texts, we suggest that the first reading of 

the book be done collectively where students enjoy it as they read with others in 
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their classroom. As EFL learners, it is important that teachers familiarize 

students with all new culture specific vocabulary before the reading. Also, it is 

important that several copies of the picture books are accessible to students to 

enables active engagement with the text.  

Here is an example of how the EFL teacher could use a picturebook with 

their university students. The activities can be used as part of the literature 

course. The picturebook used is The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks by Katherine 

Paterson, illustrated by Leo & Diane Dillonshown in figure 1.  Here is a 

description of the book: 

A beautifully written story, The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks, had a great 

message about compassion of other living creatures. A story about honour, 

commitment, and the sharing of life’s hurdles as well as the good things in life. 

It is about a beautiful mandarin duck that is captured and caged by a greedy lord 

who wants to show off the bird's magnificent plumage. But the wild creature 

pines for his mate. When Yasuko, the kitchen maid, releases the bird against her 

lord's command, she and the one-eyed servant, Shozo, are sentenced to death. 

The grateful bird intends to return their kindness by going against the cruel 

lord. The artistic style used in this story was based on the historical 

characteristics of Japanese art. Using wood-block print in the illustrations, is 

something Japanese picturebooks are known for, which is called ukiyo-e. 

Ukiyo-e was developed in the 1600s.  
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Figure 1. The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks. 1990 by Katherine Paterson 

2.8 The Teacher and the Learner 

To start, the teacher can share the book with the students, firstly as a blind 

reading to focus on the power of the language and enabling students to imagine 

their own visual representations. Then, the teacher can read the text a second 

time, with the visuals (illustrations). When using picturebooks, it is important 

that the teachers are focusing on the visual and encouraging their students to 

talk about the impact this has on their understanding of the book’s message. 

They need to help the students focus on the problems or ambiguities they find in 

the text and reinforce the fact that there is no right answer. They provide 

opportunities for discussion, which will then later lead into structured supported 

writing activities.  

The Lesson: Teaching “The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks” 

This book was chosen because it captures the essence of the Japanese 

culture, with its uniqueness and characteristics, whether in terms of the culture 

or the artistic features it represents. Our selection was based on our backgrounds 
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as language teachers in the Libyan EFL classroom, and as teachers of literature, 

so we intend to integrate both the cultural and the literary experiences when 

promoting interculturality in the EFL classrooms by focusing on literary 

elements as well as cultural information.   

Objective: ability to identify, define, and discuss justice, compassion, and 

loyalty in both cultures and explore actions that can be taken to change unfair 

rules in both countries.  

We begin the lesson by activating students’ prior knowledge; what they 

know about the topic or the culture. It is important that students’ interest is 

drawn, so that they become engaged with the book. If there are any culture 

specific vocabulary, it is important to explore them before reading, as these are 

key to understanding the text later on. Sometimes, by just giving background 

information about the cultural could take you a long way, as students gain 

enough information to access the back and think about its meaning. So, in this 

case, Mandarin Ducks, is key. We suggest that this could be done as research 

for the students where they are asked to look for information about mandarin 

ducks, what they look like and what are some of their characteristics. They can 

use their mobile phones in the classroom and share ideas with the teacher and 

the rest of the classroom. The teacher will have prepared an introductory, which 

she gives out to the students about mandarin ducks and the Japanese culture and 

why they value these birds. However, it is important that students become 

active and think before they receive this information from the teacher. Using the 

cover page (figure 1) or a separate picture as shown in figure 2 is something that 

helps for later discussion.  

Engage with the Text 

Brainstorming: Teacher asks students what they know about Japan and 

Japanese culture. All suggestions are written on the board for all students to see. 
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Pre-teach vocabulary: Samurai, drake, capital punishment, abolish, Buddha, 

plumage, brocade, ailing.  

Explore the two cultures: Teacher gives background knowledge about 

importance of mandarin ducks in Japanese culture.  

Respect other Cultures  

Visual interpretation (observation): responding to the pictures (illustrations).   

Discuss the clothes the people in the story are wearing and the scenery (bamboo 

used as building material, Mandarin ducks and their physical characteristics, 

like their colour, the trees, hairstyles, paper lanterns) (see figure 2).  

  

Figure 2 Mandarin Ducks and Japanese clothing from ‘The Tale of the 

Mandarin Ducks’ 

How is interconnectedness represented? 

Students re-read ‘The Mandarin Ducks’ and look for representations in the 

words and the illustrations of the concept of interconnection, both physical and 

metaphorical. They think about the intent of the author and illustrator, the 

Characteristics of Mandarin Duck and what they represent in the Japanese 

culture. Students can locate Japan on a map (on a OHP or on their mobile 

phones too). Whilst the plight of the people represented in the text have cultural 

differences, and differing circumstances, there are also similarities represented 

which students can relate to their own culture.  
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Students create a Venn diagram to represent the similarities and differences 

between the two cultural groups. They analyze their diagrams and discuss in 

groups the notion of mutual respect as it relates to cultural identity.  

Students complete a mind-map of visuals and text. They undertake a ‘free write’ 

in which they sketch out their thoughts, ideas, feelings, and responses about the 

issues and characters discussed in the book. Students discuss their key ideas. 

Understand other Cultures 

It is important that now students are able to connect with the book on an 

emotional level, this way they not only see the differences, but also the 

similarities. Visuals are important for proving such emotional engagement, and 

by critically evaluating and responding to the illustrations of the book, they see 

patterns, and observe emotional reactions which are portrayed in the visuals of 

the book. This creates depth in how they personally engage and react with the 

book, drawing them to relate their personal feelings with the text/characters and 

empathize with them. An activity that helps them make these interrelated 

responses could be like this:  

How do words and pictures operate to evoke response? 

Students are asked to read just the words in ‘The Tale of Mandarin Ducks’. 

They think about these questions: What imagery is created through the words 

alone? How is this achieved? Read the text with the illustrations. What is the 

relationship between the words and the illustrations? How do they work, or not 

work, together? How is the reader involved in the text? Students analyze the 

visual language of the text: layout, angles, color. They jot their thoughts onto 

sticky notes or onto personal or group ‘reflective journals’. How does the text 

make you feel? How did it evoke this response? What is the symbolism of the 

Mandarin ducks through the progress of the text? What is its meaning to each 

recipient? Students select one of the characters and think about their 

dilemmas/issues. They think about the question: What effect has empathizing 
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with a person had on your own feelings? What effect might this have on your 

future interactions with people? 

Students then share their ideas with the rest of the group and discuss them 

together.  

After students work in small groups and interact with each other as they share 

ideas, it is important to extend this and create a space where dialogue is at the 

heart of the learning experience. Simply because, better ideas need greater 

negotiation and the opportunity to explore different views and build on each 

other’s understandings. The final step in our approach is to make meaning and 

create something new. This newness we promote is not just about meaning, but 

also putting these meanings into action, by practicing responsibility taking. It 

has been said that learning is best promoted through authenticity, and when 

learners actually do things’, i.e., learning by doing. We aim in this approach to 

facilitate intercultural understanding by doing intercultural practices inside the 

classroom. So, we suggest in the teaching of ‘The Mandarin Ducks’ the 

following action plan.  

Action-Responsibilities (extended dialogue)  

In groups: Together, have students’ list school/university policies that they 

believe are ‘unfair’. They choose one or two from the list and brainstorm 

strategies for changing those rules, for example by writing letters to the 

principle. They then follow through with the chosen strategy by working in 

groups. The groups then shared their ideas and thoughts with the rest of the 

class.    

Student led class Discussion: the class engages in a discussion about the issues 

raised in the book, on honor, relationships, and justice. Drawing on their prior 

ideas on ‘unfair’ rules, they explore the injustices inflicted on people and how 

best to approach change of their rules. The teacher facilitates discussion by 
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questioning learners, exploring alternatives, asking students for explanations, 

and giving justifications for their answers.   

It is important that students collaboratively construct meaning by negotiation 

and shared meaning making. As they engage in discussion, they take on 

different perspectives, and build on each other’s ideas. Through collaboration 

and continuous questioning, they become open to different suggestions and 

views, and make meaning from the book.  

To optimize the strengths of using picturebooks for intercultural dialogue, it 

seems essential that language teachers incorporate into their lesson activities 

that can facilitate artistic responses. Ideally, teachers need to develop discussion 

activities that promote peer collaboration and shared construction of meaning, 

along with cultivating multiple perspectives and promoting critical reflection. 

Pair Reading, Questioning the Author (QtA), and Literature Circles (LC), to 

name just a few, can all be effective interventions with EFL literature students 

as they target students’ cognitive and emotional responses and most importantly 

collaboration. 

When using picturebooks, with EFL learners, prior knowledge dictates how 

they interpret the text.  We, as teachers, might be unaware of a few stereotypes 

of certain cultures which may be portrayed in the book being taught. So, it is 

crucial that teachers scaffold student discussions and guide them as they 

critically analyze the book, and not allow their own previous perceptions or 

notions, or presumptuous of the texts manipulate their thinking and 

interpretations of the text. So, it is important for teachers, when looking for 

picturebooks to use in the classroom, to look for aspects of the culture shown 

through the dialogue or pictures. Some books do this without necessarily 

educating the reader about the culture.  ‘The Tale of Mandarin Ducks’ for 

example represented Japanese culture through the pictures, in the simplicity of 

the homes or clothes that were displayed. 
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Therefore, we propose using a set of criteria for text selection (see appendix 3) 

and also using questionnaire before and after a lesson, to help learners 

understand the cultural differences and how they make sense of this 

intercultural experience.  

Lastly, we hope, by writing this chapter to share our views of the powers of 

children’s’ literature as multimodal texts which draw on an array of literacies, 

and hope that with this exemplar lesson more teachers in the EFL classroom, 

and students, are open to the opportunities which they instill to trespass the 

misconceptions held by most about the suitability of children’s’ literature in 

adult classrooms. We can best answer this with a quote from Appelt (1985) “In 

the long run, the question is really whether or not you are comfortable with 

picture books yourself. If you are, then your students will be too and together 

you will find a whole new world of books” (p. 74).  

If  EFL students are open to the opportunity of reading children’s literature, 

simply because they engage and challenge them, it seems EFL teachers owe it 

to these learners, and to themselves, to at least start considering using such 

alternatives not only to teach cultural awareness, but also language. To 

encourage student discussion and emphasize that there are no right or wrong 

answers, teachers can use open-ended questions 

The focus on intercultural learning in the above lesson entailed targeting 

both cognitive and emotional skills. By triggering the students’ curiosity, the 

aim was to increase their knowledge of the other culture (Japanese), about both 

its history and of social interaction and by fostering perspective-taking skills – 

all significant elements of intercultural competence (Byram, 1997; Deardorff, 

2006; Wagner, Perugini & Byram, 2018).  

Additionally, acceptance of ambiguity comes into play with these kinds of 

activities. Students have a chance to explore another culture, as many students 

do not have much knowledge of the Japanese culture, and many will have not 

heard of the Mandarin duck and what it symbolized in Japanese culture. 
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Reading literature in a foreign language is in itself an intercultural experience 

(Hoff, 2017), and through picturebooks, the experience is intensified, as one can 

rely on the illustrations for information about the culture rather than relying 

solely on their imagination to visualize the text. 

2.9 Conclusion 

This chapter posits that in order to deepen EFL learners understanding of 

any culture different from their own, an interactive process where readers 

interact with the text and with others is needed. Readers will need to process the 

text and, using their prior knowledge, and experiences will make sense of the 

text. It is important to provide readers with opportunities to access the cultural 

context provided by the author/illustrator, and with their own cultural 

awareness, they can be supported to intercultural understanding. According to 

Hanauer (2001), “literature is a valuable source of cultural knowledge precisely 

because it does present a personal interpretation of the life and values as the 

author of the literary work experiences them” (p. 396).  

This means that when using any form of literature (including 

picturebooks) to develop cultural knowledge, it is important that teachers do not 

treat these texts as resources for giving information about the social context. 

Rather, they should consider them as resources for critical discussion and 

reflection which help student develop their understanding of cultural aspects 

from the individual’s own perspective (Wąsikiewicz-Firlej, 2015).  

3. Implications 

The suggested approach implies the central role of teachers in guiding the 

discussions revolving around multiple sources of multicultural literary texts. It 

stresses the need for teachers to create a learning context that guides students to 

look at situations through a critical lens. This lens allows learners to build 

tolerance, respect and acceptance for the cultural differences that surround 

them. Additionally, when teachers introduce learners to multiple sources of 
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literature about a different culture allows them to see the different perspectives 

and how a writer might sway a reader based on their own biases. In classroom 

discussions, teachers should pose questions that support dialogues by 

challenging ideas presented in the books. Teacher’s led discussions are 

necessary for building learner knowledge.  

Evans (2013) indicates that the text alone is not enough for students to 

recognize the limitations of a society placed on certain individuals, nor do 

certain implications of books extend themselves to reality. Accordingly, 

learners need to have an environment in which they feel confident and 

comfortable in expressing their personal opinions with no fear of being wrong. 

Such learning environment gives them a feeling of credibility that their own 

perspectives have value.  
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Appendix 1 

List of Picturebooks for Intercultural understanding 

Title/author Pages Global 

Context 

Theme/plot 

Hope is a Girl 

Selling Fruit by 

Amrita Das 

 

32  

 

 

India 

A woman on a train notices a poor girl and 

wonders where she is going and her future. 

Jimena Perez puede 

volar/Jimena Perez 

Can Fly by Jorge 

Argueta 

 

32  

Bilingual 

 

El 

Salvador 

 

In this narrative poem, a Salvadoran girl 

and her mother flee from gangs. When 

they reach the U.S. border, she is 

imprisoned with other children, and 

separated from her mother. 

The Cats in 

Krasinski Square, 

by Karen Hesse 

and Wendy 

Watson 

 

32  

 

 

Poland 

WWII 

 

Two Jewish sisters escape from the 

Warsaw ghetto and design a plan to 

smuggle food for starving people behind 

the wall. 

Miguel’s Brave 

Knight, Margarita 

Engle, Rafael 

Lopez 

 

33  

1500s 

Spain 

Picturebook fictionalized biography of 

the childhood of Miguel de Cervantes, 

written in first-person, free verse 

poems 

The Magic Horse 

of Han Gan, Jiang 

Hong Chen 

 

37  

 

China 

A master artist paints a horse that 

comes alive to help an ancient Chinese 

warrior. Tired of death, the horse leaps 

to another painting. 
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Whiskers, Tails & 

Wings By Judy 

Goldman  

 

 

58  

 

Indonesia 

Traditional animal folktales of 5 

Indigenous groups from Mexico. Also 

includes info on each culture’s history, 

customs and traditions.  

 

The Tiny Boy and 

Other Tales By 

Muni Bunanta 

 

84  

 

Canada 

8 Indonesian folktales of heroes and 

sacrifice, love, family, the value of 

children and nature. Vibrant images by an 

Indonesian artist 

Jane, the Fox & 

Me By Fanny 

Britt and 

Isabelle 

Arsenault 

 

101  

 Graphic novel of a young teen, bullied in 

school, who finds solace in the pages of 

Jane Eyre and a connection with a fox. 

The Firefly Letters 

by Margarita Engle 

 

151  

 

Cuba 

1851 

Verse novel of a Swedish feminist who 

visits Cuba to interview slaves, free 

blacks and poor whites. 

Catherine Called 

Birdy By Karen 

Cushman 

 

169  

 

England, 

Middle 

Ages 

The daughter of an English knight 

keeps a journal to record the events of 

her life, longing for adventure beyond 

the usual role of women and trying to 

avoid being married off 

The Lightening 

Dreamer, by 

Margarita Engle 

 

182  

 

Cuba 

1800s 

A novel in verse in the voice of a 

book-loving writer, feminist and 

abolitionist who fought injustice and 

the oppression of slavery. 
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Appendix 2 

List of Picturebooks for older learners: 

Browne, (2008) A. Piggybook London: Walker Books 

Carle, E. (2002) The very hungry caterpillar London: Picture Puffin 

Fanelli, S. (2006) Mythalogical Monsters London: Walker Books 

Gravett, E. (2006) Wolves.  London: Pan Macmillan 

Martin Jr, B. & Carle, E. 1995 Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What do you 

see? London: Puffin Books 

McKee, D. (2006) Tusk, Tusk London: Andersen Press 

Raschka, C. (2007) Yo! Yes! New York: Scholastic 

Sharratt, N. (1996) Ketchup on your cornflakes. London: Scholastic Hippo 

Tan. S. (2000) The lost thing. Melbourne, Lothian Books 

Tan, S. (2000) The red tree. Melbourne, Lothian Books 

Waddell, M. &Oxenbury, H. (1995) Farmer Duck London, Walker Books Ltd 
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Appendix 3 

Criteria for selection 

Does the book teach about the culture it represents?  

 Does the book display stereotypes of the culture it represents?  

Are aspects of the culture shown in the dialogue or pictures? 

Questionnaire:  

Before:  

What is a stereotype? 

 What does it mean if a book is labeled ‘picturebook’?  

What do you know about the Japanese culture?  

What do you know about the Japanese during World War II  

What do you think about Japanese people? 

After:  

1. What did you think of the book? Likes/Dislikes/thoughts/feelings?  

2. What did you learn?  

3. What did you already know that you found in the book?  

4. What do you think about the Japanese? 
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Al-Quds Open University English Majors Reactions 

Concerning Learning Literature Courses Online during 

Corona Virus Pandemic 

Majed Ahmad Hasanin 

English Department, Faculty of Arts, Al-Quds Open University, Palestine 

Abstract 

The chief concern of this study titled “Al-Quds Open University English Major 

Students’ Reactions Concerning Learning Literature Courses Online during 

Corona Virus Pandemic” is to examine the responses of Al-Quds Open 

University English majoring students at Al-Quds Open University Northern 

provinces branches to the drastic transformation of learning literature courses 

online during the pandemic. The study followed the descriptive method for its 

suitability of the nature of the research, a questionnaire has been designed and 

included four domains (the teacher, the student, curriculum and educational 

environment) each domain included five items, it was distributed to the random 

sample of the study. The sample consists of (51) students, the gender, 

accumulative average and the years completed variables of the students were 

considered. After data processing and statistical analysis the study proved that 

students have negative attitude towards learning literature courses online during 

the Pandemic, and that there were no statistical significant differences 

concerning students responses related to gender, years completed and 

accumulative average variables. 

Keywords: Major; reaction; online; corona; virus; pandemic. 
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1. Introduction 

Online learning is one of the most prominent outcomes of scientific and 

technological progress in the field of education in the twenty-first century. 

Indeed, it is a tool of a great significance, particularly for the University 

students; as it adds a kind of vitality to the educational learning attitude in a way 

that makes the learner in a state of constant focus, and achieves the 

effectiveness of learning by organizing educational attitudes. Besides, it 

encourages the use of self-learning methods and enables the learner to walk in 

the learning process according to his/her own ability and speed, as well as 

achieving technical learning that aims to raise the competence of the learner to 

the highest possible degree by providing him/ her with the conditions, methods 

and the appropriate time to reach this mastery (Garrison, 2017). 

In order for e-learning to achieve success in the educational process, it 

needs a set of factors and requirements that help it succeed, and any defect or 

deficiency in such requirements will lead to a failure in the application of e-

learning, and negatively affect the educational process.  These requirements are 

represented by a clear educational philosophy, accurate objectives, specific and 

prepared pedagogical plan within the strategic plan drawn up by the Ministry of 

Education (Phirangee and Malec, 2017). 

2. Literature Review 

Generally speaking, most universities today use what are called "learning 

management systems". In light of the ‘COVID-19 crisis’ that the world is 

experiencing, the majority of educational institutions have turned towards e-

learning as a more appropriate alternative to ensure the continuity of the 

educational process. Consequently, this significantly increased the use of video 

chat applications over the Internet such as Zoom, Google, Meeting, Cisco 

Webex, Moodle, and many among others. E-learning relies mainly on 

computers and networks to transfer knowledge and skills. Its applications 
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include web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual classrooms, and 

digital collaboration.  

The COVID-19 pandemic has cast a shadow over the education sector; as 

it pushed schools, universities and educational institutions to close their doors, 

in order to reduce the chances of its spread. Indeed, this is what pushed 

educational institutions to switch to e-learning, as an alternative that has long 

been talked about and controversy over the need to integrate it into the 

educational process (Park & Shea, 2020).  

Besides that, it should be noted here that many teachers resort to what is 

called ‘Instructional Design’, in order to prepare educational materials that 

achieve goals with high efficiency. Among the models used in educational 

design are ADDIE and ASSURE learning models, and others. However, such 

platforms suffer from many problems; the most important of which is that the 

requirement for interactivity in basic education is almost absent. Also, there are 

many technical problems in watching educational lessons, especially with the 

weak internet speed in some areas, and sometimes even gaps in the digital tools 

used as happened with the Zoom app, which has been criticized for allegations 

of a lack of respect for privacy (Yan, 2020). 

According to Khan and Raad (2020), while the world is fighting the 

invisible enemy (COVID-19), which has been killing thousands of people, the 

teaching and learning process are still carry on by using the tools and 

procedures of e-learning. E-learning is considered to be a new method of 

teaching rather than face-to-face teaching. Indeed, materials in all kinds of 

formats as e-mails, slideshows, videos, PDFs, and word. 

2.1 Related Studies 

Ali (2020) conducted a study, entitled: Online and Remote Learning in 

Higher Education Institutes: A Necessity in light of COVID-19 Pandemic. The 

main aim of this study is to examine how teaching and learning can still 
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continue during such unprecedented times. The findings of the study revealed 

that apart from resources, staff readiness, confidence, student accessibility and 

motivation play a significant role and important function in ICT integrated 

learning. Besides, the researcher in this study recommends and proposes that 

staff members should use technology and technological gadgets to enhance 

learning, especially during these exceptional times. Findings also propose 

online and remote learning as a necessity in times of lock downs and social 

distancing due to COVID-19 pandemic.  

Elumalai et al., (2020) conducted a study, entitled: Factors Affecting the 

Quality of E-learning during the COVID-19 Pandemic from the Perspective of 

Higher Education Students. The main purpose of this study is to investigate and 

identify the relationship of seven independent factors: administrative support, 

course content, course design, instructor characteristics, learner characteristics, 

social support, and technical support on quality of e-learning in higher 

education during the COVID-19 pandemic. The findings of the study revealed 

that there is a positive relationship between the set of variables and the quality 

of e-learning in the higher education sector.  

Moreover, there is a significant difference in the perception of the 

students between gender, level of the course, and quality of e-learning in the 

higher education sector during the COVID-19 pandemic. The researchers 

recommend and propose that there should be a difference in the procedure of 

providing e-learning based on the level of the course and gender of the students. 

Besides that, there is a need for future studies to expose the quality of e-learning 

in higher education in the post-COVID-19 pandemic. 

3. Methodology of the Study  

     This part of this study is directed to the methodology of the study. 
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3.1 Problem of the Study 

English majoring students face serious problems in understanding English 

literature courses; as many students prefer face-to-face classroom setting, which 

in turn creates a gap between the instructor and students. In addition, many 

instructors or professors of English literature courses face difficulty in teaching 

students via electronic platforms, mainly those who are not specialists in that 

field and do not know how to use technology -based materials. The Palestinian 

universities in general and Al-Quds Open University in particular have begun to 

implement the e-learning system in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, so as to 

facilitate the educational process and the teacher-learner communication process 

as well.  

However, the application of e-learning did not rise to the required level, 

despite the fact that Al-Quds Open University has paid sufficient attention and 

interest, and provided several facilities, in order to enhance e-learning as one of 

the important teaching methods and communication tools between students and 

teachers.  

3.2 Objectives of the Study 

The study has the following objectives: 

- To investigate the barriers of e-learning of English literature courses during 

the COVID-19 pandemic, from the perspective of English majors at Al-

Quds Open University. 

- To find possible solutions to overcome the problems facing English majors 

in learning English literature e-courses. 

3.3 Hypotheses of the Study 

 The study is based on the following hypotheses:  
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- English majoring students at Al-Quds Open University have negative 

attitude towards learning literature courses online during Covid 19 

pandemic. 

- There are no statistical differences at the significance (a=0.05) in Al-Quds 

Open University English majors' reactions concerning learning literature 

courses, related to the gender variable. 

- There are no statistical differences at the significance (a=0.05) in Al-Quds 

Open University English majors' reactions concerning learning literature 

courses, related to accumulative average variable. (GPA). 

- There are no statistical differences at the significance (a= 0.05) in Al-Quds 

Open University English majors reactions concerning learning literature 

courses, related to, years completed variable.  

3.4 Questions of the Study 

 To fulfil this study, the researcher poses the following questions: 

- What are Al-Quds Open University English major students' reactions 

concerning learning literature courses online during corona virus pandemic? 

- What is the role of gender, years completed, and accumulative average 

variables in QOU English majoring students’ reactions concerning learning 

English literature online during COVID19 pandemic? 

3.5 Significance of the Study  

The significance of the study lies in the importance of exploring the 

barriers of e-learning of English literature courses during the COVID-19 

pandemic, from the perspective of English majors at Al-Quds Open University. 

In fact there is a gap in researching this area during this recent international 

dilemma, it is a crucial issue that is worth researching. 
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3.6 Population of the Study 

The study population consists of QOU English major students who are 

enrolled in literature courses at QOU Northern provinces branches in the second 

semester of the academic year 2020-2021. The sample of the study consists of 

(51) English majors at QOU Northern provinces branches including (4) males 

and (47) females who study English literature courses in the second semester of 

the academic year 2020/2021. 

3.7 Variables of the Study 

The study has three Variables including:  gender, year's completed and 

accumulative average. 

4. Results of Study 

       It is clearly noticed from table (11) that the responses of the attitudes of 

English language students at Al-Quds Open University on barriers of online 

learning of English literature courses during the COVID-19 Pandemic, were 

high on domains (1, 2) since the percentage was (70% - 79%), and was medium 

on domain (4) since the percentage was (60% - 69%), also was very high on 

domain (3) since the percentage was (more than 80%). The percentage of the 

level of total degree is high as the percentage was (77.3 %). 

It is clearly noticed from table (11) that the responses of the attitudes of 

English language students at Al-Quds Open University on barriers of online 

learning of English literature courses during the COVID-19 Pandemic, were 

High as the percentage was (77.3 %).Percentage was high on the dimensions (1, 

2) (Curriculum, Student) where percentage was (72.3%), (74.4) in order. The 

percentage was medium on the dimension (4) (University Environment) where 

percentage were (67.8%), and was very high on the dimension (3) (Instructor) 

where percentage was (82%).  
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Discussion of the results relating to the first hypothesis: 

“English majors students at Al-Quds Open University have negative attitude 

towards learning literature courses online during COVID-19 pandemic”. The 

descriptive statistics about students' attitudes towards learning literature courses 

online during COVID-19 pandemic show that students in general have negative 

attitudes. Students believe that they get unrealistic high marks by learning 

literature courses and taking exams remotely, in light of the COVID-19 

Pandemic. Students really believe that literature courses are very difficult, so 

they need blended learning method and not e- learning. Besides that, students 

see that the large number of study groups prevent the faculty members from 

explaining literature courses in an appropriate and sufficient manner, in light of 

the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

Discussion of the results relating to the Second hypothesis: 

“There are no statistical differences in Al-Quds Open University English Major 

Students' reactions concerning learning literature courses, related to the gender, 

years completed and accumulative average variable” 

The results of the study showed acceptance of the hypotheses. The researcher 

attributes that English language students at Al Quds Open University / Qalqilya 

branch of both (males and females), and can be explained by the fact that 

English language students majors at Al-Quds Open University make it easier for 

them to understand English literature courses in the English language 

specialization. Accordingly, this confirms that the difference in gender does not 

affect the responses of the attitudes of English language students at Al-Quds 

Open University on barriers of online learning of English literature courses 

during the COVID-19 Pandemic. It enhances the acceptance of this hypothesis. 
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Discussion of the results relating to the third hypothesis: 

“There are no statistical differences at the significance (a=0.05) in Al-Quds 

Open University English students' reactions concerning learning literature 

courses, related to accumulative average variable. (GPA)” 

The results of the study showed acceptance of the hypotheses. The researcher 

attributes that English language students at Al Quds Open University / Qalqilya 

branch of those students (whose accumulative average is good or below, good 

or above),and can be explained by the fact that English language majors at Al-

Quds Open University make it easier for them to understand English literature 

courses in the English language specialization. Accordingly, this confirms that 

the difference in accumulative average does not affect the responses of the 

attitudes of English language students at Al-Quds Open University on barriers 

of online learning of English literature courses during the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

It enhances the acceptance of this hypothesis. 

Discussion of the results relating to the fourth hypothesis: 

“There are no statistical differences at the significance (a= 0.05) in Al-Quds 

Open University English students’ reactions concerning learning literature 

courses, related to, years completed variable”. 

The results of the study showed the acceptance of the hypothesis. The Years 

Completed of the students do not affect the responses of the attitudes of English 

language students at Al-Quds Open University on barriers of online learning of 

English literature courses during the COVID-19 Pandemic. The researcher 

noticed that English language students at Al-Quds Open University encountered 

difficulties in learning English literature courses in the English language 

specialization, where Al-Quds Open University provides internet services for 

students to learn literature courses and has an electronic platform through which 

students can submit their assignments and exams for online literature courses, in 

light of the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
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5. Recommendations 

Based on the findings obtained, the researcher is presenting the following 

recommendations:  

- Promoting online learning by reducing the number of the students in virtual 

classes to enable students to have more interaction. 

- The teaching staff and faculty members should be subjected to training 

courses to assure the capability to cope with the new educational moods and 

models.  

- Considering making the necessary amendments in curricula to suit and cope 

with learning English courses online. 

- Encouraging students to be engaged in e-learning process through 

constructive interaction between the lecturer and students. 

- Building new educational culture that goes smoothly with the new 

educational model by subjecting the teaching staff to training courses 

related the level of content and best presentations and educational practices. 

- Creating advanced and free digital platforms to facilitate the mobility of 

students and researchers, and organizing scientific events and workshops 

during the period of crisis. 

- Revising the strategy of online exams with more concentration on analytic 

and research question to assure minimum cheating when having e-exams. 
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The Integration of E-Learning to Professional 

Development Trainees’ Design of Electronic Portfolios 
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Abstract 

The current study works in alignment with integrating e-learning into programs 

designed for Continuing Professional Development (CPD). This research has 

structured its underlying aims around the investigation of Libyan and Tunisian 

trainees’ perspectives on the process of developing and producing their own 

Electronic Portfolios (E-Portfolios) at the end of the teacher training course 

which was held in Tunisia. It mainly applied e-portfolios as integral tools for 

reflecting on the multicultural trainees’ experience with designing lesson plans 

and delivering English language sessions (Teaching Practice) during the 

Professional Certificate in English Language Teaching (PCELT) program. The 

benefits and challenges of designing teacher portfolios electronically were 

identified through a survey of closed-ended questions. Thus, quantitative data 

were analyzed to reveal interesting findings concerning the PCELT trainees’ 

positive attitudes towards benefiting from developing an electronic portfolio 

with a few major challenges related to enhancing their multimedia skills. The 

current exploratory research further implied that the PCELT program could 

provide more virtual peer-interaction through e-portfolio platforms for 

encouraging collaboration and reflection. 

Keywords: E-learning; continuing professional development; e-portfolios; 

multimedia skills 
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1. Introduction 

A crucial matter of the 21st century is becoming more associated with the 

integration of digital technologies into educational systems. Technology could 

provide “new ways to share great teaching ideas'' in the form of learning 

designs (Dalziel, 2016, p. xi). There is profound integrity between any 

educational systems and curricula in institutions, technology, teachers and 

educators, and educational leaders who are altogether in this profession. The 

power of using digital technologies to transform teaching and learning can have 

an increasing impact on the development of those in the working loop.  

The teaching and learning process may be infrastructured and scaffolded 

by technological learning designs which can be feasible and adaptable for 

teachers and lecturers to apply to their teaching contexts. Their pedagogical 

affordances to make a positive change for teachers and learners can lead to 

progression and creation of a positive learning atmosphere where human 

knowledge, skills and interaction are developed and shared on digital tools 

embedded in e- learning courses.  

The current study aligns with projects that supported the integration of 

electronic portfolios as learning tools for teacher training programs. It mainly 

focuses on investigating Libyan and Tunisian trainees’ perceptions of designing 

e-portfolios within multicultural contexts of professional training, encouraging 

them to be more self- directed towards their learning experience, performance 

and achievement. 

2. Study Background 

PCELT is a Professional Certificate in English Language Teaching 

offered by Amideast as a non-profit organization that works in partnership with 

World Learning- School for International Training. The training courses were 

delivered in Tunisia by offering the sponsored and self-funded participants 120 
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hours of inclusive delivery options and adaptable content with a meaningful 

blend of theory and practice that are applicable to a wide variety of English 

language teaching contexts. The PCELT participants, whether novice or 

experienced, get actively involved in planning their lessons, teaching, reflecting 

on their peers’ teaching practice, as well as in receiving face-to-face/online -

peer and trainer feedback. 

3. Literature Review 

This section outlines a variety of key areas from the literature which 

potentially inform the integration of e- portfolios to the curriculum design, 

content and requirements of programs for CPD. Following are presented the 

definitions of electronic portfolios. The next section addresses the theoretical 

framework used to back up the development of e-portfolios in an e-learning 

setting. Prior studies on perceptions towards benefits and challenges of 

designing digital portfolios are also discussed in detail. 

In a broad sense, e-portfolios are digital tools for collecting course 

materials, organizing and formulating a digital display of projects and 

achievements with the integration of multimedia features (Ciesielkiewicz, 

2019). According to Barrett (2005), an e-portfolio contains an organized 

collection of different materials being developed over a period of time for a 

specific purpose with an emphasis on the availability of technology to actively 

involve learners in reflecting, evaluating and taking control of the learning 

process. 

Considering the PCELT context, teacher portfolios are not used as files or 

binders for compiling papers. However, the participants used their laptops to 

develop and organize their work digitally following a rigid outline, comprising 

of a learning statement, participant record book, my favorite eight collection, 

reading log with reader responses, focus on learning essay, focus on an 

individual learner case study, one extended reflection on teaching, observed-
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teaching record, and my three favorite lesson plans (lesson plan, related 

handouts, initial reflection, and trainers' observation notes). Throughout the 

stage of designing the e-portfolios for the PCELT course, the trainer allotted 

class time and provided face-to-face guidance. Comments were also sent to 

their email accounts or shared on the course Gmail Drive, rather than using e-

portfolio platforms. 

E-portfolio learning is considered as a process and product. The former 

allows learners to expand their learning beyond what they have experienced 

taking into consideration how they have learned and to approach understanding 

of different features of their own learning and the relationship among them that 

are tied to processes of creativity, constructivism and collaboration 

(Jimoyiannis, 2012). The latter identifies the role of e-portfolios as a digital 

space for personal use where students are capable of compiling their electronic 

artifacts that provides concrete evidence of what they have experienced and 

achieved, as well as of the concrete outcomes of their learning. The process of 

developing an e-portfolio aims to show learners' progress of becoming more 

competent, whereas the product of the electronic copy demonstrates a selection 

of work as well as accomplishments (Scully, O’Leary, & Brown 2018). 

In support of a learner-centred approach, e-portfolios can further assist 

students with initiating independent learning and facilitating self-directed 

learning, particularly in adult learning. Experiencing learning with electronic 

portfolios may promote learners’ readiness to diagnose their own strengths and 

areas of growth, set learning goals and outcomes (Song, 2021). Digital 

portfolios or webfolios have emerged as a means of showing competencies, 

providing for evidence of progress, as well as can be used as assessment tools 

(Barrett, 2007). Ciesielkiewicz (2019) highlights their uses as dynamic tools of 

multiple functions that can be chunked into three categories, including tools for 

learning, assessment and developing employability. 
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First, as a learning tool, Chau and Cheng (2010) claim the value of users’ 

active participation. In addition, e-portfolios have the advantages of promoting 

learner autonomy and self-regulated learning skills (Ciesielkiewicz and Coca, 

2013). This type of a learning tool works well for the documentation of 

learners’ achievements and successes during the learning stage, motivating 

them to reflect upon (Pegrum & Oakley, 2017). Ciesielkiewicz and Coca (2013) 

argue that the integration of e-portfolios to learning objectives assists learners 

with setting personal goals for their learning and classifying them as short and 

long-term objectives. 

Secondly, the effective uses of e-portfolios as assessment tools are very 

common in professional settings (Strivens et al., 2009). In state teacher 

licensing programs in the United States of America, e-portfolios reflect 

‘standards of performance and competency’ (Strivens et al., 2009, p.89). E-

portfolios further encourage applying self- assessment to the criteria of online 

programs. To exemplify this, Sharifi, Soleimani, and Jafarigohar (2016) refer to 

one of the benefits of utilizing e-portfolios for self-assessment based on 85% of 

the participants in their research by placing emphasis on their role in identifying 

their strengths and becoming more conscious of areas for growth. Other 

advantages of using these digital mediums are related to their collaborative 

nature where course participants create their own digital spaces for sharing their 

work, interacting with their peers and instructors (Barrett, 2007). 

Nevertheless, issues concerning the use and implementation of electronic 

portfolios occur. Therefore, Barrett (2000) posits that the adoption of these 

digital tools for learning requires specific checklists for achieving positive 

learning outcomes even though challenges of technical issues still exist. In their 

prior study, Peacock, Murray, and Kelly (2011) mention that their learners 

carried on showing a preference for compiling printed documentation due to 

being challenged by the difficult accessibility to the internet, which in turn, 

makes the process of designing even more difficult. In reviewing the literature, 

there were other challenges, such as large-uploaded files, Internet security 
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protection and server issues, besides forcing them to use e- portfolio platforms 

for uploading and submitting files (Danowitz, 2012).  

Examples of some previous studies with research focus on the perceptions 

of completing electronic portfolios (Lewis & Gerbic, 2010), valuing their use as 

a digital space for presenting work (Roberts P, 2014). Having good levels of 

multimedia skills and computer experience, Hauge’s (2006) research paper 

indicates the easy use of e-portfolios by their participants. Electronic portfolios 

were also incorporated in a teacher training program on the Mahara platform 

and then used for completing reflection- based tasks (Oner and Adadan, 2011), 

as well as to foster ownership of experience, set goals and enhance reflective 

skills (Buyarski et al., 2015). Researching in the area of self- directed learning, 

McNeill and Cram (2011) show interest in understanding learners’ perceptions 

on the usefulness and effectiveness of e-portfolios in enhancing self-directed 

skills and on their value as learning tools with the advantage of improving 

learning experiences. 

4. Methodology of the Study 

 In order to discern trainees’ perspectives on benefits and the challenges they 

faced when they were progressively designing their own e-portfolios, a 

quantitative approach was adopted to collect data for answering the two 

research questions. 

4.1 Participants of the Study 

In the current study, the respondents were in-service English language 

teachers at primary, preparatory, secondary and higher education institutions in 

Libya and Tunisia. For the Libyan group, the PCELT program is funded by the 

US Embassy, whereas the Tunisian group was self-funded. The professional 

development program had 120 hours of face-to-face training, as well as 

synchronous and asynchronous communication on WhatsApp, Wiki and Gmail 

Drive over a month of duration at AMIDEAST Tunisia.  
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The sample was purposely selected due to the participants' prior 

experience with using teacher portfolios as soft and printed documentations. 

The selected trainees were 6 females and 12 males who participated in the 

PCELT courses in two different groups back in summer 2019. According to the 

PCELT end-of-course surveys, their teaching experiences started from 1 year up 

to 15 years in the private and public sectors. In addition, the PCELT trainees 

were motivated to join the PCELT course for a variety of reasons, including 

their intentions to improve their teaching, develop professionally, connect with 

other teachers, job- opportunities, and discover their strengths as teachers of 

English. The e-portfolio was considered a summative portion of the program's 

compulsory requirement. The PCELTers were required to submit essays, 

reflections, lesson plans and teacher portfolios. Following the portfolio outline, 

the trainees used multimedia features like text, image, audio and video files. 

The quantitative research method was utilized to investigate the aims 

which were set for the study and provide answers for the research questions. In 

order to explore the non-random sampling of trainees’ views on the benefits of 

e-portfolios, the online questionnaire with open-ended questions were based on 

Likert scale ranging from five for “strongly agree” to one for “strongly 

disagree”. In contrast, to explore the challenges being encountered while using 

multimedia for designing e-portfolios, the researchers selected Likert scale for 

“major challenges” with 5 down to 1 for representing “no challenges” on the 

same survey. The questionnaire was administered through Google Forms and 

then distributed as a link which was shared on private Messenger and 

WhatsApp groups. The 12-item survey was adapted from previous studies 

(Abdel Ghany & Alzouebi, 2019; Ciesielkiewicz, 2019; Abd-Wahab, et al., 

2016), as well as from criteria presented in the PCELT trainer handbook. The 

participants’ responses to the quantitative items on the online questionnaire 

were summarized by Google Forms and presented in pie charts. After that, the 

items were manually transferred to a Microsoft Excel Sheet in order to calculate 

the mean, standard deviation and the percentage for each item.  
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4.2 Problem of the Study 

Learning in traditional classroom settings may limit the learners' 

capability to be responsible for their own learning. They could also be less 

aware of self-directed learning strategies, such as self-assessment, self-paced 

learning, self- reflection, self-discovery of information, learning to set goals, 

besides being self-disciplined, organized and autonomous (Kim, Olfman, Ryan, 

& Eryilmaz, 2014). It cannot be enough to implement professional development 

courses with too much focus on equipping trainees with teaching 

methodologies, as well as imposing assessment criteria that might put novice 

and expert teachers under pressure of passing or failing.  

On the contrary, the integration of digital technology in the professional 

teaching process may increase the amount of learning within the frame of 

consolidating learners' knowledge in e-learning environments. Learning to 

become self-directed could be more promoted in e-portfolio-based learning or 

blended learning environments, than in traditional classroom settings where 

learners usually rely on teachers to be assessing, reflecting and controlling their 

learning. 

As an attempt to fulfill the remaining gaps in prior studies on e-portfolios, 

this research was originally carried out in a multicultural context comprising 

two North African nationalities (i.e. Tunisian and Libyan). To the researchers’ 

knowledge, the Libyan context in particular has very limited use of digital 

learning portfolios, specifically in the area of providing teacher education in an 

e-learning environment. Therefore, the current research could contribute to 

adding its originality, applicability and feasibility to the Libyan and Tunisian 

learning settings as a way of raising awareness of the value of these digital tools 

in CPD.  
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4.3 Aims and Questions of the Study 

Taking into account the value of using effective digital tools, such as e-

portfolios in educational settings, the researchers set aims to investigate the 

Libyan and Tunisian trainees’ perceptions of designing their own electronic 

portfolios throughout the 2019-PCELT programs in terms of the benefits and 

challenges of developing them. This aim generates a research interest in two 

main questions, including the following: 

RQ1: What are the PCELT trainees' perspectives on the benefits of using 

electronic portfolios as digital tools during their participation in the 

professional training programs in Tunisia? 

RQ2: To what extent are the professional development trainees challenged to 

enhance multimedia skills for designing and organizing their PCELT electronic 

portfolios? 

The collection of sufficient data would provide reasonable answers to the 

aforementioned questions as a contribution to a greater understanding of how 

teacher education trainees perceive the advantages and challenges of e-

portfolios as digital spaces for promoting their personal and professional 

development. 

4.4 Significance of the Study 

Over the past three decades, digital technology has arrived and affected 

all aspects of life worldwide. Its pedagogical affordances and practices can play 

a role in fulfilling English and teacher education in Libya. Suffice to say, the 

wide recognition in the advancement of technology in e-learning may result in 

solving issues of fostering reflective skills and competencies in addition to 

enhancing self-directed strategies for learning (Roberts J, 2018). 

Taking into consideration the potential outcomes of this conducted 

research, the engagement of professional development trainees in e-learning-
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supported environments and practices could encourage them continuously to 

learn at their own pace and become more autonomous. Furthermore, e-

portfolios may play a role in empowering them to explore the learning 

atmosphere freely and have control over the digital tools, content development, 

and production and sharing. 

5. Findings of the Study 

The findings in this section are extracted from the participants’ responses 

to the questionnaire which mainly answer: the PCELT trainees' perspectives on 

the benefits of using electronic portfolios as digital tools during their 

participation in the professional training programs in Tunisia, and the extent to 

which the professional development trainees were challenged to enhance 

multimedia skills for designing and organizing their PCELT electronic 

portfolios. 

 

Figure 1: Benefits of Using E-Portfolios as Digital Tools. 
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According to the quantitative analysis presented in Figure 1, the majority 

of the participants responded with agree and strongly agree that e-portfolios had 

a positive impact on their performance and competence during the training 

course with percentages above 27.8% and below 72.2%. The highest percentage 

of 72.2% in Figure 1represents the participants’ responses to strongly agree that 

e-portfolios are used as a platform to demonstrate progress of learning and 

teaching competencies. It is also visible to the data analysis in Figure 1 that 

there is strong agreement (61.1%) on the advantages of using e-portfolios to 

identify strengths, learning needs, challenges and issues in planning, teaching 

and reflecting. 

Based on the PCELT teacher education trainees' perspectives on the 

benefits of using e-portfolios, 55.6% of the responses in Figure 1 strongly agree 

that these digital tools are used as a means of receiving timely feedback, as well 

as 50% positively respond with strongly agree for using them as a space to 

promote collaboration, sharing work and exchanging of opinions to enhance 

professional development skills. However, Figure 1 illustrates only 5.6% of the 

responses which are neutral to the use of e-portfolios for receiving immediate 

feedback, collaborating and interacting with the trainers and their peers. 

Figure 2: Challenges Encountered while Designing and Organizing E-

Portfolios. 
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The design and organization of the PCELT teacher portfolio 

electronically exposed the PCELT trainees to challenges while enhancing 

multimedia skills. Figure 2 illustrates the major challenges as follows: create 

and edit Adobe Acrobat files (e.g. PDF) from a variety of computer applications 

(22.2%), and set up folders to organize files online (e.g. using Gmail Drive, 

Dropbox, and so on) (22.2%). 

The findings in Figure 2 further revealed moderate challenges were 

encountered by the PCELTers when they used advanced features of Microsoft 

Word, such as Document Map, Hyperlinks, and so forth (38.9%), followed by 

the use of advanced features of Microsoft PowerPoint and burn a CD-ROM, 

respectively (33.3%). As shown in Figure 2, the participants were neutral in 

response to scanning images with a desktop or mobile scanner (27.8%) (e.g. 

CamScanner), and using file sharing to copy files to and from laptop and 

another computer (or use a USB) (22.2%). 
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Moreover, the participants in the current study faced minor challenges 

reaching 27.8% in Figure 2, especially when they used file sharing to copy files 

to and from laptop and another computer (or used a USB). The percentages for 

the minor challenges in Figure 2 decreased to the lowest (5.6%) as the trainees 

used features of Microsoft Word. The overall findings for the use of multimedia 

without any challenges in accordance with the highest percentages 

demonstrated in Figure 2 revealed image-scanning (44.4%), followed by folder 

setups and file sharing (38.9%). 

6. Discussion 

The implementation of e-portfolios as learning, assessment and reflection 

tools has several benefits and challenges. In alignment with findings revealed 

by Barrett (2007), digital portfolios have their emergence as a means of 

demonstrating competencies, providing for evidence of progress, as well as can 

be used as tools for coursework and assessment. The results from the current 

research also supported the role of e-portfolios in a study conducted by Strivens 

et al., (2009) as the up-to-date technology that could be vital evidence of 

reflecting on standards of learners' performance and competency. 

Since the results of this study varied with respect to the advantages of an 

e-portfolio in promoting feedback, self- assessment and collaboration, it could 

be argued in correspondence with Sharifi, Soleimani, and Jafarigohar (2016), 

Song (2021) and Barrett (2007) who emphasized the role of self-directed 

learning and learner-centred approach in developing e- portfolios. Following 

their corresponding arguments, the findings of the present study reported the 

participants' experience with the process of designing e-portfolios resulting in 

encouraging them to be ready for independent learning, diagnosing their 

strengths and becoming more conscious of areas to improve. 

Although the main objective of creating electronic portfolios for the 

PCELT was about evaluating and examining competence development, besides 
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thoroughly promoting individual improvement and advancement (Stock & 

Koeppel, 2012), creating digital spaces on an online platform for sharing their 

work, interacting with their peers and instructors (Barrett, 2007) was 

undervalued. 

The data presented in Figure 1 aligned with the dual goal-oriented PCELT 

learning portfolio as a process allowed the trainees to expand their learning 

beyond what they have experienced (Jimoyiannis, 2012), alongside as a product 

for the documentation of their achievements and successes (Pegrum & Oakley, 

2017). However, in correspondence with Hauge's (2006) findings, the data in 

this research revealed less technical challenges were encountered, leading us to 

infer the participants’ good levels of computer experience and multimedia 

features. 

7. Pedagogical Implications 

Teacher education programs could promote the implementation of e-

portfolios as interactive learning environments on virtual international 

platforms, mobile phone applications and online sites, such as Google Sites, 

Weebly, Blog, WordPress, Wikispaces for Education, Padlet, and so forth. Peer 

and instructor interaction tools on these online platforms, sites and applications 

may provide more effective learning opportunities through e-portfolio 

scaffolding and sharing. Therefore, it could be further recommended not only 

quantitative research focus on the Libyan contexts of learning, teaching and 

professional development, but also qualitative data could contribute to 

expanding the horizons for detailed descriptive analysis grounded theoretically 

in collaborative learning and sociocultural perspectives. 

8. Conclusion 

In conclusion, professional learning draws teachers' attention to active 

participation and reflection for varying their teaching roles and updating their 
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strategies and techniques for learning and teaching. The PCELT course adds the 

experience of being actively involved in face-to- face teacher training in 

collaboration with e-learning for the sake of designing portfolios electronically, 

ensuring the affordances of digital tools which value professional growth. The 

present study contributed to investigating professional development trainees’ 

perceptions of being involved in online environments and practices that 

encouraged them continuously to learn at their own pace and become more 

autonomous. The development of their own electronic portfolios benefited them 

to realize their strengths and identify their needs and goals for learning, as well 

as to showcase their teaching competencies. As the PCELT participants were 

developing their digital copies of teacher portfolios, a few major challenges 

were encountered, resulting in fostering their basic multimedia skills. 
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Challenges of Teaching English to Basic School Students 

during COVID - 19: The Case of International Schools 

in Libya 

Mohamed Mohamed Almahroug 

Libyan Academy Misurata, Libya 

Abstract 

Since March, 2020 English language teaching at Libyan schools was interrupted 

by the emergence of COVID-19 pandemic and its rapid spread in Libya. 

Decisions of resuming face-to-face study after months of closure forced 

teachers to adopt some teaching techniques to cope with the circumstances. This 

study attempted to identify the difficulties Libyan EFL teachers (basically in 

international schools) face during the time of COVID- 19. A qualitative 

approach was adopted to conduct this study, and data were collected from 13 

participants through the means of semi - structured questionnaires. Data were 

analyzed inductively through content analysis, and question wise documents 

were employed to show word frequency. Findings reveal that face-to-face 

teaching challenges were periods’ number and time is insufficient, social 

distancing issues, and difficulties in assigning communicative activities with 

students. In spite of positive attitude towards online tutoring, major teaching 

obstacles addressed in the study were students’ motivation to attend online 

classes, difficulties to access online classes, and issues with providing 

homework assignment and giving feedback.                                                                                     

Keywords: COVID-19; international schools; ELT; face to face teaching; 

online tutoring 
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1. Introduction 

English language teaching at schools was subject to change due to 

COVID-19 pandemic. English teachers are confronting difficult decisions as 

they plan for how to deliver their classes effectively in accordance with the 

safety measurements that were instructed by the Ministry of Education. The 

decision to resume face to face learning has been followed by a number of 

restrictions that limited English language learning outcome. Teachers nowadays 

need to cope with the time restrictions after reducing the class periods and the 

study days. This also brings concerns for teachers as they are obliged to manage 

the available time in order to cover the coursebook and assess their students 

which in turn puts teachers in stressful situations.  

Teachers are also required to adjust their classroom activities and plan 

suitable small group work in order to keep pupils socially distanced. In addition, 

teachers are responsible to make up for learning losses that may take place as a 

result of quarantine or infection. As a result, these changes in pedagogical 

practice are considered obstacles that need to be addressed in order to suggest 

possible solutions.   

The study included international schools that provide both national and 

international teaching curriculum based on a number of reasons. First of all, 

international schools basically hire a large number of English teachers who are 

available during most of the working hours. Second, the teaching system in 

these schools and the instruction being conducted in English makes these 

schools the best place available to investigate the challenges that English 

language teachers encounter during the time of COVID-19. However, this does 

not mean that there is no need to investigate the public schools. Public schools 

are also worthy of investigation and should be extensively researched in this 

matter but I must state here that investigating public schools requires a lot of 

effort and financial readiness which is beyond the researcher’s resources. 

2. Literature Review 
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This part of the study is dedicated to the literature review that handles the 

topic of the study.   
 

2.1 Libyan Schools during COVID-19 
           

     The United Nation Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) reported on March 18, 2020 that around 107 countries had applied 

national school closures in response to COVID‑19, disturbing 862 million 

student populations worldwide. The closure of schools is based on the response 

to reduce public contacts between students and thus disturb the disease 

transmission. Ganoun (2020) states that the situation in Libya is very similar to 

the other countries in the Middle east. Libya ranks the fourth in North Africa 

after Morocco, Egypt and Tunisia (Sawahel, 2021). Based on the number of 

cases reported by Worldmeter (2021, May) there are nearly 181410 confirmed 

cases and 3088 deaths since the first case was reported in the country on 24 

March 2020. 

 

The Ministry of Education of the Libyan Government of National Accord 

(GNA), made a decision on March 15 to stop all the educational activities at all 

levels for two weeks with a possibility of expansion as a preventive decision 

against Coronavirus due to its detection in neighboring countries. However, a 

considerable effort has been made in order to maintain the education process 

during the pandemic wave. The first step was the Ministry of Education’s 

decision to move to remote learning.  The Minister of Education, launched the 

educational platform ‘Let’s Learn’, in coordination with Microsoft Company.  

 

The main objective of this platform was to assist the educational 

institutions to open ‘virtual classes’ and allow them to download curricula for 

use in planning lessons and assisting students to reach the grades needed to their 

further education. The chief of the Information and Documentation Center 

admitted that although this programme offers a great opportunity for students to 

continue their study safely, the major challenge we face is the training of how 

both students and teachers can use the platform (Libyan Observer, 2020). 
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In addition, The UNICEF initiated an emergency response programme for 

education sponsored by “Education Cannot Wait” programme to support 9,000 

girls and boys affected by the ongoing protracted crisis in Libya compounded 

by the COVID-19 pandemic. The initiative aimed to minimize the impact of 

disruption in education by increasing accessibility while maintaining the safety 

of children and educational personnel during the COVID-19 pandemic. This 

initiative helps to ensure that 4,050 children also receive individual learning 

materials (UN, Education response in Libya, 2020).  

 

After nearly six months of lockdown, the Ministry of Education made a 

decision to resume study gradually starting with secondary schools then open 

primary schools after two weeks. In addition, the Anti-Coronavirus Scientific 

Committee confirmed that the precautionary measures including social 

distancing, wearing face mask in public, ventilation and air-filtering against 

Covid-19 were considered (MOE, 2019).  

 

However, there has been a number of voices against this decision. Libyan 

Observer (2019) states that the Tripoli Teachers Union has expressed rejection 

and concern over the Education Ministry's decision to reopen schools as Covid-

19 cases continue to rise in the country. This fear should be justified by the fact 

that decisions to reopen schools following closure should be evaluated based on 

possible risks and benefits within the community including; financing; safe 

operations; learning; reaching the most marginalized; well-being; and protection 

(WHO, 2020). 

 

2.2 English Language Teaching in Basic Stage Education  

 

English is a compulsory subject from the 5th grade of elementary and 

the number of English lessons is 4 periods per week, with 45 minutes for each 

class (Mohsen, 2014). He states that after the Libyan revolution in 2011, 

significant changes have been made in education and English language teaching 
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was part of it, “The Libyan Ministry of Education revised the school curriculum 

... and added a course on nationalism. At this time, the Libyan Ministry of 

Education developed a language policy through which new ELT material was 

developed and introduced into the Libyan schools” (p. 19). 
 

2.2 International Education 

 

MOE (2018) defines International schools as a school in Libya that 

applies a foreign curriculum for different schooling stages in its teaching 

programs and the curriculum is accredited by the home country or institution. 

International Education in Libya is authorized under the office of Private 

Education in Tripoli (MOE, 2018) and there is a regular inspection and quality 

assessment (e.g., class and laboratory readiness, full staff member attendance, 

and accreditation documentations) which is done periodically.  

 

International Education Program was initially developed to fulfill the 

demand for some kind of students especially those whose parents work as 

(multinational corporation executives, diplomats, or NGO staff) in Libya. 

Nowadays, most of the school population is local and if there are any 

international students, they are very few comparing with the past years. Tuition 

tends to be expensive based on local standards, but offers high quality of 

learning, and extracurricular. Online learning is provided at some schools, but 

most only provide day classes (Expat Quota, 2021; Expat Arrivals, 2021). 

 

Both primary and secondary (high) levels are available and most of 

these programs are instructed in English which adopt the American, Canadian 

or British curriculums international schools. Most of the International Schools 

in Libya are located in Tripoli and Benghazi cities (Expat Quota (2021). For 

Example, Tripoli International School (TIS) is a part of Libya for International 

& National Education), was established in 2000. TIS is registered with both 

Libyan and British education authorities. However, currently, there are newly 

established schools in some other cities (i.e International Knowledge School 
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and S.A English School) in Misurata city which normally provide both local 

and international Education.  

 

2.3. Challenges of Teaching English in the Time of COVID -19 

 

In one way or another English language teachers are responsible to teach 

their students the four skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking as well 

as provide linguistic input to develop their understanding of the language sub-

skills (i.e vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation). In the time of crisis such as 

COVID-19 pandemic teachers need to modify their way of teaching to reduce 

the rate of infection as well as maintain their teaching. 

 

But this shift into new ways and procedures for language teaching is not 

very easy for the most part. In the amount of the literature that addresses the 

difficulties of teaching English in the time of COVID-19 (Ali & Abdalgane, 

2020; British Council, 2020 April; Flack et al., 2020, Sugarman & Lazarin, 

2020) focus mainly on “higher resource contexts”. That is by investigating the 

experience of teaching English online and the issues that are associated with 

distance learning where access to internet and other resources is available.  

 

In “lower resource contexts where the infrastructure is not available for 

online teaching (either for use by teachers or in the homes of the students they 

teach), supporting teachers to find alternative modes of communication and 

teaching is critical. It is widely recognized that there will be greater challenges 

here than where teachers and students can use the Internet (British Council, 

2020). Libya Observer (2019) quoted that Waleed Gashout, president of the 

private higher education students’ organization, in a meeting with UWN said 

that “the infrastructure for online education in Libya was “weak and random”, 

and almost certainly “the reason for the lack of success of e-learning in Libya”. 
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3. Methodology of the Study 
 

This part of the study is dedicated to the methodology used to fulfil this 

study.  

 

3.1 Methodology of the Study 

 

In order to answer the research questions, this study employed a 

qualitative method of research. Bryman (2016) defines qualitative research as a 

research which emphasizes words rather than numbers in the data collection and 

analysis. In other words, qualitative research means developing more theories 

instead of counting or quantifying data. Qualitative research helps by finding 

out the truth or perspectives of the academic staff, leaders and outside clients as 

a portrayal of the processes in a situation. They can be involved as individuals 

to share their experiences and views from their particular life situation (Flick, 

2014).  

 

Moreover, the participant is free to specify what is relevant to them. 

Bernard (2017) argued that in qualitative research the respondent can be chosen 

precisely, so the researcher can collect the data based on what they need to 

figure out. For those reasons, qualitative research is considered to be the 

appropriate way in conducting this research. In addition, the purpose of 

undertaking a qualitative study is to be concerned with the understanding of the 

social occurrence from the teachers’ point of view, through their experiences. In 

relation to that, the researcher can obtain the challenges that Libyan EFL 

teachers encounter while teaching the subject of English language in the schools 

(Creswell, 2014).  

      

       The study utilized a 24-item questionnaire which aimed to find out the 

challenges of teaching English subject to school students in the post COVID-19 

pandemic and how teachers managed to overcome any of these difficulties. 

Besides, the questionnaire aimed to investigate the applicability and the use of 

online learning mode in these international schools. 
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3.2 Questions of the Study  

 

As mentioned earlier, the main aim of this study was toexplore English 

language teaching in Libyan schools with regards to the difficulties that they 

encounter as a result of the current COVID-19 pandemic restrictions. In parallel 

with thisaim, we raised the following research questions that grounded this 

study: 

What are the major difficulties that English language teachers encounter during 

COVID-19 pandemic? 

To what extent online teaching is successful in the International Schools in 

Libya? 

3.3 Objectives of the Study 

 

Following the methodology of teaching that is based on The (CLT) 

approach to achieve positive classroom learning and provide successful 

classroom instruction (Richards & Rodgers 1986; Krashen, 1982), in this study, 

I attempted to contribute to the scarce research on English language teaching in 

the time of COVID-19 in the Libyan context to achieve the following 

objectives:  

1. To find out Libyan EFL teachers’ views on teaching basic school students 

and the issues that they face in the classroom. 

2. The role of online learning as an educational tool in the International Schools 

in Libya. 

 

3.4 Participants of the Study  

 

     The participants of the study were 14 teachers who teach English in two 

international schools, with eight from KIS school and six from SA English 

school. 6 of them were males and 7 were females. Their ages ranged from 17 to 

38. The participants received the questionnaire and completed it in person in the 

classroom.    

Table 1. Profile of the participants in the two international schools 
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Class 

taught 

Experience Name 

Grade 1 ------ Anas 

KG 1& 2 5 years A ( unknown) 

Grade 1 6 months Abubakr 

Grade 1 & 2 3 years Aisha 

Grade 1 & 2 7 years Ahlam 

Grade 5 & 7 ----- Ali 

KG2 & Grade 1 2 years Haneen 

Grade 4 & 5 7 years Ibrahim 

Grade 1 & 2 4 years Marwa 

Grade 5 & 6 2 years Mohamed 

Grade 4 & 7 1 year Nusiba 

Grade 1 2 years Salima 

Grade 3 & 9 3 years Umaima 

 

3.5 Data Collection 
 

     The process of data collection lasted for 2 months. The semi-structured 

questionnaire was constructed in order to find out the obstacles the teachers face 

in English classes during the pandemic. The questionnaire was also an attempt 

to explore the teachers’ view of the online teaching that is / was offered since 

the pandemic outbreak and its efficiacy as an alternative to face-to-face classes. 

The questions that had been asked in the questionnaire were carefully 

formulated and identified so as to include items that are closely related to the 

central aim of the study.  
 

Thus, the researcher was keen to include topics that were related to 

pedagogical challenges during covid- 19 and online learning as a second section 

in the questionnaire. This was done through the lengthy process of expert 

reviews. The questionnaire was administered to the teachers through their 

school administration. They were asked to participate in filling in the 
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questionnaire accompanied with a consent form and they were given an 

introductory document to inform them with the research purpose. 
 

3.6 Ethics of the Study 
 

In a study, the research participants have the right to know and ask about 

the research and to withdraw at any time. Informed consent also requires that 

the research will not harm the participants nor reveal their identity (Flick, 

2014). The consent form must be freely given to the participants, it should be 

clear with adequate information about the research, and the participants must be 

able to give their consent. Since the research findings will be disseminated, the 

participants can make it a consideration for taking part that they are assured that 

they are not identified, and anonymity is the best way. The approach used in 

securing a consent form from the teachers of the institution was by getting in 

touch with the director and asking permission to conduct the research and the 

school administration in turn asked the teachers for their consent to take part in 

the questionnaire. Teachers were notified that they have the right to withdraw 

from the study at any time for any reason or none. 
 

4. Data Analysis                                                                                                          
 

This was a qualitative study which employed a questionnaire to collect the 

data. In this qualitative study, the data were analyzed inductively by following 

the method of content analysis employing themes as the unit of analysis. That is 

to say, the main ideas were categorized into themes for the ease of 

understanding. The themes in this study originated mainly from the 

questionnaire that was conducted. The results then were manually analyzed and 

categorized. In addition, question wise documents also were prepared to explore 

the word frequency for each of the questions. Open coding from the acquired 

data was done at an initial stage and themes and sub-themes were formed. The 

codes, themes and sub-themes were verified by the researcher to confirm 

coherence in interpretation. 
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5. Results and Conclusions 
      

        This section discusses the results of the study. It presents the most 

dominant teaching issues that emerged in English classes at the Libyan schools 

as a result of COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, two major themes emerged from the 

analysis of the current data set: pedagogical issues; and problems with online 

mode of learning.  

Table 1 highlights the demographic details of the participants     

Frequency Factor Criterion 

6 Male Gender 

7 Female 

6 Between 20-25 Age 

7 over 25 

6 Sonnah Alhay at English School Institution 

Name 7 International Knowledge School 

 

Theme 1- Pedagogical Challenges  

         This theme entails four sub-themes: (a) student grouping; (b) students’ 

observation giving feedback; (c) lesson plan (d); and motivation. 

Student Grouping 

     It was found that teachers find it very difficult to assign students into group 

work or pair work. Teachers had to keep students socially distanced and to do 

this, they stopped all kinds of activities that might bring students too close to 

each other which consequently impacted classroom practice. According to some 

teachers, one of the major concerns during the class was to keep social 

distancing among students. To this one of the teachers said, “During the lesson, 

I should be careful with the students as they should not get too close to each 

other and to prepare the activities separately in order to keep the social 

distancing.”  

     Another teacher added that group seating in her classes was reduced but she 

was not able to cancel all group activities by saying, “To some extent, the pair 
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work and group work activities were minimized during the pandemic but I had 

to do some group activities from time to time as the children I teach want such  

activities.” 

Observing Students and Giving Feedback 

     Teachers found it very difficult to observe and follow students’ work in the 

classroom when the students do exercises, written activities or any other class 

activity in order to give students feedback on their work. In addition to that, 

many teachers relate the restrictions made on observing students and giving 

them feedback basically due to the social distancing and fear from conveying 

the infection. As a result, teachers found that leaving students on their own to 

do the activities without checking if they understood and got the information 

right through following their work, most of the effort and the explanation will 

be useless. 

 “The problem is that I had to go through the lessons every now and then to 

make sure that they can get the information and pass their test. In the beginning 

I thought they understand without coming and seeing what they have done in 

their books, but I found them they were saying just yes without understanding.” 

    Another teacher said, “As a result of social distancing, direct communication 

between me and the students has dropped so much. Before the pandemic 

applying lessons and dealing with students was very easy, but now I cannot deal 

with them easily.”  

Problems in panning lessons 

     Teachers agree that the recent regulation of reducing class time has 

seemingly caused a negative impact on their classes. The total number and the 

duration of the periods is not sufficient to cover all the syllabus and the topics. 

It also had a conflict with the teachers as they struggle to redesign their lesson 

plans in accordance with the class duration.  

“The time restrictions that have been made of reducing the number of classes 

per semester left just very little time for us to finish the curriculum along with 

the pressure to give the lessons very quickly.” 
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“Students do not attend everyday. The time is not enough. I wonder what would 

be the outcome with this (no real) teaching and little school life. It is not an 

ideal solution.” 

Motivation 

     Teachers find students became demotivated justifying that students, 

especially young children want an amusing environment to be interested in the 

classroom. the other reason that students became less motivated because the 

way classes are conducted after the pandemic is very stressful and there is 

almost no time to spend on entertainment. 

Before the pandemic, I was teaching routinely using different ways to let 

students motivated, but now during Covid-19, I changed some of my work, I 

started giving my students the important points and some rules of grammar as 

well as some listening lessons that put pressure on me and my students. 

 “… students need short breaks from time to time and one cannot imagine to 

keep students’ focus and motivation high while I am just explaining.” 

Theme 2 Problems in Executing Online Learning  

     This theme entails the following sub-themes: (a) Teachers and students are 

not used to online classes; (b) Parents are unable to assist their children. 
 

Teachers and students are not used to online classes 

     It is almost true that using technology in learning is not always the right 

solution, especially given the fact that the transition has been a sudden switch 

rather than a gradual process. Therefore, some teachers reported that they 

cannot conduct online classes successfully or at least some of the lesson, 

especially when they want to administer an activity among the group. They 

added that there is no complete package of the learning programme and we lack 

many tools in administering lessons and do the exams. 

“We did some online classes in the previous semesters but it is ineffective and I 

see it as a waste of time. Some teachers had technical issues when they wanted 

to go online. Some students also were not able to access the online classes and 

others did not know how to use it properly which ended with students leaving 
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the online sessions at once. We are required to do many things online (e.g. 

giving homework and correcting it, online tests, language development 

interviews…) and all these need good learning program.” 
 

     However, most of the teachers perceived the implementation of online 

tutoring positively provided that they should provide a complete online teaching 

program. 

“The school has done plans for any urgent circumstances to move to online 

classes. Online teaching is the only option in this crisis to save students’ 

precious time and this is easy and applicable these days and I think we could do 

so because the school is equipped with the appropriate methods for online 

classes.” 

Parents are unable to assist their children 

     Teachers complained that students do not often do their homework that is 

given online which needs some revision of the online videos and other material 

which seem to be difficult for students to do. When teachers talk to some of 

their parents they say that they cannot help their students with the assignments 

either because they cannot use the technological devices or for some, their 

English is a bit weak. 

“We need to admit to say that the class environment is important for our 

students at this time. I couldn’t replace the white board with the screen to 

deliver the information. Also some of the parents are not capable of revising the 

lessons for their children which ended with leaving the students alone with 

duties at home.’’ 

6. Recommendations 

         Based to the body of literature presented in this study with the findings 

mentioned the following recommendations are presented as following:  

- It is recommended that school teachers need further training in implementing 

the new approaches and methodologies of English language teaching 

especially those that are based on the Communicative Language Teaching 

(CLT). 
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- The ministry of Education should consider the consequences of reducing the 

number of classes and the duration of the English class period. 

- Top-down models should be considered as one of the most appropriate 

models to be used in the Libyan educational context.  

- International schools in Libya and also the other schools who intend to launch 

online teaching system should consider all the elements of the online program 

(e.g. staff training, good quality internet access …). 

- Finally, I recommend to replicate this small study to include the public 

schools in order to conclude with a larger picture so the results can be 

generalized. 
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Abstract 

This study is designed to investigate the challenges Libyan teachers of English 

encounter while teaching during the pandemic of COVID 19 in Libya. The 

researchers conducted quantitative research method in this study, where they 

distributed online survey among participants of the study. The survey contained 

a number of specific questions in the field of teaching English online and 

distributed among 73 teachers of English at Libyan schools: 28 males and 45 

females. The data were collected from a limited sample of Libyan teachers of 

English to share their teaching challenges and techniques. The data analysis 

shows that Libya teachers of English encounter almost the same challenges 

when they teach English virtually. Some of these challenges include: Internet 

unavailability and instability, students’ digital gap, and assessments. In 

addition, some teachers of English suffer from lack of training courses in 

English and technology which are strongly needed to qualify them to deliver 

their lessons and presentations effectively. Based on the findings obtained, the 

researchers present some recommendations, as teachers of English who are 

supposed to teach English online with following: qualify them with training 

courses in English and technology, familiarize them with English learning 

applications and platforms, organize regular meetings between teachers to 

disscuss their challenges and share their experiences, and support them. 

Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic; Libyan teachers' challenges; online learning. 
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1. Introduction  

Teaching English has dramatically changed when COVID 19 spread all 

over the world two years ago. The lockdown was the only solution to save lives, 

so the schools and universities have stopped their activities. Therefore, the 

online learning was an alternative solution to continue the process of the 

teaching. Amara (2019) stated ‘‘E-learning is very reliable in case of emergency 

and when urgent changes need to be made’’ (p. 2). 

Many Libyan English teachers have tried to find a solution which 

maintains continuity of learning during the COVID 19. Thus, they started to 

record some videos and upload them on social media websites; others used 

different platforms to deliver their online lesson like: Zoom, Google classroom, 

WhatsApp, YouTube. However, with all of these platforms they encountered 

several challenges like; internet unavailability, internet instability, students’ 

digital literacy, power outage and lack of teachers' training courses. While 

other group of teachers gathered and recorded English lessons from grade 1 to 

grade 12 under supervision and support of the Libyan education ministry, 

lessons are broadcasted on the national and private Libyan channels. Other 

teachers preferred to broadcast their lessons via their local radios.     

2. Literature Review 

Libyan teachers of English confront several challenges in online learning 

or E-learning, and these challenges obstruct its use and success properly in the 

educational institutions such as schools and universities...etc. The current debate 

over the challenges in this area can be divided into four categories: interaction, 

assessment, internet unavailability and instability and also the power outage. 

2.1 Interaction in E-learning 

  Interaction in online learning allows students to share their ideas on various 

subjects with each other. It helps learners develop language learning and social 
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skills. Also, interaction is an important part of the teacher's role, so it will not 

necessarily happen spontaneously; however, it has to be considered before 

teaching.  

Learner-content interaction is divided into three categories: learner-

content interaction, learner-instructor interaction, and learner-learner 

interaction. Learner interaction with content is an important feature of education 

since it helps in the clarification of the learner's understanding of the subject 

matter and even to generate knowledge. Collins and Berge (1996) highlighted 

that learners tend to combine the new knowledge acquired by interacting with 

content with their prior knowledge on that subject matter. Hence, interaction 

can be synthesized as an active process which requires learners to do more than 

passively absorb information. Increased interaction can improve learner 

motivation, achievement, and attitude toward learning (Hillman, Willis, & 

Gunawardena, 1994).  

      In addition, Oliver, Omari & Herrington (1997) explored the learner 

interaction in the online learning environment, focusing on the social, 

procedural, expository and cognitive dimensions. Learners’ interaction with the 

online content – comprising of web-based resources and the interaction in 

forum discussions within the online learning environment – were investigated 

based on a variety of literature in the related research area. These include the 

model of interaction by Moore (1986) and the dimensions of exchanges by 

Oliver and McLoughlin (1997). 

2.2 Assessment in E-Learning 

E-learning assessment is the process of assessing or documenting, in 

measurable terms, a person’s knowledge, skills, and attitudes, via an online 

method. Assessments are used in E-learning courses as a way for an instructor 

or manager to identify how well a learner has understood course content. 

Assessments also help learners gauge their own knowledge and learning 

progress.  
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Bransford, Brown, and Cocking (2000) have pointed out that assessment 

is a core component for effective learning. They indicate that teaching and 

learning processes need to be assessment-centered to provide learners with 

opportunities to demonstrate their developing abilities and receive support to 

enhance their learning. They highlighted that the assessment can be also deeply 

embedded in pedagogy. For example, research of problem-based learning 

emphasizes embedded assessment and indicates that the levels of the knowledge 

structure being developed have implications for assessment strategies.          

Moreover, assessment in online learning contexts encompasses distinct 

characteristics as compared to face-to-face contexts particularly due to the 

asynchronous nature of interactivity among the online participants (the teacher 

and learners). Therefore, it requires educators to rethink online pedagogy in 

order to achieve effective formative assessment strategies that can support 

meaningful (higher-order or deep) learning and its assessment. Meaningful 

interactions within an effective learning community are antecedent to 

interactive collaboration which is a critical socio-cognitive process in online 

settings necessary to facilitate critical thinking, a desirable marker for higher-

order learning particularly informal higher education (Akyol, Garrison, & 

Ozden, 2009). 

However, as Akyol, Garrison, and Ozden (2009) identified that it is not an 

easy process to develop effective learning communities that will facilitate 

meaningful interactions particularly in online and blended settings because this 

requires well-structured strategies that are not always obvious among online 

educators. Effective integration of formative assessment in online learning 

environments has the potential to offer an appropriate structure for sustained 

meaningful interactions among learners and the teacher, and foster development 

of effective learning communities to facilitate meaningful learning and its 

assessment (Sorensen & Takle, 2005).  
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2.3 Internet Unavailability and Instability 

The Internet plays a pertinent role in widening learner access to quality 

education. Availability of the Internet has transformed the learning environment 

into a learning community where knowledge is transacted and negotiated. 

Access to the Internet is therefore vital in ensuring constant engagement with 

the community of learners. The significance of Internet access to E-learning 

delivery mode preference is closely related to computer access. Most E-learning 

systems are delivered through the Internet though that is not the only mode by 

which E-learning could be made available to students. Thus, the contribution of 

Internet access to E-learning has been given precedence in literature.  

In Libya, however, some people do not have internet connection, and 

others have internet with instable connection. As a result, they neither have 

enough money to buy new and speedy internet, nor they have enough 

experience to use it.  

2.4 Electricity Access to E-learning 

Electricity holds great importance in our lives since it has many uses. 

Thus, it is used in many places such as houses, hospitals, schools, universities, 

business offices, factories, stations...etc. There is hardly any place without 

electricity. Lighting is the main use among other uses for why we need 

electricity significantly. In addition to that, the internet, which is used a lot in 

online learning, has a major role after electricity. However, Most E-learning 

programs in Libya and other developing countries are suffering from lack of a 

sustainable source of electricity supply.  Because of the wars in Libya that led to 

the deterioration of the electrical network and in turn led to continuous power 

outages. It reaches long hours per day, up to 8 hours, to 12 hours and sometimes 

permanent outage as complete darkness throughout the day. 

3. Methodology of the Study 

 In this part, the researchers present the methodology used to fulfil this study.  
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3.1 Methodology  

The purpose of this study is to find out the challenges faced by Libyan 

teachers of English all around Libya about the online learning due to COVID-

19 pandemic and explore possible solutions and suggestions for best learning in 

future. 

3.2 Questions of the Study  

      This study is supposed to find out answers for the following questions:  

- What are the main challenges that face Libyan teachers of English for 

teaching English online during the current pandemic (COVID 19)?  

- What are the reasons behind these challenges? 

3.3 Objectives of the Study 

These are the objectives of this study:  

- Identify the challenges of E-learning during the COVID-19 crisis faced by 

Libyan teachers of English.  

- Familiarize Libyan teachers with technology through the currently used 

platforms and English applications which help their students to enhance 

their educational background during pandemics. 

- Building the bridge of communication between the teachers and their 

students in emergency conditions and reinforcing the continuation of lessons 

and actual assessments as it was in traditional learning in the classroom. 

3.4 Participants of the Study 

This study was carried out on a number of Libyan teachers of English on 

a voluntary basis. It consisted of 73 teachers in total; 28 males and 45 females. 

Most of these teachers have long experience in teaching English and some of 

them are well-qualified with training courses. They teach English in schools, 

private institutions and universities. Also, they teach the language for different 
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levels from basic to advance. This group of teachers supported us with 

information which should be taken into consideration in teaching the English 

language online.  

3.5 Data Collection Procedure 

In order to fulfill the purpose of the study, the following data collection 

procedure was conducted by an online survey which was used to collect the 

necessary data from Libyan English teachers, in order to analyze it afterwards. 

The researchers used Google forms to create and analyze this survey.  The 

survey was consisted of a number of multiple choice, essay questions, open-

ended and close ended questions. These questions were all seek information 

about the importance of online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic and 

what challenges might be stand as a stumbling block in the online learning. 

4. Results and Data Analysis 

The data analysis of the study shows the following:  

- Total of 73 participants took a part of this 19 questions survey, they were 45 

= % 61.6 females and 28 males = %38.4. The participants’ age group 

varied from 22 and above 50 years old. 

- Over 61.6 % answered they have a good internet access. Whereas; 37% 

answered it depends.    

- One of the most important questions was asked is which platforms do they 

prefer in their teaching English online?  Participants could chose multiple 

answers, the majority chose Zoom, WhatsApp and Google classroom. 
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Figure 1: platform you prefer in your teaching English online 

- Almost % 50.7 of the participants stated that they have you taken English 

training courses or sessions on how to teach online. Whereas % 49.3 they have 

said no.  

- A percentage of %71.2 have answered (some of them ) for  the following 

question ‘would all of your students be able to attend the class online? Others 

who presents % 17.8 answered yes. 

- Other vital question was asked for the participants that was (What are the main 

obstacles you face as an English teacher in teaching English online?). Their 

answer varied as the graph shows below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The main obstacles that English teachers face in teaching English 

online 

The last question was (If Corona-virus lasts little more, would you consider 

Exams as an evaluating way to check your students' progress at the end?) 
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Figure 3: Considering exams as an evaluating way to check your students' 

progress 

5. Findings   

Based on the data analysis, the researchers found that the 73 participants 

encountered almost the same challenges when they have been teaching English 

virtually, which can be; Internet unavailability and instability, students’ digital 

gap, and assessments. Also some teachers lack for training courses in English 

and technology which strongly qualify them to deliver their lessons and 

presentations effectively.  

6. Recommendations 

Based on the findings obtained, the researchers recommend teachers of 

English who are supposed to teach English online with following: qualify them 

with training courses in English and technology, familiarize them with English 

learning applications and platforms, organize regular meetings between 

teachers to disscuss their challenges and share their experiences. Also, support 

them financially. 
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Introduction of the Communicative Speech Strategy: 

Towards a Better Instruction of Grammar Skills in 

Libyan Secondary Schools 
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Abstract 

This study was set out to investigate the teaching methods used in teaching EFL 

grammar in Libyan secondary schools. The specific area of dedication is to 

inquire about the advantages of introducing a communicative speech strategy 

into the Libyan educational system. In light of this, the objective is to find out 

the extent to which the communicative speech strategy enables proper speech 

and communicative performance in students’ grammar use compared to the 

grammar translation approach. With the identification of the study problem, the 

aim was to investigate the remote causes of students’ poor speech grammar 

performance. Literature review directs more emphasis in the study area. Thus, 

the research hypotheses and the research question are set. The research question 

aims to collect answers about the relationship between students’ conversation 

practice and the use of audio visual teaching aids on the one hand, and Libyan 

students’ performance in grammar on the other hand. 

Keywords: Approach; communicative language teaching approach; method; 

traditional method; ELT 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, English has been considered one of the most popular languages, 

and it has been used for learning and teaching in schools in Libya. The English 

language is a tool of communication. Grammar is usually taught using 

traditional methods before the computer becomes available in the classroom. 

Moreover, since it attests that grammar lessons seem complicated to students, 

students need to learn English grammar first when they learn English, and 

teaching grammar is difficult. 

Most English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers always depend on 

blackboard and posters as teaching aids to help them. Due to the effects of 

teaching English from the start, learners are familiar to do grammar exercises. 

Thus, English grammar always plays an important role in language learning. 

People cannot understand deeply without knowing the rules. Sentences without 

proper grammar can make it difficult for readers and listeners to fully 

understand the meaning. Even if words or sentences do not set up correct 

grammatical structures, they can cause misunderstanding when conveying 

information to listeners. It is the reason for learning English grammar and can't 

avoid learning English grammar. Besides the English language it plays as a 

useful tool for communication in many fields about cultural, social, commercial 

work etc. It gets people close and achieve what they really want in 

communication. 

It is highlighted that teachers are known to be a powerhouse rather than 

giving students opportunities to communicate in English (e.g., Denham, 1992; 

Tran & Seepho, 2016). However, Debata (2013) states that “grammar is a very 

important part that cannot be neglected in teaching and studying English. 

Students are able to speak English more correctly if they are proficient in 

grammar” (p. 482). 

In order to use English grammar structures or models applied in real 

contexts and to take an interest in learning grammatical communication, it is 
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necessary to look back on teaching English grammar in a communicative way. 

This paper, mainly focuses on the applicable communicative speech strategies 

for grammar instruction in Libyan secondary school EFL syllabus. 

2. Literature Review  

This part is dedicated to the literature review that covers the topic of the 

study.  

2.1 Principles and Objectives of Grammar Teaching 

It is better to bring real contexts in teaching English grammar. The real 

contexts will help teachers and learners attain desirable results. So how to bring 

practical contexts in English grammar lessons, it should have three main 

characteristics that a good context should attain: they are authentic, informative 

and interesting. 

First, the contexts have to be real. When things are close to life, there will 

be much more impacts on teaching and learning. And the most important thing 

is that it needs to provide complete contents of structures, uses, meanings and 

some sample paradigms that learners can bring back, restore and recover well 

with what is happening in their real situation. Lewis and Hale (1992, p. 28) state 

that “contextual fit can be achieved if the teacher brings something real and 

useful from outside the classroom”. 

Second, the informative context must be understandable and easy to 

remember. It also has to have many clues to get to the target languages and 

offer different forms. The information for the different situation should be clear, 

useful and practical with daily activities. Third, learners always feel an interest 

in real contexts. Learners also feel excited to learn and prepare for study role 

playing and eager to attend class. They are willing to participate in any 

activities without hesitation. As Ehrenworth and Vinton (2005, p. 89) state that 

it should be made “seductive” in the way that the students cannot resist it but 

they have to “dig” it and “get their hand dirty”. It is also better for students to 
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do by themselves, so they are able to remember knowledge longer and speak 

naturally. 

According to Ur (1996)   

the context should provide the background for a lot of languages using 

so that students can use the information not only for the repetition of 

model sentences but also for making their own sentences. It is 

necessary to bring the contexts in teaching grammar communication 

that will help to attain effective results. (p. 57) 

2.1.1 Principles for Creating Tasks in the Context  

In order to get to the target language, teachers need to help learners figure 

out how to apply models or structures in performing tasks, spoken languages, or 

written texts. In particular, learners can know how to recognize form and 

meaning in a real situation, and they can produce both written and spoken form. 

It is necessary to present correct and meaningful sentences in appropriate 

contexts. Thus, teachers need to design real contexts with appropriate modular 

structures. While designing assignments, instructors should ask learners about at 

least some of the goals about presentation, practice, and inclusion. The most 

significant thing is that the tasks should be related to structures or focus on 

form. Depending on the structures, teachers may open up a wide variety of 

activities. There are some activities that enhance learners to learn without any 

fear in the classroom such as role-playing, games, Pair work, interviews, and 

the like. 

According to Ur (1988) “when grammatical structures are taught, teachers 

are, or should be, asking students to learn … a large number of different though 

related bits of knowledge and skills which are recognition, identification, and 

production of the target structure” (p. 6). Hedge (2000) considers that the 

presentation of grammar to learners should facilitate learning in many ways. It 

can provide input for noticing output and accurate forms of English; it can 
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present high-frequency grammatical items explicitly to speed up learning; it can 

provide information about the communicative use of language structures by 

contextualizing them in spoken and written form.  

Moreover, tasks should be practical. It must be used very often in life. 

Thornbury (2003) summarizes some rules of context, teaching grammar in 

context, the rule of using grammar structures, the ability to use and apply in real 

contexts, the rule of the economy and the rule of appropriateness about the 

levels, needs, interests, expectations and learning styles of the students. The 

tasks must be diverse and can meet the needs of the learners as well as the 

social needs. Different techniques should be combined in order to create a 

comfortable atmosphere that helps learners increase interest in learning and 

have more cooperation between others during the time of executing the tasks. 

2.1.2 Objectives of Grammar Teaching  

This study mentions three main objectives in teaching grammar as: 

1. Every student, from every background, must complete school with the ability 

to communicate comfortably and effectively in spoken and written standard 

English. They will be knowledgeable when appropriate standard English is 

used. It will be recognized that each learner will learn languages in his own 

way, by doing various exercises, listening to recorded tapes or practicing 

speaking with himself or with others even if they manage to obtain the goals 

in any environment. The most important thing is that teachers must share 

effective speaking, listening, reading and writing skills. Besides, students 

should have different knowledge of grammar in order to speak freely and 

naturally in different situations. 

2. After completing the English language courses, learners should acquire basic 

knowledge as well advanced knowledge of English grammar. They are able 

to use the rules structure for analyzing the grammatical structure of 

sentences in English texts, everyday life conversation and the ability to 

practice well simple sentences for complex paragraphs. 
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3. For the purposes of communication mastery, learners must report at least 

their objectives to study. When they can understand and master languages, it 

is easier for them to do so participation in society and dealing with 

foreigners. Thus, grammar instruction determines teaching communication 

competence as its goal. The ability to learn deeply will help produce correct 

sentences and meaningful conversations. They can take or keep the contents 

give more other information. 

2.2 Communicative Grammar Approach 

Communication as an approach to language teaching emerged since late 

1970s and changed the view to class practices and courses. The aim of this 

relatively new approach is to promote the ability to use language 

communicatively. Harmer (2001) stresses the view that this approach promotes 

the negotiation of meaning. He further states that “communication is the feature 

in teaching and learning languages. Students create opportunities for them to 

participate in the negotiation of meaning, to perform a range of language 

functions, and to attend to both language forms and functions” (p. 47). This 

view of language changed the teaching practices to language skills and language 

areas including grammar and paved the way to the emergence of 

communicative grammar approach. 

Defining grammar is controversial due to how scholars viewed it. For 

instance, El Tanani (2011) expresses the view that: 

It is obvious from all grammar definitions that, it is difficult to give 

any complete definition of grammar as people have different views of 

where the parameter lies. Thus, these definitions lead to the fact that 

grammar consist of certain rules that govern the system of language by 

which we communicate with each other. For that reason, the study of 

grammar can help in communication as grammar can be seen as a 

system consisting of phonology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. (p. 

42) 
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Grammar definitions has shifted from the mere study of rules that govern 

language to the rules of how language produces long utterances or sentences 

using words and their morphology (Millrood, 2001). Based on the various 

definitions of grammar, nine types of grammar, according to El Tanani (2011) 

can be identified: prescriptive, descriptive, traditional, theoretical, reference, 

cognitive, structural, transformational-generative and communicative grammar. 

Communicative Grammar is deeply rooted and linked to communicative 

language teaching approach CLT. Both communicative grammar and 

communicative language teaching emerged as counterparts to mere functional 

and structural approaches to language teaching and learning in Europe at early 

1970s. This shift as Haggag (2013, p. 46) states is “a paradigm shifts from 

language teaching to language use; this shift is what distinguishes the 

emergence of communicative language teaching as an approach”. CG or 

functional communicative grammar is an interactive view to language as Zain 

(2007, p.22) argues that “it is concerned with making clear interaction between 

syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. It focuses on the functional aspects that 

attempts to count for how language is used”. 

Communicative grammar teaching is one of two main directions that were 

dominant in grammar classes. The first is the Grammar-Translation; it focuses 

on acquiring the student with grammatical structures and the structure based 

language even with the direct use of L1. The second is teaching grammar 

through communication. These two approaches were described by Lindblom 

and Dunn (2003, p. 46) express the view that “many teachers feel guilty when 

they teach grammar directly in the classroom. Grammar has returned as a more 

balanced viewpoint that is seen as one of the several organizational aspects of 

communicative competence”. 

Studies that examined the use of various communicative grammar 

techniques, programs and frameworks are varied (i.e. Tarigan, 2008; El Tanani, 

2011; Richards, 2002; Moumene, 2008; Hamouda, 2011; Al Karaki, 2016). For 
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instance, Moumene (2008) examined the effect of implementing communicative 

tasks in foreign language teaching. The study utilized eight different 

communicative grammar based tasks used in a grammar course books. The 

packets of instruction are found to promote linguistic competence as well as 

communicative competence. Similarly, El Tanani (2011) examined the existing 

grammar teaching techniques for six graders in Gaza strip and suggested 

framework for teaching grammar communicatively. Results showed that 

teachers do not use effective grammar teaching techniques; students of the 

experimental group outfitted the control one due to the communicative grammar 

approach followed in their instruction. 

Following effective communicative grammar teaching techniques may 

result various advantages. For instance, Wang (2010, p. 131) outlined these 

advantages in: (a) motivating students’ learning with fun, enjoyment, and 

excitement; (b) providing practice on language use and language meaning; (c) 

creating a supportive learning environment; (d) promoting interpersonal 

relations. These advantages are gained even with use of a traditional 

presentation, practice and produce ‘3Ps approach’. Other gains were introduced 

in a study by (Rodriguez, 2009), they include learning from the communicative 

context, grammatical accuracy, and the effective use of targeted structures. 

Communicative grammar instruction has moved from the computer aided 

language learning CALL to the virtual classes. In this review, a light should be 

shaded over some relevant studies that traditionally examined CALL in 

developing communicative grammar use, acquisition, and instruction. For 

instance, Torlakovic and Deugo (2004) examined the effect of CALL in 

grammar instruction. Participants were 21 university students and the software 

utilized was Adverbial Analyzer, which analyzes the utterances used by the 

participants. Results showed that computer-based students improved in 

grammatical performance more than their peers in a traditional teacher-based 

class.  
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Similarly, Abu Seileek (2007) examined the effect of CALL in grammar 

instruction. Participants were 128 fresh university students. The study followed 

the experimental approach with its two-group design. Results showed that 

CALL program was more effective than the traditional non-communicative 

course. Based on these results, it can be inferred that CALL is an effective 

approach in teaching grammar; this paved the way to studies that examined 

virtual classrooms’ effect in developing language areas and performance such 

as the present study. This study examines the use of a virtual classroom in 

developing participants’ communicative grammar use.  

3. Methodology of the Study 

 This part of the study discusses the methodology used to conduct the study. 

3.1 Method of the Study 

This study sorts to gather data from teachers on their EFL grammar 

teaching strategies. For this reason, the method used to analyze the data 

collected was the chi-squire (X2) of independence. The data analyzed was 

gathered through questionnaire. On the hand, the data collected from the action 

research was analyzed using percentages (%). 

3.2 Objectives of the Study 

 The main objectives of this study are: 

- to introduce Libyan teachers to theatricals as a communicative speech 

strategy in teaching grammar  skills;   

- to introduce CALL, alongside other audio-visual teaching aids as a 

communicative speech strategy in teaching grammar skills;    

- to re-introduce the modernized form of structuralism as a communicative 

speech strategy in teaching grammar skills;  
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- to encourage Libyan pedagogic authorities to consider redrawing the 

secondary school English language syllabus to include more speech and 

communication performance and competence activities for all EFL skills.  

3.3 Hypotheses of the Study  

1. General Hypothesis 

The communicative and linguistic performance of EFL students who are taught 

using communicative speech strategies are significantly higher than those taught 

using traditional methods. 

2. Specific Hypotheses 

The Study Hypothesis I 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): Teacher empowerment of students’ practice is not 

significantly related to students' poor speech performance in Libyan secondary 

schools. 

Alternating Hypothesis (Ha): Teacher empowerment of students' practice is 

significantly related to students' poor speech performance in Libyan secondary 

schools. 

The Study Hypothesis II 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): The use of teaching aids is not significantly related to 

students’ performance in speech grammar.  

Alternating Hypothesis (Ha): The use of teaching aids is significantly related to 

students’ performance in speech grammar.   

The Study Hypothesis III  

Null Hypothesis (Ho): The Communicative speech strategy does no 

significantly improve students’ speech grammar skills more than the grammar 

translation approach. 
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Alternating Hypothesis (Ha): The communicative speech strategy significantly 

enhances students’ speech grammar skills more than the grammar translation 

approach. 

3.4 Variables of the Study 

The study consists of two variables: (1) the independent variables, which 

are grammar, teaching approaches, teaching aids and social; and (2) The 

dependent variables are, speech skills and communicative competence speech.  

3.5 Population and Sample of Study 

The population of this study is the secondary schools’ students and teachers 

at Kufrah administrative city. The researchers chose a random sample from the 

population of study composed of (40) students for the action research. Since 

these students were distributed in the different three classes, the selected sample 

was later assembled in the B class where the test on the communicative speech 

strategies was conducted. and (40) teachers for the survey study. 

4. Data Analysis 

4.1 Instruments of Data Collection 

1. Questionnaire  

The questionnaire was the main instrument used to collect data from the 

EFL teachers. It set out to test the variables of the study. The study had some 

confounding variables which were discovered in the course of the study 

literature. Particularly in the teachers, questionnaire variables that were 

confounding were age, gender, teaching aids and experience. The relevance and 

importance of these confounding variables were used to add more weight on the 

interpretation of findings.  

2. Action Research 
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Action research is a kind of mini-experimental research. It designs 

strategies to be tried on learners through observable classroom teaching. With 

such a design, the experimenters require that presence and assistance of other 

researchers to register students’ responses to the tested strategies.  

As far as this study is concerned, the strategies designed and tested on the 

students at Al Ghadasiya secondary school were the communicative speech 

strategies; EEE, Theatricals and Drills. 

The statistics on the effects of communicative speech strategies on 

students’ learning of grammar was calculated using percentages (%) and 

response tactics. This means students’ response to the effect of the 

communicative speech on their speech performance was judged from their 

lesson reactions, as well as test scores on the end of period quiz.  

4.2 Treatment of Students in the Survey  

On the 1st of May, 2020, the researchers delivered the first lesson to the 40 

selected students using the three communicative speech strategies. The main 

communicative speech strategies are:  

Theatricals: Role-play, Rehearsals and Acting. 

EEE: Exploration, Explanation and Expression 

CLT: Communicative Language Teaching.   

This study tested students’ in-class performance in speech grammar in the 

following combined skills:  

TEC  - Theatricals, EEE and CLT combined skills. 

RED -  Role-play, Explanation and Discussion combined skills. 

AEC -  Acting, Expression and Communication combined skills.  
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4.3 Data Analysis Procedures. 

The Survey Data on Teachers. 

This study sorts to gather data from teachers on their EFL grammar 

teaching strategies. For this reason, the method used to analyze the data 

collected was the chi-squire (X2) of independence. The data analyzed was 

gathered through questionnaire. On the hand, the data collected from the action 

research was analyzed using percentages (%). In the case of the former, the 

investigations tried to find out the relationship between teachers’ use of 

teaching aids, teaching methods and other related variables, to students’ 

performance in EFL grammar. 

The formula for the chi-square (X2) is as followed:  





E

EO
X

2)(

                                        

The expected frequency was calculated using the following formula; 

Expected Frequency = N

fcFr

 

To read the critical or table value, the degree of freedom and alpha or 

significance level must be read. To know the degree of freedom the following 

formula normally used; (r-1) (c-1) 

With above, the critical value was read giving the degree of freedom and 

the 0.05 alpha level. 

The hypothesis was set at “Null” and “Ha” or “NO” and “yes” One in each 

of the above pairs had to be accepted or rejected following decision taken which 

states that; 
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1. Reject the Null Hypothesis (Ha) or (No) option if  Z- calculated is greater 

than X2 critical or X2-calculated is greater than X2 critical values, this means, Z-

cal < Z-CV  or  X2 cal < X2 CV  

2. On the other hand, the reserachers retain the null hypotheses (Ho) if Z-

calculated is less than X2 critical, that means, Z cal >Z CV or X2cal> X2 CV 

Using the above statistical prescription, the authors draw an inferring 

decision on the study depending on the decision made. The concluding X2 was 

finally made on the degree of relationship which was determined with the 

computation of the contingency coefficient. Here is the formula for calculating 

the contingency coefficient. 

2

2

XN

X


 

Using above formula, the relationship was eventually expressed in terms of 

the direction and magnitude. 

4.4 Presentation and Analysis of Data 

Description of some Sample Characteristics: The information in this section has 

been tabulate and there after described using percentages (%).  

Table 1: Distribution of Sample according to teachers’ practice frequency and 

students’ conversational performance. 

Degree of 

performance 

Enable 

practice 

High 

performance 

Average 

performance 

Poor 

performance 

No % No % No % 

Daily 04 57.14 05 41.66 00 00 

Once a week  02 28. 57 02 16. 66 00 00 
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Never  01 14. 28 05 41. 66 21 100 

Total 7 100 12 100 21 100 

 

Table 1 above tells us that 7 teachers out of 40 enable daily practice. Of this 

number, only 04 responded their students have high performance in grammar. 

The rest of the 5, 41. 66% indicated students have average performance. In all 

57 % of teachers questioned enable, daily practice; of the high performance 

students’ category. Only 02 teachers of the 01 high performance category 

enable once-a-week practice. That is about, 28% of the teachers enable practice. 

Only one teacher of the 07 who never enabled practice indicated his students 

showed a high performance in grammar. That is, 04 % of the teachers never 

enable practice and students’ performance as a result students’ performance 

remains high.  

In relation to average performance in students’ grammar skills, 5 teachers 

of the 12, about 41.66%, said they enable daily practice and students’ 

performance was average. 2 teachers out of the 12, about 16% enable practice 

once a week, but students’ performance was average. 5 teachers out of the 12, 

about 41% never enable practice and students’ performance is graded average. 

21 teachers out of 21, that means 100% of the teachers in the never category 

enable practice as such students’ performance remains poor.  
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Table 2: Distribution of Sample according to Teaching Aids and Approaches 

used in Teaching Grammar  

Teaching Approach 

Tech. aids 

Audio – visual 

Approach 

Grammar 

Translation 

Approach  

No % No % 

Audio – Visuals 03 17. 64 00 00 

Charts / flash card  11 64. 70 23 100 

Audio – Tapes 03 17. 64 00 00 

Total 17 100 23 100 

 

The table 2 above demonstrates that, 17 teachers out of 40, about 17% use 

the audio – visual approach alongside, Audio – visual aids, audiotapes charts 

and flash cards in teaching grammar. 

23 teachers use the grammar translation approach. This number of teacher 

do not use Audio – visuals, nor audio – tapes. Of the 17 teachers who use the 

audio – visual approach, 03 teachers, about 17% use Audio – visual aids, 03 

also use audio tapes. From above therefore, it is clear that more than half of the 

teachers, (23) used the grammar translation approach to teach grammar.  
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Table 3: Distribution of sample according to motivation and grammar 

performance.  

Performance 

Motivation  

High 

Performance 

Low Performance 

No % No % 

Motivation 10 83. 33 06 21. 42 

No Motivation  02 16. 66 22 78. 57 

Total 12 100 28 100 

 

   Form the table above, we can see that 10 teachers out of 12, about 83% 

motivate their students’ so students’ performance is high.  

02 teachers out of 12, about 16% do not motivate although students’ 

performance remain high. On the other hand, 6 teachers out of 28, about 21% 

motivate their students, but performance remain low. 22 teachers out of 28, 

about 78% do not motivate students, as such performance is low.  

The reading from above is clear, more than half the teachers sampled (28) 

do not motivate their students; as a consequence, students’ performance is 

generally low. Only 16 teachers motivate of which just 2 indicate students show 

high performance. 24 teachers do not motivate students at all. 
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Table 4: Distribution of Sample According to Teaching Experience and 

Approaches used most of the time:  

Approach Years of 

experience 

Audio – visual 

Approach 

Grammar 

Translation 

Approach  

No % No % 

1 to 5  02 100 35 92.10 

6 to 10  00 00 02 5.26 

11 to 15  00 00 00 00 

16 years plus  00 00 01 2.63 

Total 02 100% 38 100% 

 

The table above demonstrates that, 02 teachers out of a total of 02, 100% 

use the Audio – visual Approach. The two teachers who use this approach have 

an experience, between 01 to 05 years. Meanwhile, 35 teachers out of 38, about 

92% with experience from 1 – 5 years use the grammar translation approach. 02 

of the 38 teachers, about 5% with experience from 6 to 10 years use the 

grammar translation approach. 01 teacher out of the 38 total, about 2% with 

experience of 16 years plus uses the grammar translation approach. 

The researchers infer from above tabulation that 38 teachers out of the total 

of 40 use the grammar translation approach most of the time to teach grammar. 

Only two teachers use the Audio – visual Approach.  
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Table 5: Distribution of Sample according to Gender and Teaching Approach.  

Approach 

Gender 

Audio – visual 

Approach 

Grammar Translation 

Approach 

No % No % 

Male 02 100 10 26.31 

Female 00 00 22 73.68 

Total 02 100% 38 100% 

 

Table 5 tells us that 2 teachers, male; 100% use the Audio – visual 

Approach in teaching grammar. 10 male teachers out of a total of 38, 26.31%, 

use the grammar Translation Approach most of the time. Meanwhile 28 

females, about 73.68% use the grammar translation approach  

The above table shows that most of the teachers who use the Grammar 

Translation Approach are women – 28 in all. Only 10 male teachers use the 

Grammar Translation Approach.  

4.4.1 Presentation and Statistical Analysis the Survey (Questionnaire)  

Data Research Hypothesis I 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): Teacher empowerment of students' practice is not 

significantly related to students' poor speech performance in Libyan secondary 

schools. 

Alternating Hypothesis (Ha): Teacher empowerment of students' practice is 

significantly related to students' poor speech performance in Libyan secondary 

schools. 
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Table 6: Presentation of Observed and Expected Frequencies on the 

Relationship between Practice – Frequency and Students’ Performance in 

Speech Grammar 

Students Perf. 

Freq. of 

Practice 

High 

performance 

Low 

performance 
Total Rows 

Daily  04*(1.57 ) 05*( 7.42 ) 09 R1 

Once a week  02*( 0.7 ) 02*( 3.3 ) 04 R2 

Never 01*(4. 72 ) 26*( 22.27 ) 27 R3 

Total 07 33 40  

Columns C1 C2   

 

From the table above we can see that:   

Three teachers out of 7 enable daily practice so, students’ performance is high. 

Two teachers out of 07 enable practice once a week but students’ performance 

is high. One out of the o7 teachers never enable practice as a result, students’ 

performance is reported, high. Meanwhile, 05 teachers out of 33 enable daily 

practice but students ‘performance is low. 02 teachers out of 33 enable practice 

just, once a week and so students’ performance is low. 26 teachers out of 33 

never enable practice and thus, students’ performance is low. In all, out of the 

40 teachers selected, 33 indicate low Grammar performance in students, while 

only 07 1ndicate high performance. 
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Table 7: Calculation of X2 value using observed and expected Frequencies.  

Observed 

(O) Freq. 

Expected 

frequency 

(E) 

O – E ( O – E)2 

(O – E)2 

E 

04 1.57 2.43 5.90 3.75 

05 7.42 2.42 5.85 8.78 

01 0.7 1.3 1.69 2.41 

03 3.3 1.3 1.69 0.51 

01 4.72 3.72 13.83 2.93 

26 22.27 3.73 13.91 0.62 

    ∑ = 19 

 

X2 calculated  = 19  

Α = 0.98  

df (r-1) (c-1)  = 20  

X2  critical value  = 9.24  

From above calculation, we deduce that X2 calculated (19) is greater thanX2 

critical (9.24). In this case we reject the null hypothesis which states that: 

If X2 cal > X2 cv we reject the null hypothesis following the decision role. 

Therefore, there is a significant relationship between the way students practice 

speech and the way teachers teach grammar.  
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4.4.2 Presentation of observed and expected frequencies on the relationship 

between teaching aids and students’ performance in grammar.  

Research Hypothesis II 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): The use of teaching aids is not significantly related to 

students’ performance in speech grammar.  

Alternating Hypothesis (Ha): The use of teaching aids is significantly related to 

students’ performance in speech grammar. 

Table 8: Calculation of X2 value using Observed and Expected Frequencies.  

Performance 

Teaching 

Aids 

High 

performance 

Low 

performance 
Total Rows 

Audio – 

visual 

03*(1.27 ) 00*(1.72 ) 3 R1 

Charts / flash 

card 

11*(14.45 ) 23*( 19.55 ) 34 R2 

Audio – 

Tapes  

03*(1. 27 ) 00*(1.72 ) 3 R3 

Total 07 33 40  

Columns C1 C2   

 

Table 8 demonstrates that, 03 teachers out of 17 use Audio – visuals and so, 

students’ performance is high. 11 teachers out of 17 use charts / flash cards but 

students’ performance is high. 03 teachers out of 17 use audio – tapes and 

students’ performance is high, meanwhile 23 teachers out of 23 use charts / 

flash and students’ performance is low. 
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Table 9: calculation X2 using observed and Expected frequencies 

Observed 

(O) 

Frequency 

Expected 

frequency 

(E) 

O – E ( O – E)2 (O – E)2 

E 

03 1.27 1.73 2.99 2.35 

00 1.72 1.72 2.95 1.71 

11 14.45 3.45 11.90 0.82 

23 19.55 3.45 11.90 0.60 

03 1.27 1.73 2.99 0.35 

00 1.72 1.72 2.95 0.71 

    ∑ = 9.54 

 

X2 calculated   = 9.54 

Α= 0.98  

df (r-1 ) ( c-1 ) = 20  

X2  critical value = 9.24  

From above calculation, we deduce that X2 calculated (9.54) is greater than 

X2 critical (9.24). In this case we reject the null hypothesis which states that:  

If X2 cal > X2 cv we reject the null hypothesis following this relationship 

between the use of teaching aids and students’ performance.  

Research Hypothesis III  
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Null Hypothesis (Ho): The Communicative Speech Strategies (CSS-strategy) 

does no significantly improve students’ (speech) grammar skills more than the 

grammar translation approach. 

Alternating Hypothesis (Ha): The Communicative Speech Strategies (CSS-

strategy) significantly improves students’ (speech) grammar skills more than the 

grammar translation approach. 

Table 10: Presentation of Observed and Expected frequencies on the 

relationship between teaching Approaches and students’ performance in 

Grammar. 

Performance T. 

Approach 

High 

performance 

Low 

performance 
Total Rows 

Grammar  

Translation 

06*(12.35 ) 20*(13.65 ) 26 R1 

CSC-Strategy 13*(13.65 ) 01*( 7.35) 14 R2 

Total 19 21 40  

Columns C1 C2   

 

The table above tells us that 19 teachers use the grammar translation 

Approach and indicated in their questionnaire responses that their students’ 

performance is high. 13 teachers out of 19 use the CSS-strategy and indicated 

their students’ performance is high. 20 teachers out of 21 in the low category 

use the Grammar translation approach as such, students’ performance is low. 01 

teacher out of 21 uses speech grammar but performance is low.  
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Table 11: calculation X2 value using observed and expected frequencies  

Observed 

(O) 

Frequency 

Expected 

frequency 

(E ) 

O – E ( O – E)2 (O – E )2 

E 

06 12.35 6.35 40.32 3.26 

20 13.65 6.35 40.32 2.95 

13 6.65 6.35 40.32 6.06 

01 7.35 6.35 40.32 5.48 

    ∑ =17.75 

 

X2 calculated =17.75 

α= 0.98  

df (r-1) (c-1) = 12 

X2  critical value = 4.18 

From above calculation, we deduce that X2 calculated (17.75) is greater 

than X2 critical (4. 18). In this case we reject the null hypothesis following this 

decision role. Therefore, there is a significant relationship between the use of 

teaching approaches and students’ performance in grammar. 
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Table  12: Summary Table of Finding of Hypothesis I, II and III According to 

the Degree of Relationship. 

Research 

Hypo 

 

Alpha 

Level  

X2 

calculated 

 

Df 

 X2 

critical 

 

 

Decision 

Contingency 

Coefficient 

Hypo I 

 

 

 

 0.98 

 

 

  19  

 

20 

 

 9.24 

X2 cal x2cv 

Reject Ho 

Retain Ha 

0.30 infers 

a positively 

low 

relationship 

Hypo II 

 

 

 

 0.98 

 

   

9.54 

 

20 

 

9.24  

X2 cal x2cv 

Reject Ho 

Retain Ha 

0.30 infers 

a positively 

low 

relationship 

Hypo III 

 

 

 

 0.98 

 

17.7

5 

 

12 

 

    4.18 

X2 cal x2cv 

Reject Ho 

Retain Ha 

0.30 infers 

a positively 

low 

relationship 

 

The above mentioned has so far analyzed all the data collected during the 

survey research. Thus, it has given scientific measurements of the relationship 

between teaching aids and teaching methods in relation to students' performance 

in grammar. 
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5. Discussion on the Study Findings 

It should be recalled from the out-set, this study was conducted on a twin 

research design: survey research, which targeted EFL teachers, and the action 

research which focused on Libyan EFL students. The target population on 

which immediate inference has been mage is Kufrah. To better spell out the 

findings, the research hypotheses and questions that were put forward before the 

investigations started will be restated below and respective findings aligned to 

them.  

5.1 Proven the Study Hypotheses  

General Hypothesis Retained. 

The communicative and linguistic performance of EFL students taught 

using the Communicative Speech Strategies is significantly higher than that of 

those taught using the Traditional Grammar Methods. 

Research Hypothesis III  

Alternating Hypothesis Retained (Ha). 

The Communicative Speech Strategy significantly enhances students’ 

speech grammar skills more than the grammar translation approach. 

The Discussion on Students’ Performance in Grammar. 

Hypothesis III infers that the traditional grammar teaching approach is not 

better that the Communicative Speech Strategy. The investigations carried out 

during the action research prove that most students in Kufra secondary schools 

are taught using the traditional grammar approach. Specifically, the grammar 

translation approach alongside the lecture method. The confirmation is that EFL 

students’ manifest a poor performance in grammar skills in particular, and 

speech, as well as communicative skills in general. The statistical prove of this 
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has been presented in the analysis of subjects’ (students) class performance. 

Refer to the analysis of research hypothesis III. 

During the 1st of May, 2020 Time survey Lesson, at Al Ghadasiys 

secondary school, it was interesting to find out how freely students enjoyed 

exploring, explaining and expressing themselves on truly life topics. The CCS 

combined skills did help them discover their hidden potentials. Prior to the 

action experiment, students were only familiar to scenes where teachers will 

come to class and gave a full translation of course books, miraculously 

expecting them to speech, write, listen and read in English. Unlike the Grammar 

translation approach the CSS-strategy used on Al Ghadasiya EFL students 

developed the following aspects in a good number of students samples. 

A.  Class Participation Skills: 

Exploratory Skills. 

Explanatory Skills. 

Expression Skills. 

Discussion and discourse Skills. 

Co-operative Skills. 

Theatrical acting skills. 

B.  Speech and Communicative Skills. 

  1. Fluency. 

  2. Polished pronunciation.  

  3. Speech performance. 

  4. Communicative confidence and confidence 

  5. Charisma. 
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  6. Self-confidence and acceptance.  

  7. Linguistic and phonetic skills. 

 

C.  Grammar Management Skills.           

Speech grammar re-enhancement.  

Tense management in written and discourse texts. 

Integration of tenses in action role0play or performance. 

Proper interpretation of static grammar rules in context. 

Specific Hypotheses 

After testing the three hypothesis through the questionnaire the delivered 

speech grammar lesson findings were revealed. From statistical analyses the 

findings proved that, generally the grammar translation method is the teaching 

method mostly used in Libyan schools. On other related factors accounting for 

students, poor performance in grammar are: lack of motivation, oral practice, 

teaching and other confounding variables like age and experience. This 

conclusion comes from the findings made after questioning the teachers. We 

shall in detail examine each related hypothesis or research question to show 

how findings proved or answered them, respectively. From this, inference on 

the teaching and study of EFL in Libya will be given; this of course will 

corroborate the discussion already made on hypothesis III above. 

Research Hypothesis I 

Alternating Hypothesis (Ha) Retained. 

Teacher’s enabling student-practice is significantly connected to students’ 

poor speech performance in Libyan secondary schools. 
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Discussion on Students’ Practice of Speech Grammar. 

From the readings seen in the review of literature, we found out that to 

enable students to deepen their grasp of grammar rules, teachers must create 

contexts that give EFL learners the opportunity to use language orally. This 

could be in class or in any social environment. Judging from the observation 

made of students and teachers at Al Ghadasiya secondary school, as well as 

other schools in Kufrah, there exists very little room for oral practice in. This 

fact has been backed by the statistical presentations made in table 01. Of all 40 

sampled teachers in the survey study, only four indicated the initiate daily oral 

practice with their students. 02 said they do create room for practice once a 

week, while 01 said practice is provided.  

All above three indicators said their students perform highly in grammar 

skills. As for those teachers who reported their students score averagely, 05 

enable daily practice, 02 enable once-a-week practice and 05 no practice. With 

the category of teachers who said their students perform poorly, non-reported 

they provide a chance for practice. To make a provable inference, it if just to 

say, more than 70% of the EFL teachers do not enable oral; speech grammar 

practice their class room or school environment. 

The reasons for the absence of speech grammar practice is no longer a 

secret. The reasons are the lack of all what the Communicative Speech Strategy 

suggest. The absence of aspect already listed above. 

Research Hypothesis II 

Alternating Hypothesis (Ha) Retained. 

The use of teaching aids is significantly related to students’ performance in 

speech grammar.  

From the percentage indications in table 2, we find that, 17% of the 

sampled 40 teachers in Kufrah use the audio–visual approach alongside, audio – 
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visual aids, audiotapes charts and flash cards in teaching EFL grammar. It was 

also found out that 23 teachers use the grammar translation approach, as earlier 

discussed. These are the teachers who do not use audio–visuals nor audio–tapes. 

Within the 17 teachers who use the audio–visual approach, only about 17% use 

audio–visual aids, 03 also use audio tapes. From the survey carried out in 

Kufrah, there is every indication that more than half of the EFL teachers do not 

use the audio-visual aids in teaching EFL grammar skills. Most still depend 

heavily on charts, flash cards or nothing at all.  

The above finding tells us how far from modern teaching technologies 

Libyan EFL learners are. As earlier revealed in the review of literature, modern 

teaching aids like the TV, Video, computers, overhead projectors and net-work-

based teaching aids are what advanced countries use today to teach language 

skills. The effectiveness of these aids are in their ability to make learners 

improve their speech, pronunciation and communicative skills. In the entire 

Kufrah region with over 2000 EFL students and not more than 292 teachers, 

there exist just two TV monitors, a video player, one computer and one 

overhead projector. How then can students improve their EFL skills in general 

and speech grammar in particular?  

6. Conclusion 

This study has clearly shown that there exists a problem with the teaching 

of grammar in Libyan secondary schools. As has been seen, the reasons for 

theses weaknesses rest with factors like the absence of in-door and out-door 

language practice situations for students deepen their acquired grammar rules in 

grammar through speech and communicative interactions. There is also the 

absence of motivation on EFL learners as well as the lack of modern teaching 

technology. 

At the end of this study the authors recall the aim of this study was on how 

to make modern approaches for teaching EFL more pro – student – 

centeredness and more performance in (speech) grammar. On the other hand, 
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this study attempted to improve and advance teaching approaches which are not 

yet in use in Libyan secondary schools. Furthermore, this work has given a 

better way of teaching grammar in Kufrah particular and Libya, in general. The 

study has also made a sad discovery of the uncommunicative and un-linguistic 

teaching approaches teachers face to teach (speech) grammar in Libya. Finally, 

these authors wish this a simple study will be of benefit to everyone who reads.  

From the positive findings made in testing the proposed strategy, the 

researchers recommend that; an Integrated modern teaching methodology 

crowned by the Communicative Speech Strategy is the one way forward to 

improve the teaching of grammar skills in Libyan schools. The EEE method 

combined with the CALL method is a better way for student to master grammar 

rules. With such student-centered strategies, student interaction and 

communication with each other will increase their speech grammar power 

wonderfully. Using tapes combined with TV / Video should be provided to help 

teachers better teach speech grammar in Libyan schools. Teachers should give 

their students the chance to express themselves grammatically in school socio – 

cultural activities like school drama and competitions.  
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Untranslatability of the Holy Quran: Analytical 

Perspective with Reference to Four English Translations 
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Abstract 

The central demand elevated in this article is: Is it possible to translate the 

‘genre’ of Quran? This article tried to involve some syntactic, semantic, cultural 

as well as stylistic difficulties and supports the argument with samples of verses 

from the Quran along with exegesis. However, evaluation and examination of 

data were based on the following four translations of the Holy Quran: The 

Koran Interpreted, by A. J. Arberry, The Koran by N. J. Dawood, 

Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Quran by Al-Hilali and Khan, and 

The Meaning of the Holy Quran by Ali. Approximately reliable Quranic 

exegeses are referring to in addition to some well-known and significant 

dictionaries to discover the translator’s necessity to depend upon such 

explanations when translating the Holy Quran. One leading conclusion made in 

this investigation is that the job of translating the meaning of Quran cannot be 

correctly carried out by translators on single basis; reasonably, it must be 

institutionalized. The study concluded that the Quran translators, associated to 

other literary genres, face lots of complications in decoding the Quranic source 

text message. The translations of the Holy Quran were unsuccessful to its 

originality and the connotative shades of meanings of the unique expression. 

Keywords: Translation; Quran; exegeses; syntax; semantic; culture; style; 

equivalence. 
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1. Introduction 

A comparatively neglected part of exploration is the application of 

linguistics to translation of the Quran into English for actual message and 

understanding of the common message of the Quran. By means of this purpose, 

the investigators elected for this current study the syntactic, semantic, stylistic, 

and cultural levels in translations of the Holy Quran into English with 

exceptional focus on four English translations. Conveying the meaning of the 

Holy Quran from Arabic into other languages go along with many linguistic 

difficulties. The difficulties that get up from the version of Quranic discourse 

are of enormous linguistic and cultural relationship. Identifying the problem is 

vital to the succeeding process of proposing the remedy and the method it 

should be managed. Acceptable translation can dependably be arrived at if these 

problems are appropriately addressed. The translator needs to be well-appointed 

with theoretical background as well as practical knowledge. Several are the 

translations of the Quranic text into English by Moslems and non Moslems.  

The further most widespread among the Moslem translators are Abdullah 

Yusuf Ali, Mohammed Mohsin Khan M. H. Shakir and Marmaduke Pickthall (a 

convert into Islam). And countless are the translations into so many languages. 

But the large amount of translations by Moslem and non-Moslem translators do 

not mean that such translations of such a sole sacred text demanded no-

problematic procedure. Nor entirely these translations are similarly acceptable. 

Opposing, it can be said that not limited are the translations which fell short of 

the necessities of translating the wonderful text of the Quran.  

It also can be claimed that most of the insufficiencies of the translations of 

the Quranic text can most possibly be recognized to the fact that the translators 

appear were unsuccessful to take up the great challenge of approaching such a 

unique, matchless text. They must have failed to comprehend the content-form 

balance in their translations. This is mostly for the reason that the Quran has a 

distinctive genre of its own. Translating the Quranic text has always been 
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extremely a challenging job for translators no matter how well-organized and 

skillful they might be. 

2. Literature Review 

This section reviews a number of issues related to Quran translation and 

disputes surrounding this term in the English and Arabic languages. It also 

sheds light on some aspects in translation studies and focuses on the concept of 

equivalence and the problem of translation particularly the translation of the 

Quran. 

2.1 Quran Text Structure 

The Quran consists of 114 surahs (as chapters), which have noticeable 

margins in text. In general, the longer surahs come into view earlier in the 

Quran, whereas the shorter ones appear later. Every surah is created from 

several ayats or verses. Neither the number of verses in surahs, nor the word 

counting of verses is identical. The Quran corpus consists of 77784 word tokens 

and 19287 word types. Arabic language of the Quran differs from Modern 

Standard Arabic (MSA) which is used in writing and formal speaking. The most 

important distinction is in syntax and lexicon. Based on this difference, it would 

be arguable that even the methods and tools for analyzing Arabic modern text 

may need to change for Quranic discourse analysis. 

2.2 The Question of Translatability of the Quran 

The need for translating the Quran arose in the early days of Islam when a 

large number of non-Arabic speaking people embraced Islam. However, the 

early Muslim community was hesitant to proceed with the translation of the 

Arabic text of the Quran into other languages. They had three main concerns: 

(1) The permissibility of transforming the word of Allah into a human book that 

could claim any equivalency to the Quran, (2) the possibility of any changes 

and distortions in the message of the Quran as a result of translation, and (3) the 
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possibility of new Muslims becoming too dependent on the translations instead 

of learning and depending on the original Arabic text.  

The scholars of Islam debated this subject for a long time. On one hand, 

they were convinced of the need for such a task, and on the other, they were 

concerned about the possible negative consequences. Translating the Quran was 

not only a need for the non-Arabic speaking Muslims, but it was also a 

necessity to make the message of the Quran accessible to all other people of the 

world. This is based on the fact that Allah sent the Prophet and this Quran to all 

of humanity. 

The fact that a translation of the Quran cannot be considered as a substitute 

for the actual Quran has been agreed upon by all the major scholars of Islam 

and was never seriously a topic of debate amongst the scholars. This is based on 

the fact that any translation of the Quran is, in reality, an interpretation of the 

Quran, and not the Quran itself, simply because the Quran is the perfect word of 

Allah, while the translation of the Quran comprises of the selected words of the 

translator, a human being, based on his/her understanding and interpretation. 

Further, the fact that the Quran is in Arabic is an integral part of the 

definition of the Quran. The definition of the Quran according to many 

prominent scholars of the Quran, such as AI-Zarqanl, is: “the Arabic Speech 

(kalam) of Allah, which was revealed to Muhammad (pbuh) in wording and 

meaning, and that has been preserved and reached us by continuous 

transmissions, and is a challenge to humankind to produce something similar to 

it. 

To end this debate of whether the translation of the Quran can be 

considered as a substitute for the actual Quran, AI-Azhar University finally 

issued a verdict (fatwa) in 1936 CE (1355 AH), which stated that the Quran is 

only in Arabic, and any translation cannot be considered a substitute for the 

Quran. This fatwa effectively ended the debate that had been raging before this 

time. Therefore, it is necessary to translate the Quran into different languages 
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since this is a part of the duty of making the Quran accessible and 

understandable to non-Arabic speaking Muslims and non-Muslims. Such 

translations, however, may never be taken as substitutes of the Quran, nor is it 

allowed to recite translations of the Quran in prayer. 

2.3 Syntactic Problems in Quran Translation  

The variations amongst languages cause many syntactic problems while 

translating, the number of these problems may possibly enhance or reduce 

according to the level of relatedness between the source text (ST) and the target 

text (TT). The more connected the two languages are, the less syntactic 

problems occur, as in the case of English and German because they belong to 

the same family (Indo-European). Whereas, English and Arabic belong to two 

dissimilar families (Hebrew) and ( Indo-European) in this case syntactic 

problems are more to be likely encountered .The most important syntactic 

problems that translators usually meet are tenses, condition, and word order. 

In case of tenses, the differences between the two languages lead to a 

clumsy translation. For example, there is a single present tense in Arabic, as 

measured up to English which has the simple and continuous forms, as Arabic 

does not make a distinction between events finished in the past with and without 

connection to the present, and here the translators may fail in capturing the 

accurate tense while translating tenses literally. So, translators require to shift in 

order to render the intended meaning to the target addressees, which may result 

semantic loss. Also condition is an additional problematic syntax area where 

loss in translation can be identified. In the English language, there are four 

kinds, which are: real, probable, improbable and impossible, and the conditional 

particle. 

If and unless do not play any role in determining any of the above kinds, 

but the verb tense or form in both the main clause and the subordinate clause 

did. In fact, the complex sentence may not contain any particle where an 

auxiliary verbal (were, had, or the modal should) introduces the dependent 
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clause; whereas, in Arabic there are only two main kinds which are read and 

impossible both are determined by conditional practical:   ول   اذ  إ   ن  إ . The first two 

particles in Arabic indicate the first two kinds in English, and need of prefixing 

the main verb with (تم). In the Holy Quran, only ‘inn’ ( ن  إ   ) and ‘lou’ ( ول   ) are used 

for explicit condition while ‘idhaa’ ( اذ  إ   ) is a temporal practical, equivalent to 

‘when’.  

The two following examples are translation of a Quranic Aya from Surat 

El-Baqara (the Cow). Here is a case where the translators employed the verb 

form indicating impossible condition which semantically contradicts the second 

part of it. 

ل و  ش ا{ م  ق اُموا و  ل ي ه  ل م  ع  إ ذ ا أ ظ  ا ف يه  و  ش و  اء  ل ُهم  م  ا أ ض  ُهم  ُكلَّم  ار  ط ُف أ ب ص  ُق ي خ  م  ي ك ادُ ال ب ر  ه  ع  ء  اللَّهُ ل ذ ه ب  ب س م 

ل ى ُكل   ش ي   م  إ نَّ اللَّه  ع  ه  ار  أ ب ص  ير  و   (verse 20) }ٍء ق د 

“Had God willed, he would have taken away then hearing and their sight. Truly 

God is powerful over everything” (Arberry). 

“And if Allah willed, he could take away their faculty of hearing and seeing, for 

Allah hath power over all things” (Yusuf Ali). 

2.4 Semantic and Quran Translation 

Semantic problems are extremely frequent and most encountered by 

translators because of the lack of likeness in the (TL), particularly in cultural 

and religious domains, also because of the difficulty of some expressions 

mainly in the text of the Holy Quran, in addition to the use of connotative 

meaning that leads to the misapprehension of the adequate meaning and the 

purpose or the scopes behind using it.  

So in this case, the translator must be aware of the Islamic culture and 

master the Arabic language to deliver the precise meaning. The subsequent 

instances give details about the problems mentioned before: The term ( بي  الغ   ) is 

one of the semantically difficulties because translating it into English cannot 
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provide the suitable meaning. The term was translated into ‘the unseen’, but 

( بي  الغ   ) in Arabic is all what we cannot be aware of by the mind and what we 

cannot see, know, or predict such as: the Angels, the heaven, and hell, and the 

like. Also, what upcoming conceal for us, while the ‘unseen’ in English refers 

to the abstract which is all what we cannot see. In this case, the translated 

phrase covers only a part of the intended meaning in the source text. 

Countless of complex words in the text of the Holy Quran which are related 

only to the Islamic field, can never express the spirit of the message and the 

adequate intended meaning of the source text; for example, the word ( امي  الص    ) in 

the verse (183) of Surat Al-Baqara (The Cow), was translated to fasting in both 

translations of (Yusuf Ali and Arberry): 

“O ye who believe! fasting is prescribed to you as was prescribed to those 

before you, that ye may ( learn ) self- restraint” (Yusuf Ali). 

“O believers, prescribed for you is the fast, even as it was prescribed for those 

before you haply you will be good fearing” (Arberry). 

Here, the phrase fasting in English means abstain from all or some kinds of 

food or drink; whereas, the expression ( امي  الص    ) in Arabic refers to breaking the 

fast from sunset to sundown for a period of one month during each year, with 

following the conditions set by ‘elcharaa’ ( عر  الشَّ  ), such as: to not doing 

forbidden things which are set in the Quran or (sunna) also to be close to Allah. 

2.5 Quranic Metaphors 

Pickthall (2004) states that the Quranic language was “originally revealed 

in Arabic … its style is unrivalled. Its language eloquent, its meaning deep” (p. 

2). Furthermore, the Quran is described as a ‘sea of rhetoric’, and its discourse 

‘abounds with rhetorical features more than any other Arabic discourse, 

classical or modern’ Abdul-Raof (2003, p. 19).  
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One of the major figures of speech the Quran abounds in is metaphor. In 

this study, therefore, special attention has been given to Quranic metaphors. 

Quranic metaphors have been used for different rhetorical and communicative 

purposes. They may carry wisdom, imply a warning, cite examples, or draw 

images in order to stress the importance of the faith. 

In general, there are several kinds of levels in understanding language: 

linguistic, contextual and pragmatics. The linguistic level involves processes 

such as lexical access (getting the meaning of words) and syntactic analysis 

(determining the grammatical relations among the words of a sentence) 

(Glucksberg, 1998). 

In order to understand metaphors, Searle (1979) gives priority to the literal 

meaning as a first step. If the literal meaning does not make sense in the 

context, another non-literal meaning is considered. On the other hand, Newmark 

(1988) suggests that in order to understand a metaphor, one needs “to make 

sense of everything” (p. 196) because “any word can be a metaphor” (p. 106). 

Newmark believes that understanding metaphors can be done by “matching its 

primary meaning against its linguistic, situational and cultural contexts” (p. 

106).  

Knowles and Moon (2006) believe that context-based and text-based 

approaches can be helpful. These approaches “investigate how information in 

the context indicates that language is metaphorical and what kind of meaning 

bearers/readers ascribe to a metaphor” (p. 75). To differentiate between literal 

and metaphorical meaning, one can use several ways to recognize associations 

between words as “literal and metaphorical meanings are often associated with 

different clusters of collocates and different phraseologies: gold, diamond(s) co-

occur with metaphorical uses” (Knowles and Moon, 2006, p. 75). Knowles and 

Moon believe that the context helps one to recognize the intended meaning. 

With the expression ‘Sam is a fox’, for example, the context makes it clear 

whether the discussion relates to a person or an animal. 
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2.6 Culture and Quran Translation  

The relationship between language and culture is described as one of 

“interwoven elements” Al-Jabari (2008, p. 62). They are closely interrelated 

because languages do not operate in isolation but within and as part of cultures. 

That metaphor as a part of a language is considered as a culture-specific and can 

be captured by the fact that cultural differences are associated with language 

differences. Metaphors carry the cultural heritage of specific language. It is 

therefore described as the mirror that reflects the language culture.  

Many theorists have thus argued for the significance of culture in metaphor 

translating. Mason (1982) for example, emphasizes the importance of 

originality of metaphors in translation. He believes that the reader will be 

“deprived of much information of great value about the SL culture” (p. 144) if a 

metaphor is rendered out of its culture as conceptualized by the TL. In 

translation, there should be word matching or equivalence in order to convey 

the meaning. Cultural equivalence, this is referred to as the controversial kind of 

equivalence aims at the reproduction of whatever cultural features the ST holds 

into the TT. These vary from things specific to the geographical situation, the 

climate, the history, the tradition, the religion, the interpersonal, or inter-

community social behavior, to any cultural event having the effect on the 

language community (Bayar, 2007). For example, the expression (  جُ ل  ث  ر يُ ــــب  خ  

ر  د  الص   ) which literally means ‘news that freezes the chest’, is a positive 

expression; it is happy news but the equivalent English expression with similar 

positive connotations would probably be associated with warmth such as ‘news 

that warms my heart’. Thus, very often, positive connotations in Arabic are 

associated with cold while positive connotations in English are associated with 

warmth. 

 اي   ع  ام  الج   ة  ن ذ  ئ  م   ن  م   خُ رُ ص  ي   ونأمُ الم  ك   واه  ز   يش  م  وي   اج  ج  الح   ل  ث  م   مو  ي   بُ ط  خ  ي   ون  نُ ج  م   يك  د   ان ت  ار  ح   يف  

 ونُ انُ الق  و   ةُ ل  و  الد   اأن ف   يان  ح  ب  سُ  اي   يان  ح  ب  سُ 

This is the translation in English: 
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“In our quarter a cockerel, so lunatic. He gives speech, like Al-Hajjaj, once and 

like Ma-al moon, he marches with boast calls out from the minaret or the 

mosque Glorified is my person. Glorified is my person. For I am surely the state 

and law” (Qabbani 2006) 

Words like ( ان ت  ار  ح   ) can be translated lexically as our quarter but does it 

really reveal the cultural dimension of   ان ت  ار  ح  according to the Arabic culture 

where   ان ت  ار  ح  means the homey social relations in the neighborhood. It means the 

hidden guilty warm feelings of a girl who looks secretly out of her window at 

the window of that handsome young man who lives in her   اه  ت  ار  ح  and how he 

keeps looking for excuses to pass under her window suppressing all those 

volcanic secret love feelings towards her eyes.  

So, ( ان ت  ار  ح   ) means those morning meetings of the women over a jag of tea 

chatting about their neighbor who got divorced recently or who is getting 

married soon. The question is: Does the word our quarter reveals this semiotics 

of culture. The semiotics of culture and the pragmatics of the text should bear a 

translation shift to be achieved in most cases especially in poetic, social, 

cultural, editorial, religious texts. Now, as the level and category shifts may not 

be the right ones to achieve the textual equivalence, it is important to move to a 

deeper level of shifts, which can be called the paradigmatic or syntagmatic shift 

which will be discussed later in this paper.  

Another example on the choice of words is ( بُ ط  خ  ي   ) and ( اي   يان  ح  ب  سُ   ) which 

both have a religious pragmatic load which can be analyzed as exactly as the 

previous example of ( ان ت  ار  ح   ) except that the phrase ( اي   يان  ح  ب  سُ   ) which was 

translated as glorified is my person has a more serious religious dimension 

where more focus in translation should be exerted upon.  

To elaborate on this, the translation did not do any shifts to reveal the 

pragmatic religious load here. The phrase ( يان  ح  ب  ا سُ ي   ) is even shocking to the 

Arab Muslim reader, so this shock should be transferred to the English text to 

shock the English reader too and this is how the textual equivalence can be 
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achieved. To obtain this there should be a shift on the paradigmatic or the 

syntagmatic level. The mentioning of the name of the Khalif Al Ma ‘moon has a 

cultural reference in this text. The name was translated as it is. This can be 

considered as foreignization, from the English reader end, which in this context 

cannot guarantee the conservation of the cultural load in the Arabic text. 

However, domestication, from the English reader end, might be more successful 

in achieving the textual equivalence and the semiotics of culture in that text. 

2.7 Style and Quranic Translation 

Style is a part of meaning which may cause problems for translators that 

may affect the meaning strongly. Formality and informality is a problem 

concerns grammar and words. Formality scale of the English language 

consisting of five degrees as follows: frozen formal, formal, informal, 

colloquial, vulgar or slang. 

As mostly loss is inevitable, it is expected stylistically translating texts such 

as: the Holy Quran which is inimitable, as it is known the Holy Quran is a blend 

of rhetorical rhymed prose and a lyrical structure particularly adaptable for oral 

recitation, rhyme is generally maintained in Quran. In this case, a rhetorical 

device that is rhyme causes a big challenge for translators because they find it 

difficult to render. We take as an example the translation of the verses (52) and 

(53) of Surat Al-Baqara (the Cow). Here, the translator failed in keeping the 

rhyme while translating: 

“Even then we did forgive you there was a chance for you to be grateful. And 

remember we gave Mosses the scripture and the criterion (between right and 

wrong): there was a chance for you to be guided aright” (Yusuf Ali). 

3. Methodology of the Study 

In this part, the researchers are presenting the methodology used in 

conducting this study.  
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3.1 Methodology 

The examination of the data within specific conditions was done in light of 

the content analysis technique frequently used in social science research. 

“Content analysis is well-defined as any method used for creating implications 

through classifying itemized features of messages accurately and analytically” 

(Salman 2013, p. 192).  

The study is restricted to the exploration of four English translations of the 

holy Quran, the translators are: Khan, M. M. & Taqi-ud-Din Al-Hilali, M. 

(1983) Interpretation of the Meaning of the Noble Quran, the Koran Interpreted 

by Arberry (1980), the Holy Quran by Ali, A, Y. (1983), finally the Koran by 

N. J. Dawood (2004). 

The motive for decide on the aforesaid translators (and henceforth their 

translations) for analysis is that they fall under different classifications as 

respects their culture and belief. For illustration, Ali is a non- Arab Muslim, 

Arberry is a devoted Christian, and Dawood is an Arab Iraqi Jewish, and Khan, 

M. M. and Taqi-ud-Din Al-Hilali, M are mixed between Arab and non-Arab 

Muslims. In this manner, they signify different religious backgrounds to the 

Holy Quran. Furthermore, the four translators belong to different times that is 

observed a turning point in the arena of translation in all-purpose and in the 

Quranic translations in particular. 

3.2 Problem of the Study  

It is well-known that diverse translations produce dissimilar effects on 

common readers with varying degrees of understanding the meaning of the 

Quran. The core aim of the examination is to determine the difficulties the 

translators encounter in translating the Holy Quran. Translating the Holy Quran 

from Arabic into other languages is accompanied by many linguistic problems; 

certainly not dual languages are indistinguishable one or the other in the 

meaning given to the matching symbols or in the ways in which such symbols 
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are organized in expressions and statements. Lexical, syntactic, semantic, 

cultural as well as stylistic problems arise when translating the meaning of the 

Holy Quran into English. 

The various dissimilarities among Arabic and English cause countless 

syntactic problems while translating the Holy Quran into English. Thus, this 

research purposes at exploring the syntactic conflict in the translation of The 

Holy Quran. Accordingly, furthermost translators tend to transfer the words 

according to their reference meaning in the actual world rather than the 

fundamental sense they own within the language structure. This afterwards 

effects in failure of transferring the writer’s intended meaning.  

3.3 Questions of the Study 

The main question of the study envisaged for the present study is:  

To what extent do the carefully chosen translations reproduce the meanings of 

the source text (Quran) into the target text? 

3.4 Objectives of the Study 

The goal of the research is to analytically evaluate the translations of the 

Quran in four translations. Its main objective is to scrutinize to what extent the 

translations reflect the meaning of the unique Quranic text into the TL.  

3.5 Data Collection  

Investigated verses were chosen according to the classified topics of 

translation loss. However, since the main purpose of the current study is to 

examine the syntactic, semantic, and cultural levels in translating Quran into 

English, data were collected from different surahs of the Holy Quran. However, 

comparison and investigation of data were based on the subsequent four 

translations of the Holy Quran: The Koran Interpreted, by A. J. Arberry, The 

Koran, N. J. Dawood, Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Quran by Al-

Hilali and Khan, and The meanings of the Holy Quran, by Ali.   
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The choice of translations was decided according to the variables of 

religion (Muslim vs. non- Muslim) and mother tongue (Arabic vs. non- Arabic) 

of the translators in order to have a representative sample of the various 

available translations of the Holy Quran. 

4. Data Analysis  

The carefully chosen samples of verses in different numbers of surahs in 

the Holy Quran were examined. The investigation concentrated on reviewing 

the meaning of the Holy Quran by referring to the selection of exegeses. This 

research took different stages to be evaluated such as syntactic, semantic, 

cultural and stylistic levels and explored how they are rendered. The level items 

and expressions investigated were highlighted, and counterparts were 

emphasized in bold and underlined. The four translations were compared in 

contradiction of the meaning of the lexical items and expressions in the source 

Arabic language text. The translations were then measured in terms of 

accurateness by relating to different exegetes such as Ibn Katheer (اب ن ك ث ير), Al-

Tabari (ي ي) Al-Suytui ,(الطَّب ر  ابُون ي) Al- Sabouni ,(السَّيُوط   and Al-Zamakhashri ,(الصَّ

ي) ش ر  خ  م    .(الزَّ

4.1 Analysis of the Selected Translations 

In this part, four translations of the Holy Quran are preferred in order to 

scrutinize the method the translators have rendered the Quranic verses that 

encompass structural Ambiguity, hysteron and proteron on the syntactic level as 

well as homonymy, collocation and metaphor on the semantic level. 

Additionally, it similarly studies the difficulties that translators in this study 

face on the cultural level. Eventually, it talks over problems translators come 

across in the stylistic level.  

4.1. 1 Syntactic Level  

The various changes between Arabic and English cause many syntactic 

difficulties while translating the Holy Quran to English. 
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Unawareness of the exegetical milieu of Quranic discourse is a thoughtful 

obstacle to Quran translation and can establish a basis of misunderstanding as in 

the Quranic verse as:  

ا ي ع بُدُ آب اُؤن ا أ ص التُك  ق الُوا ي ا ُشع ي ُب { ل يُم  ت أ ُمُرك  أ ن  ن ت ُرك  م  اُء إ نَّك  أل ن ت  ال ح  ا ن ش  ال ن ا م  و  أ و  أ ن  ن ف ع ل  ف ي أ م 

يدُ  ش   (77)هود اآلية }الرَّ

They said, ‘Shuaib, does thy prayer command thee that we should leave that our 

fathers served, or to do as we will with our goods? Thou art the clement one, the 

right-minded’ (Arberry, Q: 11:87) 

Shu'aib, they replied, did your prayers teach you that we should renounce the 

gods of our fathers and not conduct our affairs in the manner we pleased? Truly, 

you are a wise and gracious man! (N. J. Dawood, Q: 11:87). 

They said: ‘O Shuaib! Does your Salat (prayer) (i.e. the prayers which you offer 

has spoiled your mind, so you) command that we leave off what our fathers 

used to worship, or that we leave off doing what we like with our property? 

Verily, you are the forbearer, right-minded!’ (They said this sarcastically) 

(Khan& Al-Hilali, Q: 11:87) 

They said: ‘O Shu´aib! Does thy (religion of) prayer command thee that we 

leave off the worship which our fathers practiced, or that we leave off doing 

what we like with our property? (1586) truly, thou art the one that for beareth 

with faults and is right minded!’ (1587).(Ali, A, Y, Q:11:87). 

Those who idol-worshippers observed their ideals as symbols of their 

family belief and an emblem of their cultural identity, and who gained profit 

through fraudulent activity in their transactions, asked Shu‘ayb if it was his 

belief of prayer that well-ordered him to reassure them to lack of restraint the 

worship of that which their fathers had worshipped, and interfere in their 

transactions to make them lose their freedom in dealing with their own property. 
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Here, Khan and Al-Hilali recurrent the verb leave for the sake of wiping off 

any structural ambiguity which can lead to the differing meaning (that his 

prayers tolerate the opportunity that they can do what they like with their 

property). In manner like, N. J. Dawood selects to use the lexical item and 

expression like (renounce, and not conduct) which may not lead to ambiguity in 

meaning.  

On the contrary, Arberry renders a translation which can yield diverse 

shades of meanings which do not exists in the ST, specifically the prayer 

instructions them that they should break the idol worshipping, and they should 

do what they like with their possession, subsequently Ali, A, Y, used the verb 

(leave) twice as Khan and Al-Hilali did and that led to misapprehension of the 

intended meaning and cause inexactness to his translation.  

However, the subject of mockery is not exemplified in any of the four 

translations, and translation as such is another case of translation loss. Al-

Zamakhshari states that the expression asalatuka ta/muruka (  أ ص التُك  ت أ ُمُرك) 

designates sarcasm. The people of Shuaaib used the expression sarcastically. 

They want to proclaim that refraining from worshiping idols is unacceptable 

and improper. They even attributed madness to him because anyone who utters 

so about their faith must be insane. It is detected that the purpose of the 

expression or the communication force (sarcasm) is not apprehended in the 

translation. 

These are structures with foregrounded and backgrounded elements which 

do not correspond to the regular language norm, as in the Quranic verse  

فُر  { ن  ش اء  ف ل ي ك  م  ن  و  م  ن  ش اء  ف ل يُؤ  ب  ُكم  ف م  ن  ر  قُّ م  قُل  ال ح  او  قُه  اد  م  ُسر  اط  ب ه  ين  ن اراً أ ح  ال م  ت د ن ا ل لظَّ إ ن   إ نَّا أ ع  و 

ت   س اء ت  ُمر  اُب و  ي ال ُوُجوه  ب ئ س  الشَّر  و  ل  ي ش  ال ُمه  اٍء ك  يثُوا يُغ اثُوا ب م  ت غ   ( 92) }ف قاً ي س 

Say: ‘The truth is from your Lord; so let whosoever will believe, and let 

whosoever will disbelieve.' Surely We have prepared for the evildoers a fire, 

whose pavilion encompasses them; if they call for succour, they will be 
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succoured with water like molten copper, that shall scald their faces -- how evil 

a potion, and how evil a resting place! (Arberry, Q: 18: 29). 

Say: ‘This is the truth from your Lord. Let him who will, believe in it, and him 

who will, deny it.' For the wrongdoers We have prepared a fire which will 

encompass them like the walls of a pavilion. When they cry out for help they 

shall be showered with water as hot as molten brass, which will scald their 

faces. Evil shall be their drink, evil their resting-place. (N. J. Dawood, Q: 18: 

29). 

And say: ‘The truth is from your Lord." Then whosoever wills, let him believe, 

and whosoever wills, let him disbelieve. Verily, We have prepared for the 

Zalimoon (polytheists and wrong-doers, etc.), a Fire whose walls will be 

surrounding them (disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah). And if they ask for 

help (relief, water, etc.) they will be granted water like boiling oil, that will 

scald their faces. Terrible the drink, and an evil Murtafaqa (dwelling, resting 

place, etc.)! (Khan & Al-Hilali, Q: 18: 29). 

Say, ‘The truth is from your Lord": Let him who will believe, and let him who 

will, reject (it): for the wrong-doers We have prepared a Fire whose (smoke and 

flames), like the walls and roof of a tent, will hem them in: if they implore relief 

they will be granted water like melted brass, that will scald their faces, how 

dreadful the drink! How uncomfortable a couch to recline on! (Ali, A, Y, Q: 18: 

29). 

The translations give the impression that there is a problematic area at the 

texture level. The intra and intersentential cohesive devices, which are “at the 

core of discourse, rhetoric and textuality” (Al-Batal, 1990, p. 255) seem to be 

gone in the four translations. Think through, for instance, the rendering of the 

Quranic hysteron proteron, which reveals the beautiful style and actual texture 

in innā aʿtadnā li-l-ẓālimīn nāran aḥāṭa bi-himsurādiquhā where nāran and 

surādiquhā are backgrounded and li-l-ẓālimīn and bihim are foregrounded. All 

of the above-mentioned translations were unsuccessful to preserve this feature 
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of the magnificence style of the Quran possibly because of the linguistic 

standards of English which enforce boundaries on the translatability of the 

Quranic text (Abdul-Roaf, 2001, p. 129).  

Their translation have failed to preserve the backgrounded and 

foregrounded evidence. Ali’s translation, even though it tried to seizure the 

Quranic stylistic feature, it has unsuitably thematized “for the wrongdoers” and 

consequently absorbed more on the wrongdoers rather than on what is arranged 

for them as punishment. The hysteronity of the Quranic verse could have been 

well-maintained well had the translators well-kept the identical syntactic order 

as in “Surely, We prepare for the wicked fire….” 

4.1.2 Semantic Level 

On this level, the following concepts will be assessed: homonymy, 

collocation, and metaphor. Verses are carefully chosen to cover the above 

features of semantic level. 

Homonymy produces thoughtful problems for the translators as it creates 

uncertainty in the translation progression. According to Newmark (1988, p. 

219) this ambiguity is entitled lexical ambiguity which occurs when “a word 

has double senses which are equally effective (pragmatically and referentially) 

in the relevant stretch of language”. In this case, the translators try to decide all 

probable meanings these parallel words may have, then they think through the 

context cautiously and select the intended meaning that the writer needs to 

convey by using homonymic expression. For instance, the Quranic verse:  

ال ت ل ب ُسوا { قَّ و  تُُموا  ال ح  ت ك  ل  و  قَّ ب ال ب اط  أ ن تُم  ت ع ل ُمون   ال ح   (29البقرة اآلية )}و 

‘And do not confound the truth with vanity, and do not conceal the truth 

wittingly’ (Arberry, Q: 2: 42). 

‘Do not confound truth with falsehood, nor knowingly conceal the truth’ 

(Dawood, Q: 2: 42). 
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‘And mix not truth with falsehood, nor conceal the truth (i.e. Muhammad Peace 

be upon him is Allah’s Messenger and his qualities are written in your 

Scriptures, the Taurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel)) while you know (the 

truth)’ (Khan& Al-Hilali, Q: 2:42). 

‘And cover not Truth with falsehood, nor conceal the Truth when ye know 

(what it is)’ (Ali, A, Y, Q: 2:42). 

This ayah affords importance that the Jewish scholars are spoken, here, not 

to mix up the fact with untruth by changing the verses of the Turah and hiding 

its revelations about the Prophet of Islam (S), when they are hypothetical to 

make them obvious, because they distinguish them and, in association to this, 

know the variance between factual and non-factual very well. 

In this verse, the Homoymic communication lies in the word ( َّق  Ibn .(ال ح 

Katheer (1998, p. 150) makes available different clarifications for the word  َّق  .ال ح 

First, Ibn Katheer implements Ibn Abas’s explanation for  َّق  as ‘truth’, and ال ح 

this is the word for word meaning of  َّق  and that means “don’t mix the truth ال ح 

with falsehood and honesty with lying”. Besides,  َّق  may mean ‘the religion of ال ح 

Islam’, and this means ‘don’t mix Judaism and Christianity with Islam; the 

religion of Allah is Islam. Judaism and Christianity is a fad and they are not 

from God’. Al- Tabari (1987, p. 272) takes to mean  َّق  as ‘the truth that Allah ال ح 

revealed’ and ‘Allah’s manifestation’.  

Al-Sabouni (2004, p. 46) similarly has a comparable understanding: “don’t 

obscure, confuse, the truth that Allah revealed to you, with falsehood, that you 

fabricate ; and do not distort what is in Taurat with lies that you fabricate”. The 

above-mentioned translators render the word َّق  as ‘truth’ without giving any ال ح 

clarification within the central text to denote to that  َّق  may have other ال ح 

connotations than ‘the truth’.  

Consequently, according to the exegeses, the translator did not get to the 

top in translation the first word . َّق ال ح   On the other hand, the subsequent word 
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قَّ   -is taken to mean by Ibn Katheer (1998, p.153) as ‘the prophet Muhammad ال ح 

Peace be upon Him’; Ibn Ibas elucidates “Don’t conceal the knowledge of my 

prophet and what he comes with وما جاء به which you find written in your books 

that you have”. Al-Tabari (1987, p. 272) infers that  َّق  as ‘the truth and the ال ح 

persuaded manifestation’. Al-Suytui (1990, p. 124) reads the word   ق  as ال ح 

“Don’t conceal the knowledge of my prophet and what he comes with which 

you find it written in books that you have with you”. Al-Sabouni (2004, p. 46) 

interprets the word   ق  ال ح   as “the descriptions of prophet Muhammad Peace be 

Upon Him that is mentioned in your book’’. 

Dawood, Ali and Arberry translate the subsequent word  َّق  ’as ‘the truth ال ح 

only. Hilali and Khan also translate the word  َّق  as ‘the truth’ and they offer ال ح 

description between parentheses to simplify what the truth means. It is 

noticeable that Hilali and Khan’s translation of the word  َّق  is based on the ال ح 

exegeses. Dawood, Arberry and Ali translate both words as ‘the truth’ as if they 

were a recurrence. Ali translates both words as ‘the Truth’ and he capitalized 

the first letter (T) without giving any explanation for this capitalization either in 

the core text or in the footnote. 

As a result, the supreme precise translation for the subsequent Arabic word 

قَّ   appears to be the one specified by Hilali and Khan since they afford an ال ح 

enlightenment in the main text for the connotation of ‘truth’ as [Muhammad 

Peace be upon him is Allah’s Messenger and his qualities are written in your 

Scriptures, the Taurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel)]. Thus, their translation is 

practically near to Ibn katheer, Al- Suyuti and Al-Sabouni's explanation. 

Nevertheless, they should have written a description or a clarification in the 

footnotes to make clear the other meanings of the initial word  َّق   .ال ح 

Collocation is a linguistic phenomenon originates in various languages. 

Each language has distinctive ways in dealing with its own collocations. 

Collocation is essentially a lexical relation amongst words which combine 

orderly with other precise words to shape one semantic unit. Nonetheless, this 
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mixture of words is not subject to rules but to assure limitations that regulate the 

way they can be united to deliver meaning. The meaning resulting from 

collocation is not basically a matter of associations of thoughts but, according to 

Palmer (1986, p. 79) is “idiosyncratic” and cannot be expectable from the 

meaning of the accompanying words. Look at the following verse: 

نُون  ب ال غ ي ب  { م  ين  يُؤ  يُق يُمون  الصَّالةالَّذ  ق ن اُهم  يُنف قُون   و  ز  ا ر  مَّ م   (3البقرة اآلية )}و 

‘who believe in the Unseen, and perform the prayer, and expend of that We 

have provided them’ (Arberry, Q: 2:3). 

‘Who believe in the unseen and are steadfast in prayer; who give in alms from 

what We gave them’ (Dawood, Q: 2:3). 

‘Who believe in the Ghaib and perform As-Salat (Iqamat-as-Salat), and spend 

out of what we have provided for them (i.e. give Zakat, spend on themselves, 

their parents, their children, their wives, etc., and also give charity to the poor 

and also in Allahs Cause - Jihad, etc.) (Khan & Al-Hilali, Q: 2:3). 

‘Who believe in the Unseen, are steadfast in prayer, and spend out of what We 

have provided for them’ (Ali, A, Y, Q: 2:3). 

This verse explains that the further most vital superiority of the God-fearing 

believers is their aware, active moral unity that enriches their souls with 

profound certainty in the unnoticeable, dedication to their religious 

responsibilities ... Such are the elements that make the Muslim faith a 

comprehensive whole and differentiates believers from unbelievers (Qutb, 

2004, 1: 28).  

Ibn Kathir (2009) states that the word  َّيُق يُمون has a particular practical 

meaning which denotes to keep up the prayer by performing it at its precise 

times and giving its commitments flawlessly. 

Translators render the collocation literally, keeping the syntactic structure 

of the collocation but they did not preserve the meaning of the collocation. To 
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sustain the meaning of the SL collocation, each verb should be headed by an 

adjective to evade the ambiguity of the collocation. The adjective ‘regular’ 

should be going along with the verb ‘establish’, and the adjective ‘ritual’ should 

be further added to the verb ‘perform (Baalbaki, 1995). 

The practice of the word ‘regular’ highlights that prayer should be kept up 

uninterruptedly, despite the fact that the use of ‘ritual’ designates that the 

intended prayer in this combination is not the words that someone says or thinks 

when they are praying, but it is a sacred or solemn formality containing of series 

of action types of manners regularly and invariably performed according to a 

given command. 

Another point in Khan & Al-Hilali translation of this collocation is 

concerned about the word ة ال   is inappropriate in which he used الصَّ

transliteration. Evidently, the translator has rendered it as As-Salat that contains 

virtually the whole thing in any ritualistic activities such as prayers, fasting, 

charity, etc. Ali and Dawoods’ modifications the structural unit replacing the 

verb  َّيُق يُمون by the adjective ‘steadfast’ that is entirely not the same meaning of 

the verb since the meaning of steadfast is ‘unwavering or determined in 

purpose’. All translators were unsuccessful in rendering the SL (  ة ال   (يُق يُمون  الصَّ

collocation with the TL collocations.  

Word for word translation of metaphorical expressions in the Quran poses 

actual problem of understanding for the reason that this method is unsuccessful 

to transfer the authentic meaning into the target language. This is because the 

meaning of a metaphorical expression in the source language is not essentially 

the identical in the target language. Look at the following Quranic verse: 

ب   إ ن  ي { ن  يق ال  ر  ُم م  ه ن  ال ع ظ  ت ع ل  الرَّ  و  اش  ي بًاو   (2اآلية )مريم }أ ُس ش 

‘O my Lord, behold the bones within me are feeble and my head is all aflame 

with hoariness’ (Arberry, Q: 19:4). 
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saying: ‘Lord, my bones are enfeebled, and my head glows silver with age; 

(Dawood, Q: 19:4). 

Saying: ‘My Lord! Indeed my bones have grown feeble, and grey hair has 

spread on my head, And I have never been unblest in my invocation to You, O 

my Lord! (Khan & Al-Hilali, Q: 19:4). 

Saying: ‘My Lord!Lo! the bones of me wax feeble and my head is shining with 

grey hair’. (Ali, A, Y, Q: 19:4). 

Zachariah appealed Allah saying that his bones, the supports of his body 

and its supreme firm parts, were debilitated and his head was all aflame with 

hoariness. By this speech, Zachariah might have needed to say that the 

harbinger of passing away had been located on his head and he had to get 

prepared for death. 

The Arabic phrase (ن  ي ُم م  ه ن  ال ع ظ  ي بًا و  أ ُس ش  ت ع ل  الرَّ اش   meaning, ‘I have become (و 

weak and feeble in strength’. It was used in the unique Arabic text of the verse 

as a metaphorical expression for receiving older and weaker. The translations 

presented above were alike to word for word one using different suggestion 

which meant the similar thing to get older and weaker but they failed to 

translate the shade of connotative meaning in the particular verse. Totally of the 

aforesaid translations did not render correctly the implication of Arabic 

metaphor.  

4.1.3 Cultural Level 

Some translators may opt and display some local color for the sake of 

intelligibility, regardless of whether it was there in the original. But the lexical 

equivalence of words translated across cultural gaps often obscures semantic 

intelligibility and intentionality because most of the times they occur in contexts 

embodying foreignness. Most translation theorists have focused on discussing 

the differences between culture and the extent of their impact on translation. 

Forster (1958, p. 15) argues that “opinions on this matter have differed, and 
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much depends on the strength of the literary conventions in the translator's own 

language”. Look at the following Quranic verse: 

م  { ل ه  ق و  ع  ل  م  إ ن  ي قُولُوا ت س  س اُمُهم  و  بُك  أ ج  أ ي ت ُهم  تُع ج  إ ذ ا ر  أ نَُّهم  ُخُشب  ُمس نَّد ة  و  م  ُهم   ك  ل ي ه  ٍة ع  ي ح  س بُون  ُكلَّ ص  ي ح 

ُهم  ق ا ذ ر  ف ُكون  ال ع دُوُّ ف اح   (2المنافقون اآلية ) }ت ل ُهم  اللَّهُ أ نَّى يُؤ 

‘When thou seest them, their bodies please thee; but when they speak, thou 

listenest to their speech, and it is as they were propped-up timbers. They think 

every cry is against them. They are the enemy; so beware of them. God assail 

them! How they are perverted!’ (Arberry, Q: 63:4). 

‘When you see them, their good looks please you; and when they speak, you 

listen to what they say. Yet they are like propped-up beams of timber. Every 

shout they hear they take to be against them. They are the enemy. Guard 

yourself against them. God confound them! How perverse they are!’ (Dawood, 

Q: 63:4). 

‘And when you look at them, their bodies please you; and when they speak, you 

listen to their words. They are as blocks of wood propped up. They think that 

every cry is against them. They are the enemies, so beware of them. May Allah 

curse them! How are they denying (or deviating from) the Right Path’ (Khan & 

Al-Hilali, Q: 63:4). 

‘When thou lookest at them, their exteriors (5469) please thee; and when they 

speak, thou listenest to their words. They are as (worthless as hollow) pieces of 

timber propped up, (5470) (unable to stand on their own). They think that every 

cry is against them. (5471) They are the enemies; so beware of them. The curse 

of Allah be on them! How are they deluded (away from the Truth)!’ (Ali Q: 

63:4). 

In Chapter 9 (Surah al-Tawba), God Almighty addresses the Noble Prophet 

(S) saying unto him that the worldly possessions and the children of the 

hypocrites are not supposed to make you wonder. The blessed Verse in question 

is saying that their looks and speech should not make you wonder. Although the 
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blessed Verse is addressed to the Noble Prophet (S), but all Muslims are asked 

to beware of being impressed by the appearance and the speech of the 

hypocrites. The Noble Prophet (S) in narrated as saying that believers are 

flexible like ears of corn; they bend against the wind, but they stand upright 

again.  

However, disbelievers are likened to black poplars, of hard wood, such that 

they are so inflexible that the harsh wind may eradicate them. The blessed verse 

in question treats of further tokens of the hypocrites, saying that when one sees 

them, they wonder at their comely appearance and sweet words, and whenever 

they talk, you listen to them. Thus, even the Noble Prophet (S) may be 

impressed by their sweet words, let alone others.  

Besides treating of their appearances, their inward states are also dealt with 

in the blessed Verse. In this example, ќuŝubun musannada means; they are 

shapes that do not have much substance. It refers to the hypocrites. The Arabs 

used to engage in the cultural practice of putting planks of wood against the 

back wall of their houses when they were not used (Abdul-Raof, 2004: 105), 

and so such planks of wood were mostly useless. This expression refers to a 

person who is worthless and useless in the community.  

However, translations render neither the ‘sense’ nor the intended meaning 

of ќuŝubun musannada. The translators, as one possible solution, could have 

substituted the source cultural reference with another target cultural reference 

such as “beinguseless as an old rag” (Abdul-Raof, 2004: 105). Look at the 

following verse:  

قُل  ل  { ا و  ن ه  ر  م  ا ظ ه  ين ت ُهنَّ إ الَّ م  ين  ز  ال يُب د  ُهنَّ و  ن  فُُروج  ف ظ  ي ح  نَّ و  ه  ار  ن  أ ب ص  ن  م  ن ات  ي غ ُضض  م  ب ن  ل ُمؤ  ر  ل ي ض  و 

نَّ  ل ى ُجيُوب ه  نَّ ع  ه  نَّ أ و  آب اء  بُ  ب ُخُمر  نَّ أ و  آب ائ ه  بُعُول ت ه  ين ت ُهنَّ إ الَّ ل  ين  ز  ال يُب د  نَّ أ و  أ ب ن اء  و  نَّ أ و  أ ب ن ائ ه  عُول ت ه 

ل ك ت  أ   ا م  نَّ أ و  م  نَّ أ و  ن س ائ ه  ات ه  و  نَّ أ و  ب ن ي أ خ  ان ه  و  نَّ أ و  ب ن ي إ خ  ان ه  و  نَّ أ و  إ خ  ين  غ ي ر  بُعُول ت ه  انُُهنَّ أ و  التَّاب ع  ي م 

ال  أ و  الط    ج  ن  الر   ب ة  م  ر  ل ي اإل  ا أُو  نَّ ل يُع ل م  م  ُجل ه  ب ن  ب أ ر  ر  ال ي ض  ات  الن  س اء  و  ر  ل ى ع و  ُروا ع  ه  ين  ل م  ي ظ  ف ل  الَّذ 

نُون  ل ع لَُّكم  تُف ل ُحون   م  ا ال ُمؤ  يعاً أ يُّه  م  تُوبُوا إ ل ى اللَّه  ج  نَّ و  ين ت ه  ن  ز  ف ين  م   (33النور اآلية ) }يُخ 
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‘And say to the believing women, that they cast down their eyes and guard their 

private parts, and reveal not their adornment save such as is outward; and let 

them cast their veils over their bosoms, and not reveal their adornment save to 

their husbands, or their fathers, or their husbands' fathers, or their sons, or their 

husbands' sons, or their brothers, or their brothers' sons, or their sisters' sons, or 

their women, or what their right hands own, or such men as attend them, not 

having sexual desire, or children who have not yet attained knowledge of 

women's private parts; nor let them stamp their feet, so that their hidden 

ornament may be known. And turn all together to God, O you believers; haply 

so you will prosper’ (Arberry, Q: 24:31). 

‘Enjoin believing women to turn their eyes away from temptation and to 

preserve their chastity; not to display their adornments (except such as are 

normally revealed); to draw their veils over their bosoms and not to display 

their finery except to their husbands, their fathers, their husbands' fathers, their 

sons, their step-sons, their brothers, their brothers' sons, their sisters' sons, their 

women-servants, and their slave-girls; male attendants lacking in natural vigour, 

and children who have no carnal knowledge of women. And let them not stamp 

their feet when walking so as to reveal their hidden trinkets. Believers, turn to 

God in penitence that you may prosper’ (Dawood, Q: 24:31). 

‘And tell the believing women to lower their gaze (from looking at forbidden 

things), and protect their private parts (from illegal sexual acts, etc.) and not to 

show off their adornment except only that which is apparent (like palms of 

hands or one eye or both eyes for necessity to see the way, or outer dress like 

veil, gloves, head-cover, apron, etc.), and to draw their veils all over 

Juyubihinna (i.e. their bodies, faces, necks and bosoms, etc.) and not to reveal 

their adornment except to their husbands, their fathers, their husbands fathers, 

their sons, their husbands sons, their brothers or their brothers sons, or their 

sisters sons, or their (Muslim) women (i.e. their sisters in Islam), or the (female) 

slaves whom their right hands possess, or old male servants who lack vigour, or 

small children who have no sense of the shame of sex. And let them not stamp 
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their feet so as to reveal what they hide of their adornment. And all of you beg 

Allah to forgive you all, O believers, that you may be successful’ (Khan & Al-

Hilali, Q: 24:31). 

‘And say to the believing women that they should lower their gaze and guard 

(2984) their modesty; that they should not display their beauty and ornaments 

(2985) except what (must ordinarily) appear thereof; that they should draw their 

veils over their bosoms and not display their beauty except to their husbands, 

their fathers, their husband´s fathers, their sons, their husbands´ sons, their 

brothers or their brothers´ sons, or their sisters´ sons, or their women, or the 

slaves whom their right hands possess, or male servants free of physical needs, 

or small children who have no sense of the shame of sex; and that they should 

not strike their feet in order to draw attention to their hidden ornaments. (2986) 

And O ye Believers! turn ye all together towards Allah, that ye may attain Bliss. 

(2987). (Ali Q: 24:31). 

Quranic discourse provides numerous examples of linguistic 

untranslatability because of the different linguistic mechanisms of the SL and 

TL. In other words, the SL linguistic requirements cannot be accommodated by 

the TL linguistic norms. Therefore, the intentionality of the SL message is not 

relayed to the TL reader. The Quran comprises many linguistic patterns that 

have a cultural bearing on the understanding of the TL message. The word 

khumur, whose singular is khimar refers to a head-covering that Muslim women 

are instructed to wear in such a way that it should cover their bosoms. Arberry, 

Dawood, Khan & Al-Hilali, and Ali opt for veil as a means of domestication, 

but the TL word neither provides comprehensive details nor does it give the TL 

reader a mental image similar to that conjured up by the SL word. The veil in 

Muslim culture is meant to hide the woman's hair as well as provide decent 

covering.  

The translators experienced difficulty in recognizing this cultural meaning 

which is obviously a problem for translators. Even though Khan & Al-Hilali, 
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and Ali used extended commentary in their translation, they did not convey 

shades of meaning in the examined verse in the Holy Quran. Translation cannot 

be achieved without taking culture into account. Neither can culture be 

understood without language, nor language understood without knowing the 

culture.  

4.1.4 Stylistic Level  

Style also has its convenient role in rendering the meaning even thou it 

comes as a secondary factor. Abdul-Raof (2001) argues, “The literal translation 

of the Quranic style in an attempt to optimize linguistic architectural charm 

produced ponderous and laboured style in English” (p.181). Therefore, when a 

reader reads the Quran in English, he struggles to understand and follow the 

meaning because this style is heavy. This is clear in the following example: 

ا ا{ ات  ف أ مَّ اب ه  ُر ُمت ش  أُخ  ت اب  و  ات  ُهنَّ أُمُّ ال ك  ك م  ن هُ آي ات  ُمح  ت اب  م  ل ي ك  ال ك  ل  ع  ي أ ن ز  ي غ  ُهو  الَّذ  م  ز  ين  ف ي قُلُوب ه  لَّذ 

ن هُ اب ت غ اء  ال   اب ه  م  ا ت ش  نَّا ف ي تَّب عُون  م  ل م  ي قُولُون  آم  ُخون  ف ي ال ع  اس  الرَّ يل هُ إ الَّ اللَّهُ و  و 
ل ُم ت أ  ا ي ع  م  يل ه  و  و 

اب ت غ اء  ت أ  ت ن ة  و  ف 

لُوا األ ل ب اب   ا ي ذَّكَُّر إ الَّ أُو  م  ب  ن ا و  ن د  ر  ن  ع   .(7اآلية ) آل عمران}ب ه  ُكلٌّ م 

‘It is He who sent down upon thee the Book, wherein are verses clear that are 

the Essence of the Book, and others ambiguous. As for those in whose hearts is 

swerving, they follow the ambiguous part, desiring dissension, and desiring its 

interpretation; and none knows its interpretation, save only God. And those 

firmly rooted in knowledge say, 'We believe in it; all is from our Lord'; yet none 

remembers, but men possessed of minds’ (Arberry, Q: 3:7). 

‘It is He who has revealed to you the Book. Some of its verses are precise in 

meaning they are the foundation of the Book -- and others ambiguous. Those 

whose hearts are infected with disbelief observe the ambiguous part, so as to 

create dissension by seeking to explain it. But no one knows its meaning except 

God’ (Dawood, Q: 3:7). 

‘It is He Who has sent down to you (Muhammad SAW) the Book (this Quran). 

In it are Verses that are entirely clear, they are the foundations of the Book (and 
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those are the Verses of Al-Ahkam (commandments, etc.), Al-Faraid (obligatory 

duties) and Al Hudud (legal laws for the punishment of thieves, adulterers, 

etc.)); and others not entirely clear. So as for those in whose hearts there is a 

deviation (from the truth) they follow that which is not entirely clear thereof, 

seeking Al-Fitnah (polytheism and trials, etc.), and seeking for its hidden 

meanings, but none knows its hidden meanings save Allah. And those who are 

firmly grounded in knowledge say: ‘We believe in it; the whole of it (clear and 

unclear Verses) are from our Lord." And none receive admonition except men 

of understanding’ (Tafsir At-Tabaree)’ (Khan & Al-Hilali, Q: 3:7). 

‘He it is Who has sent down to thee the Book: In it are verses basic or 

fundamental (of established meaning); they are the foundation (347) of the 

Book: others are allegorical. But those in whose hearts is perversity follow the 

part thereof that is allegorical, seeking discord, and searching for its hidden 

meanings, but no one knows its hidden meanings except Allah. And those who 

are firmly grounded (348) in knowledge say: ‘We believe in the Book; the 

whole of it is from our Lord:’ and none will grasp the Message except men of 

understanding’ (Ali Q: 3:7). 

In this verse, translators seek to preserve the style of the original. In 

contrary, they created a weighty style in a purpose to provide the reader the 

equivalent impression of the original. The Quran meaning was not given 

evidently. Abdul-Raof (2001) supposed that the translator must break the first 

part of the verse (after ‘God’) then start a different sentence. The use of the 

concurrences and, but after God to preserve the Arabic conjunction (و أ و), 

results an uncertainty and misinterpretation. Consequently, the reader 

apprehends that those who are inflexibly grounded in knowledge are identical 

with God in knowing the hidden. As a result, the meaning turn out to be that 

God and those imbedded in knowledge are similar. Finally the above-mentioned 

translators failed in recognizing the Quranic style in TL.  
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5. Discussion  

Understandably, the language structures of the Holy Quran sustain to 

challenge translators who face problems to express the intended meaning of the 

Quranic verses. The syntactic, semantic, stylistic and cultural levels of the Holy 

Quran make it challenging to be translated and these are the whys and 

wherefores translators encounter inaccuracies in rendering the meaning of 

Quran. Abdul-Raof (2003, p. 432) considers that the significances to 

comprehend the Quran one must discover its linguistic structure. 

These claims have been demonstrated all over the article to make known 

any misinterpretation or doubts. The transferring of the meanings of the Quran 

is unintelligible for the reason that they are translated in poor excellence 

English. These versions include a numeral influences that hinder transferring 

the meaning obviously to the objective reader. These obstruct the flow of the 

text, create vagueness, and make the renditions actual problematic and tedious. 

As shown in the study. 

Irregular style; the unique text is rendered in a style which is hard to follow, 

foreign-sounding and unattractive. The target text undergoes from unfamiliar 

word order, loss of coherence and cohesion, and long sentences with no correct 

punctuation or relative clauses. The complications of the Quranic translation are 

previously manifold but they multiply, in case the receptor is non-Muslim and 

quite foreign to the SL text and its background, e.g. the situations of revelation 

and addressees of the meaning, as all this cannot be allocated with simple 

rendering.  

There are different classes of English readers with different backgrounds 

and different expectations. The translator has to face diverse problems and 

minimize message load through a well-adjusted method. For instance, the 

translator will fundamentally afford all unavoidable preliminary familiarity 

about the Quran and its style, in the introduction to each surah or helpful notes, 
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to foreign receptor whenever and wherever it outfits in the process of 

translation.  

Semantically, word for word translation; some words, homonymy, 

collocation and metaphorical vocabularies are rendered denotatively. They are 

transferred as they were originating in the dictionary. Since the connotative 

meaning of a word in Arabic is often not the same as that of an English word 

having virtually the identical denotative sense, the literally rendered meaning 

neither transfers the genuine meaning nor does it match the over-all content of 

the text.  

The words are English but do not convey perfect communication. This 

research has claims that homonymous terms may give rise to serious problems 

in translations since their occurrence in a sentence can result in a definite 

amount of ambiguity. A thoughtful situation when it comes to the translation of 

homonymy in the Holy Quran. Collocation is a linguistic singularity well-

intentioned of being investigated in rendering any text from Arabic into English 

and vice versa. Scrutinizing the translations of the Quran by Arberry, Dawood, 

Khan & Al-Hilali and Ali establishes that their translations did not sufficiently 

reveal the consciousness of Quranic collocations.  

As far as collocation is concerned, translating Quranic verses should be 

given proper attention. Taking this attention into consideration plays a key role 

in accomplishing well understanding on the part of the TL reader. Metaphor is 

as ‘a word or phrase used to refer to something besides, in a way that is 

different from its usual use, in order to show that the two things have the same 

potentials and to make the explanation more powerful’, (Oxford Advance 

Learner’s Dictionary, 1989).  

The use of metaphor in the Quran, along with other rhetorical usages, is a 

feature of the Quranic text. Hence, translators should pay attention to its use 

when endeavoring to translate the Quranic text (Al-Misned, 2001). As for the 

analysis of metaphorical expression above in the semantic level the above-
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mentioned translators rendered it literally results an imprecise rendering and 

that basis actual problem.  

Word for word translation of the metaphorical expression is entirely out of 

context. For that reason, the receiver may not realize the literal translation. 

Cultural differences; Quranic cultural expressions are rendered through either 

transliteration or literal rendering. The translators neither consider the terms and 

features of the Quran nor do they find the closest or best equivalent in the target 

language to conjure up the indistinguishable image.  

The examination of the syntactic complications make known that the 

translation of the Quran, like other translated texts, unavoidably contains loss of 

syntactic features. The investigator determines that the translators, with varying 

degrees, have failed to maintain structural ambiguity, as well as hysteron and 

proteron in the designated verses of Holy Quran.  

6. Conclusion  

At a practical level, there is no combined method used in translation of the 

Quran. The nature of Quranic discourse, in addition to additional facets of 

sensitivity, raises numerous concerns of untranslatability. All the same, 

translators are working hard on this theme; they have succeeded in explaining 

some challenging parts, and yet they have failed in several cases. Though, the 

effort in this area of translation keeps going, and in future may observer the 

appearance of new methods for attempting further problems.  

The question of translating the Quranic text is of extreme significance. This 

is for the reason that lots of non-Arab societies over the world need to 

comprehend the Quran. On the other hand the increasing necessity to a 

translated style of the Quranic text should not lead to incorrectness in conveying 

meaning. In the meanwhile translating the incomparable text of Quran which 

has its own particular genre should be a team work not single work. And this 

team work should be subject to observing and cross-examining at a panel level 
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which is entrusted with obtaining all the indispensable expertise of highly 

studied scholars in linguistics, sciences of the Arabic language, history, and 

exegeses in addition to any other field.  

It is, consequently, obligatory to recommend the setting up of an institution 

at the Arab nation’s level or the Islamic world level to be trusted with such a 

fundamentally difficult work. To lessening the problems in conveying the 

message, style, and rhetoric of the holy Quran from Arabic into other languages, 

it is recommended that the Quran᾽s translators obtain an adequate amount of 

awareness of linguistics and literature in source and target languages and 

connected branches together with Quranic disciplines.  

Additionally, the translators must be conscious of language and culture of 

both ST and TT to create acceptable translation. In addition, they must denote to 

different interpretations which deliberate all that is linked to the Quranic verses 

syntactically, semantically, stylistically and culturally. This will save the 

translators away as much as possible from committing inaccuracies while going 

through the translation process and increase their translation excellence. 

This study has motivated on the examination of the translation loss in the 

translation of the Holy Quran. This exploration makes an attempt through 

extracted translated Quranic verses to shed the light on the translation losses 

faced by translators that affect the syntactical and rhetoric meanings of similar 

words and the extent these dissimilar categories of losses cause incomplete or 

complete semantic loss.  

The results of the study exposed that change in meaning happens in the 

translation of syntactic order, reference switching, metonymic and homonymic 

words occur due to incorrectness of selected vocabulary, non-equivalence 

problems and cultural gaps; the Quranic language has its lexicons that are 

culturally unavoidable. In this light, various methods of translation such as word 

for word translation and communicative or semantic translation have been used 

by translators.  
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Conversely, literal translation method is not appropriate for the reason that 

the Holy Quran cannot be translated literally, and the communicative one makes 

loss of meaning. Accordingly, to perfectly deliver the complications of the 

message conveyed in the Quran, it suggested adopting the exegetical 

translation- based on exegesis books which will guide a translator in achieving 

correct meaning of the TT- to produce translations with least possible 

inadequacies.  

Adding that, translation of the Holy Quran should be carried out by a team 

of academics, who are professionals in the different branches of familiarity 

associated to the Holy Quran and who know comprehensively and fluently both 

languages in use: Arabic language as the language of the Quran (SL) and its 

complex language rules as well as the language of translation (TL) for non-

English natives. 
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Effectiveness of Giving E-Feedback from Libyan EFL 

Teachers’ Perception 

Hana Abdulnnabi Ali Elkali 

Department of English, Faculty of Education, Janzour, University of Tripoli 

Abstract 

 This study aimed to explore the effectiveness of giving e-feedback and the 

challenges of delivering effective e-feedback from Libyan English language 

teachers’ perception. The participants of this study were 33 Libyan teachers: 26 

females and just 7 males. The data of this study were gained from online 

questionnaire which created by the researcher depends on the qualities of 

effective e-feedback that have identified in the previous studies. Microsoft 

Excel and SPSS version 20 were utilized for data analyses. The results indicated 

that English language teachers have a positive perception of giving effective e-

feedback. Furthermore, Libyan English teachers demonstrated their agreement 

that effective e-feedback should be encouraging, promoting students’ 

performance, increasing students’ self-learning and critical thinking.  The 

results also revealed some challenges that could adversely influence in 

providing effective e-feedback. The most common challenges were poor 

connection of the internet, fear of hurting the students’ emotions, 

misunderstanding, preference face-to-face interaction and keep encouraging the 

students.  

Keywords: Effective; e-feedback; characteristics; challenging; English 

teachers. 
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1. Introduction 

      Integrating the technology in English language teaching has paid more 

attention in the past and have become a necessary option especially in these 

days due to spread of COVID 19 and the lockdown. Therefore, the online 

classes are alternative choice to English teachers to proceeding their lessons 

(Abdulkareem and Eidan, 2020). Given online feedback on the students’ 

assignments as assessing tool is one of the vital task that the educators do in the 

virtual classrooms. According to the previous studies,  online  feedback is 

defined as  giving comments on the students work through the online platforms 

such as Google classroom, Zoom meeting or We chat and many other online 

platforms (Mesén-Hidalgo and Sandí-Delgado, 2020; Mukhtar, et al., 2020).  

However, providing effective online feedback is considered as one of a 

vital tools in enhancing not only the learning process but also the teaching 

process. Furthermore, giving an effective e-feedback is valuable skill, and it 

should be gained by English teacher due to the absences of face-to face 

interaction which has been replaced with textual, audio or video feedback in 

online platforms.  In the other words, the ability of giving effective and positive 

online feedback is an art and critical skill that the teacher should gain in order to 

enhance the quality of teaching (Leibold and Schwarz, 2015). 

However, as any other developing Arabic countries, Libyan educational 

system is recently rushed to shift to online learning due to the COVID 19 to 

integrate technology through teaching and learning process. The Libyan 

teachers has been required  to teaching and  giving feedback  remotely; 

consequently, they could be  experienced  some challenges in applying distance 

education due to many of them are new users  to the online teaching platforms. 

What have been mentioned above and the fewer studies that conducted the 

effective e-feedback in the Libyan context have encouraged the researcher to 

conduct this study. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the effectiveness 
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of e-feedback from the Libyan EFL teachers, and the possible challenges of 

giving effective e- feedback from their perspective. 

2. Literature Review 

Feedback is a significant part in the learning and teaching community, and 

it  contributes to accomplish the desirable learning and teaching outcomes 

(Wang, Yu, and Teo, 2018). Many scholars asserted that the effectiveness of e-

feedback is depends on the way, type and the techniques the English language 

instructors apply in giving feedback (Wang, Gong, Xu, and Hu, 2019).  

However, the delivery methods of effective digital feedback that can be 

employed by English instructor are textual, audial or video based (West and 

Thomas, 2015; Grigoryan, 2017). In the two case studies to examine the 

implementation and the effectiveness of audio feedback via mobile, Voelkel and 

Mello (2014) found that the participants were satisfied that their feedback was 

clear, detailed, and individual. 

2.1 The Characteristics of Effective E-Feedback 

In order to provide effective e-feedback via online programs, the essential 

component for the teacher is being familiar with its characteristics. Many 

researchers found that digital feedback should be elaborated and specific 

(Mesén-Hidalgo and Sandí-Delgado, 2020). A study of the learners’ perceptions 

on the effectiveness of feedback in online courses by Eren (2003) indicated that 

the detailed feedback was preferred.  

Consequently, the teachers in this case convey e-feedback that enables the 

students to know their weak and strong parties of their assignments and how 

could develop their performance; moreover, this formative specific explanations 

should be mixture of various related information besides asking questions to 

gain the desirable outcomes (Finn, Thomas, and Rawson, 2018). For instance, 

utilizing asking questions in e-feedback is indispensable technique which leads 

to increase the students’ self-learning. Furthermore, this technique motivates the 
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students to think critically about their tasks (Leibold and Schwarz, 2015). An 

examination of analyzing  experiences of applying  effective feedback in EFL 

setting through the use of  digital technologies conducted by Mesén-Hidalgo 

and Sandí-Delgado ( 2020) indicated that applying feedback in online ESL 

classrooms contributes in increasing the students’ critical thinking skills. 

Timing is one of the significant characteristics of effective e-feedback. 

Therefore, the teachers should provide either immediate or delayed e-feedback 

and this depends on   the level of task difficulty, the type of skill (productive or 

perspective) and the prior knowledge of the students (Mesén-Hidalgo and 

Sandí-Delgado, 2020). In a study by Arbaugh and Hornik (2006) of Chickering 

and Gamson’s seven principles to online learning, the learners showed that 

immediate feedback was significant. In contrast, Swart, Nielen, and Sikkema 

(2019) found that the delayed feedback was most beneficial   for students to 

enhance their performance. 

According to the previous studies, objective, individual and non-threaten e-

feedback are other qualities reflect the effectiveness of e-feedback; 

consequently, the instructors motivate and inspire their students to boost their 

learning productions besides actively participate in the online learning 

environment (West and Thomas, 2015). A study by Borup, West, and Thomas 

(2015) tested teacher candidate and instructor perceptions of feedback in 

blended learning environments. They found that students expect feedback to be 

respectful and supportive in nature. Ali (2016) carried out to investigate the 

effectiveness of using screencast feedback on EFL students’ writing and 

perception. He found   that the majority of students showed a positive attitudes 

towards feedback due to it was engaging, personal, specific, constructive, 

multimodal, supportive, and clear. Bulut, Cutumisu, Singh, and Aquilina (2020) 

added that effective feedback should be understandable and easy–to-follow.  

Many researchers found that e-feedback is not only play a vital role in 

enhancing the student’s learning and promote the educational outcomes, but 
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also it subsidizes constructing a good rapport between EFL teachers and the 

students in the online community (Leibold and Schwarz, 2015).  Nevertheless, 

being an active listener and active reader is considered as one of the 

characteristics that the educators should have in order to delivery effective e-

feedback.  According to World Learning (2018), the implementation of active 

listening and reading skills in discussion boards in the online course enables the 

educators to practice offering suggestions, clarifying information, thinking 

critically and understanding.  And all these qualities are required to providing 

an effective feedback. In other word, Adopting diverse effective e-feedback 

styles and strategies and multi-dimensional creates interactive online 

environment for the students (Swanson and Tucker, 2012) and for the 

instructors. 

4.2 The Challenges of Giving Effective E-Feedback 

On the other hand, many researchers declared that there are some 

challenges could face the teachers in giving effective online feedback.  The 

results of Grigoryan’ study (2017) indicated that one of the obstacles that can 

adversely impact on providing effective e-feedback is the absence of physical 

interaction between the teacher and students. This physical absence may lead to 

misinterpreting of the feedback from the students’ side.  Additionally, Carless 

(2006) identified that the unclear and unfamiliar language of feedback that was 

used by the teacher contributed to make the students misunderstood the 

feedback.   

Similarly, Russo and Benson (2005) claimed that the obstacles that the 

educators encounter in the online classrooms are psychological distance 

between the learners, great chance of misunderstanding and the difficulties in 

monitoring the improvement of the students’ learning. The results of Ali’s 

(2016) study revealed that challenges in giving e-feedback were bad internet 

access that generated the difficulty in loading the videos to the students’ 

computers and the other obstacle was computer anxiety. Another study 

conducted by Saleh (2017) to figure out the perception of 14 Libyan instructors 
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in utilizing the Facebook for academic purposes. The results of his study 

showed  that the deficiency of internet and poor knowledge and skills of 

applying Facebook for academic purposes were the most common challenges of  

using the social media for the online learning.  

3. Methodology of the Study 

This part of the study is concerned with the methodology used to fulfil 

the study. 

3.1 Research Questions 

 The researcher is proposing the following questions: 

- What is the effectiveness of e-feedback from Libyan EFL teachers’ 

perception?  

- What are the challenges of providing effective e-feedback from Libyan EFL 

teachers’ perception? 

3.2 Significance of the Study  

The aims of the present study is to investigate the effectiveness of 

providing effective e-feedback and the challenges from the Libyan EFL 

teachers’ perceptions. Therefore, research findings will be beneficial to those 

who are interested in EFL online community such as teachers, lecturers, 

headmasters, syllabus designers, and language program instructors. this study 

may contribute in increasing the educators’ awareness towards  the 

characteristics  and the strategies of giving effective e-feedback due to the 

effective e-feedback has a significant contribution in enhancing  the  quality of  

language learning and teaching. Furthermore, the findings of this study may 

lead the people who are in charge in the Libyan Educational System to provide  

online learning facilities such as good  internet access for the teachers and the 

students.    
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3.3 Participants of the Study 

The participants of this study were 33 Libyan English language teachers 

who have experienced teaching online. They were 26 females and just 7 males. 

The teachers who were new  users concerning to virtual  English classes were 

20 teachers whereas  11  Libyan teachers  have 1 to 5 years  of experience in 

online setting  and only 2 teachers   have more than 5 years  of experience in 

remote teaching. 

3.4 The Online Questionnaire  

  The data of this study were generated from online survey by utilizing 

Google form.com. This questionnaire   was created by the researcher and the 

characteristics of effective e-feedback in this part   were adopted from the 

common themes that identified in the literature review of the related studies. 

Furthermore, the online questionnaire was contained 20 closed-ended 

statements and four open-ended questions. The first four question of the closed-

ended items were multiple-choice which consisted of participants’ personal 

information including gender, years of experience in teaching online, types of 

digital platforms and the methods of delivering e-feedback in virtual 

community. The other 16 closed-ended items were  5- point Likert Scale: 

Strongly agree=1,disagree=2, neutral =3, agree=4, and strongly agree=5 to 

investigate  the degree of  agreement and disagreement of the participants  

concerning to providing effective e-feedback. On the other hand, four open-

ended questions were designed for collecting qualitative data.  

Furthermore, these open-ended questions was adapted to triangulate the 

findings of the first part of the  online survey and  gain deep insight about the 

Libyan EFL teachers’ perception of giving effective e-feedback.  The first two 

open-ended question was concentrated on the situations to give immediate and 

delay e-feedback. The third open-ended question was to figure out   the 

advantages of giving effective e-feedback on the students’ learning outcomes 
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whereas the last open-ended question was sought the challenges of giving 

effective online feedback. 

3.5 Research Procedures and Data Analysis  

  The link of online survey has been posted to the target sample through 

the International Knowledge School English teachers’ Viber page and TESOL 

for Libya Facebook Page. The data that gained from close-ended questions of 

the first part the online questionnaire transferred to Microsoft Excel 2010 to 

enable the researcher to analyze the data via SPSS vision 20. The descriptive 

statistics:  percentages, mean and Std. Deviation were applied to analyze the 

data, and the tables were used to present the quantitative data.  Concerning to 

the qualitative data, the teachers’ responses to the four open-ended questions of 

online survey were read and categorized into three main themes:  situations of 

giving immediate and delay e-feedback, advantages of giving effective e- 

feedback,  and challenges of giving effective  e-feedback. 

4. The Results of the Study 

 The data analysis of this study shows the following results: 

4.1 The Results of Quantitative Data 

The quantitative data was gained from analyzing the 20 closed-ended 

questions by utilizing Microsoft Excel 2010 and SPSS vision 20. 

Common Online Platforms  

  Table 1 illustrates the descriptive statistics of online platforms that applied 

by Libyan English teachers in giving effective e-feedback. The results revealed 

the Zoom meeting was the most common online platform (57.6%) and the 

second common one was Google Classroom (18.2 %). The third platform was 

Teams with percentage (9.1%). The other online platforms such as  Telegram 

(3.0%), Facebook Messenger (3.0%), Google Meeting(3.0%), Whatsapp 
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(3.0%), We Chat (3.0%) were similar in terms of percentage usage by the 

participants  in giving e-feedback.  

Table 1: Common Online Platforms  

 Online Platforms Percentages % 

1. Google Classroom 18.2 

2. Zoom Meeting 57.6 

3. Facebook Messenger 3.0 

4. We Chat 3.0 

5. Teams 9.1 

6. WhatsApp  3.0 

7. Google Meeting 3.0 

8. Telegram, 3.0 

 

The Methods of Delivering Effective E-Feedback 

  Table 2 presents the methods that utilized in giving effective e-feedback by 

the participants in the virtual classes. The majority of Libyan teachers were 

using the audio method in providing online feedback (54.5). The second 

delivery method in giving e-feedback was textual while the percentage of 

applying textual e-feedback was (36.4). On the other hand, the percentages of 

the participants who used mixed delivery method (audio and textual) (3.0), and 

audio and video resources (3.0) were similar whereas there was just one teacher 

who use the school’s application (3.0). 
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Table 2: The Methods of Delivering Effective E-Feedback 

No.  The methods Percentages % 

1. Textual e-feedback 36.4 

2. Audio e-feedback 54.5 

3. Audio and textual e-feedback 3.0 

4. Audio and video resources   3.0 

5. The school’s application 3.0 

 

The Effectiveness of Giving E-Feedback from Libyan English Language 

Teachers’ Perception 

Table 3 presents the Mean and the Std. Deviation scores of Libyan EFL 

teachers’ perception concerning to the effectiveness of giving e-feedback. It is 

obvious from the results that teachers had a positive point view of delivering the 

e-feedback via virtual classes by taken in consideration the qualities of the 

effective e-feedback. However, using polite and non-threatening language in 

giving e-feedback received the highest Mean score (4.48). This was followed by 

the mean scores of the items 6 and 13 which were similar (mean = 4.30).  The 

participants demonstrated that effective e-feedback enabled them to create 

interactive relationship between the teacher and the students with Mean (4.21).   

The Mean scores of items 10 and 16 were alike (mean = 4.15) whereas the 

Mean score of item 11(4.18) was quite similar to them. However, the 

participants revealed that the giving delayed and immediate e-feedback was 

depends on to the level of task difficulty, the type of skill and to the prior 

knowledge of the students with Mean score (4.09). Nevertheless, the Mean 

score of using different styles of effective e-feedback was (4.06). According to 
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item 5, the teachers agreed that the effective online feedback should be clear, 

specific,  easy to follow  and multi- dimensional  with mean score (4.00).  

Table 3:  The Effectiveness of  Giving E-Feedback From  Libyan EFL 

Teachers’ Perception 

No Statement Mean Std. 

Dev. 

1. I use different styles of e-feedback (e. g visuals, text, tutor on screen 

or audio). 

4.06 .747 

2. Timing of my e-feedback (immediate or delayed) is according to the 

level of task difficulty, the type of skill and to the prior knowledge of 

the students. 

4.09 .723 

3. The language of my e-feedback is individual, objective and 

formative. 

3.84 .618 

4. I use a rubric to provide timely and informative e-feedback. 3.72 .839 

5. The e-feedback that I use is clear, specific, easy to follow and multi- 

dimensional. 

4.00 .612 

6. To achieve an effective e-feedback, I inform the students about their 

strong and   weak areas in their tasks and how they can improve their 

performance. 

4.30 .636 

7. I encourage the students to send their assignments before the deadline 

to receive more than one e- feedback on their assignment which 

improve their final draft.  

3.90 .842 

8. In the textual feedback, I use various techniques of giving e-feedback. 3.90 .723 

9. Giving e-feedback is effort and time consuming. 3.51 1.121 

10. Giving question in e-feedback encourages students to think critically 

on their assignments and how to develop them. 

4.15 .565 

11. To give an effective e-feedback, I should be an active reader and 4.18 .846 
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listener. 

12. I concentrate more on the content of task than the form of the task in 

giving e-feedback. 

3.33 1.108 

13. Effective e-feedback improves the students’ performance and 

increases their awareness of their mistakes and how to develop them. 

4.30 .683 

14. I use a polite and non-threatening language in giving e-feedback. 4.48 .667 

15. Effective e-feedback creates an interactive atmosphere in the 

classroom between both teachers and students. 

4.21 .739 

16. In the audio and video e- feedback, I test the quality of the picture 

and the voice before send them to the students. 

4.15 .795 

 

4.2 The Results of Qualitative Data  

The qualitative data was came from the teachers’ response to the four open-

ended questions in order to gain in-depth information concerning to the 

effectiveness of e-feedback. These responses were categorized in the following 

four themes:  

 Situations of Giving Immediate and Delay E-Feedback  

The teachers’ comments on the open-ended questions: Q17. In which 

situations do you give immediate e-feedback? Q18. In which situations do you 

give delayed feedback?  And they reported that they used immediate e-feedback 

in the oral skills, misunderstanding situations, and when the students committed 

error which influenced on the learning process. The following quotes were from 

some teachers as example: 

“When they say something that might affect the other’s subconscious, then that 

needs to be corrected and explained.” 

“When the mistake is leading to a misconception.” 
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Another teacher added that “Once the task is easy to answer and is not time 

consuming.” 

On the other hand, the teachers wrote that they provide delayed e-feedback 

in various situation such as in the writing and reading online classes, when the 

students  experienced bad emotion  giving e- feedback,  the fluency activities 

and when their mistakes  are minor. For instance:  

“Reading or writing tasks. Mostly when the students are given a writing task to 

do as an assignment.” 

“In fluency activities, when the mistake is common and when the student has 

low self-confidence.” 

“Once I know that my student suffering from anxiety and discuss their mistakes 

in public, I think I should delay my feedback to the conventional situation.” 

“When students’ performance is not affected by the mistakes they have made.”    

Advantages of Giving Effective E-Feedback 

According to the teachers’ responses, the third open-ended question 

regarding to advantages of giving effective e feedback, the majority of the 

participants commented that the effective e- feedback increases the students’ 

self-learning and boosts the students’ awareness about the strong and the weak 

part of their learning performance. For instance: 

“The advantages of giving e- feedback is for students to know their weaknesses 

and how to improve the language. Giving students tips and advice.” 

“It improves the students to learn by themselves.” 

“There are many of pros, but the most important one that students improve 

gradually after giving them feedback.” 
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“Improves student skills learning abilities. Also to make them aware of their 

mistakes.” 

“Increase the productivity of students, encourage students to participate and 

involve them in the lesson.” 

 “The students can feel they are in a competition especially when each one of 

them is studying alone and each one is in a different place.” 

Many of teachers mentioned that the effective online feedback enhancing 

the students learning productivity by learning from their mistakes and do not 

repeat them. For instance some of them commented that: 

“Students are expected to avoid making the same mistakes and their 

performance is going to be improved.” 

“It's important not to allow the mistake to fossilize!” 

“It sheds light on the mistake and 80-85% won’t be repeated.” 

“Improve the speed of correcting mistakes.” 

      Additionally, some teachers emphasized that providing effective feedback 

in the virtual community contributes in creating a friendly learning atmosphere 

and a good rapport between the teachers and their students. According to the 

teachers’ responses, the effective feedback is advantageous in motivating the 

students to keep learning and do not give up. For example:  

“Create a stress- free classroom, and build a bridge between the teacher and 

students.” 

“Connecting both teacher and his students.” 

 “To be in contact. Keep them motivated.” 

“Telling students to not give up and keep going.” 
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And one teacher added that effective e- feedback play a vital role in 

increasing the students self-confidence: 

“Also, students’ confidence is supposed to be strengthened particularly when 

they help their colleagues improving their performance of what they have been 

learning.” 

     Few teachers wrote that providing effective online feedback assists in 

saving time. 

“Having enough time to give feedback to every individual during the lesson 

rather than having all the students in the class which can be very noisy and 

distracting to the teacher.” 

“It can save time and also allow you to use visual aids in a more accurate 

way.” 

Challenges of Providing Effective E-Feedback  

     According to the responses to the last  open-ended question, there are 

general consensus among  Libyan teachers that the technical issues such as poor 

or low quality of  internet connection was one of the most common obstacles 

could negatively impact on providing the effective e-feedback.  Moreover, 

another teacher added the poor knowledge of the online skills of the students 

could prevent of delivering effective e-feedback. For instance: 

“Bad connection. Not having knowledge about using emails or  chats..etc”  

As mentioned by English Language teachers, fear of hurting the students 

emotion was the another issue could influence on giving effective e-feedback.  

“The person could be sensitive, defensive or stubborn so it can make it a bit 

hard. However not impossible.” 

“Students may consider it a criticism.” 
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Misunderstanding of the e-feedback was another e-feedback challenges 

which were appeared on the surface as commented by the participants, for 

instance: 

“If is misunderstood appropriately by the students, that they can't make use of it 

in an effective way.” 

Two teachers justified the cause of misunderstanding e-feedback was due 

to the absence of the physical communication between the teacher and the 

students.  

“Students are not always able to understand the feedback via the Internet. That 

is because they still prefer face to face meetings with their teacher.” 

“It can sometimes be a little bit less informative than face-to-face feedback.” 

Monitoring the improvement and continuous motivation of the students 

were one of the challenges that could influence in giving effective online 

feedback as reported by some of Libyan teachers. 

5. Discussion  

The Effectiveness of Giving E-Feedback from EFL Libyan Teachers’ 

Perception 

  This study was aimed to investigate the effectiveness of giving e-feedback 

from Libyan English teachers’ perception. Furthermore, it was also designed to 

figure out the challenges that could influence in giving effective online 

feedback. Referring to Table 1, the results revealed that the common online 

platform to delivering the effective e-feedback was Zoom Meeting (57.6 %). 

This result gained further support by Abdulkareem and Eidan (2020) who 

indicated that Zoom Meeting platform was the most common one to hold 

conferences and lectures during coronavirus.  
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The results in Table 2 revealed that (54.5%) of Libyan EFL teachers used 

the audio e-feedback. This result agree that of Voelkel and Mello (2014) who 

examined the implementation and the effectiveness of audio feedback via 

mobile.  They found that the participants were satisfied due to their feedback  

was clear, detailed and individual.  

Considering the data in Table 3,  the results  indicated that Libyan teachers 

agreed that using polite and encouraging language  are  important components 

in giving digital feedback (mean= 4.48). This result echoes the participants’ 

responses to the open-ended questions about the advantages of providing 

effective e- feedback. The teachers emphasized that providing effective 

feedback in the virtual community contributes in creating a friendly and 

encouraging learning atmosphere and  a good rapport between the teachers and 

their students.    

    Furthermore, this result goes in the same line with   those of other 

researches ( West and Thomas, 2015; Borup ) .  They found that students expect 

feedback to be respectful and supportive in nature. Similarly, Ali (2016) carried 

out to investigate the effectiveness of using screencast feedback on EFL 

students’ writing and perception. He found   that the majority of students 

showed a positive attitudes towards feedback due to it was engaging, personal, 

specific, constructive, multimodal, supportive, and clear. 

 The participants of the current study agreed that delivering effective e-

feedback improves the students’ performance and increases their awareness of 

their mistakes and how to develop them by informed about  the students’ strong  

and   weak  areas in their tasks and how  they can enhance their performance 

(mean=4.30). According to open-ended questions’ responses concerning the 

advantage of effective e-feedback, most of the participants commented that the 

effective e- feedback increases the students’ self-learning and boosts the 

students’ awareness about the strong and the weak part of their learning 

performance. For instance, one of the teachers wrote: “The advantages of giving 
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e- feedback is for students to know their weaknesses and how to improve the 

language. Giving students tips and advice.” This results was sustained by Finn, 

Thomas, and Rawson  (2017) and Bulut, Cutumisu, Singh, and Aquilina, (2020) 

who confirmed that providing effective feedback  enables the students to know 

their weak and strong parties of their assignments and how could improve their 

performance.  

The findings also showed that effective e-feedback creates an interactive 

atmosphere in the classroom between both teachers and students (mean = 4.21).  

This result was confirmed by the participants’ response to the advantages of e-

feedback. Many teachers emphasized that providing effective feedback in the 

virtual community contributes in creating a friendly learning atmosphere and a 

good rapport between the teachers and their students, for example, one of the 

teachers reported that “Create a stress- free classroom, and build a bridge 

between the teacher and students.” This result agrees with those of Leibold and 

Schwarz (2015).  They stated that an e-feedback is not only play a vital role in 

enhancing the student’s learning and promote the educational outcomes but also 

subsidizes constructing a good rapport between English teachers and the 

students in the online community.  

The participants of the current study agreed that applying active listening 

and reading skills increase their capability to provide effective online feedback 

(mean = 4. 18). This result corresponds that of World Learning (2018) which 

indicated that the implementation of active listening and reading in discussion 

boards in the online course enables the educators to practice “offering 

suggestions, clarifying information, thinking critically and understanding”. And 

all these qualities are essential in providing an effective feedback. 

Furthermore, The results of this study showed the participants agreed that 

giving questions in  e-feedback  encourages students to think critically on their 

assignments and how to develop them (mean= 4.15). This result endorses those 

of Mesén-Hidalgo and Sandí-Delgado (2020) who indicated that applying 
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feedback in online ESL classrooms contributes in increasing the students’ 

critical thinking skills. This finding supported by the participants comments 

“Students are expected to avoid making the same mistakes and their 

performance is going to be improved.” 

Moreover,  the results of this study showed that verifying in styles of e-

feedback (e. g  visuals, text, tutor on screen or audio) contributes to make it 

effective (mean = 4.15). This result agreed with those of Grigoryan (2017). 

They indicated that the effectiveness of e-feedback is depends on the way, type 

and the techniques the EL instructors apply in giving feedback. They also stated 

that the delivery methods of effective digital feedback that can be employed by 

English instructors are textual, Audial or video based.  

The participants of the present study  agreed that timing of the  e-feedback ( 

immediate or delayed)  is according to the level of task  difficulty,  the type of 

skill  and to the prior knowledge of the students ( mean = 4.09). This finding 

goes with the same line with   those of Arbaugh and Hornik (2006) and Swart, 

Nielen, and Sikkema (2019). The results of Arbaugh and Hornik (2006) showed 

that immediate feedback was significant. In contrast, Swart, Nielen, and 

Sikkema (2019) found that the delayed feedback was most beneficial   for 

students to enhance their performance. 

The findings also indicated that the effectiveness of e-feedback was driven 

from being clear, easy to follow, specific and various in terms of length and the 

content (mean = 4.00). This study agrees with those of Mesén-Hidalgo and 

Sandí-Delgado (2020) and Ali, (2016). They indicated that digital feedback 

should be elaborated, specific and clear. 

The Challenges of Providing Effective E-Feedback 

    According to the results of fourth open-ended question, one of the most 

common challenges in providing effective e-feedback was technical issues such 

as poor connection of the internet. Many teachers commented that the foremost 
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obstacles that adversely impact on providing effective e-feedback were the lack 

of internet access and unfamiliar with online platforms. For instance, one of the 

teachers wrote: “Bad connection. Not having knowledge about using emails or  

chats.. etc.” This result also goes in the same line with those of Saleh (2017) 

who conducted a study to investigate the perception of 14 Libyan instructors in 

utilizing the Facebook for academic purposes. The results of his study showed 

that the deficiency of internet and poor knowledge and skills of applying 

Facebook for academic purposes were the most common challenges. This result 

of present study, furthermore, is consistent with those of Ali’s (2016) study 

which revealed that challenges in giving e-feedback were bad internet access 

that was generated the difficulty in loading the videos to the students computers 

and computer anxiety. 

Additionally, the responses to the open-ended question revealed that the 

other most common challenges in giving effective online feedback were fear of 

hurt the students’ emotions, misunderstanding of the e-feedback from the 

students’ side, the students preferring face-to-face interaction, and keep 

encouraging the students. These challenges received further support by those of 

Grigoryan’ study (2017). His results indicated that one of the obstacles that can 

impact negatively on providing effective e-feedback is the absence of physical 

interaction between the teacher and students. This physical absence may lead to 

misinterpreting of the feedback from the students’ side.   

The findings of current study also underpins those of Carless (2006) who 

identified that the unclear and unfamiliar language of feedback that was used by 

the teacher contributed to make the students misunderstood the feedback. These 

findings also conform to those of Russo and Benson (2005) which showed that 

the obstacles that the educators encounter in the online classrooms are 

psychological distance between the learners, great chance of misunderstanding 

and the difficulties in monitoring the improvement of the students’ learning.  
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6. Conclusion  

This study aimed to investigate the effectiveness of giving e-feedback and 

the challenges of delivering effective feedback from Libyan English language 

teachers’ perception. The participants of this study were 33 Libyan teachers 26 

females and just 7 males. The data of this study were gained from online 

questionnaire which created by the researcher depends on the qualities of 

effective e-feedback that have identified in the previous studies. The findings of 

the current study indicated that English language teachers have a positive 

perception of giving effective e-feedback. Furthermore, Libyan English teachers 

demonstrated their agreement that effective e-feedback should be encouraging, 

promoting students’ performance and increasing self-learning and critical 

thinking.  The results also revealed some challenges that could adversely 

influence in providing effective e- feedback. The most common challenges were 

Technical issues such as poor connection of the internet, Fear of hurting the 

students’ emotions, misunderstanding of the e-feedback from the students’ side,  

the students have a preference face-to-face interaction and  Keep encouraging 

the students. 

7. Recommendations  

Providing effective e-feedback in English language virtual classes require   

from the educators to be familiar with its qualities, and they should be trained in 

how providing effective e-feedback in order to gain the desirable results from 

the teaching and learning process. The instructors are also recommended to use 

polite, non-threaten and clear language in giving e-feedback; therefore, this kind 

of encouraging language will positively influence on the students productions 

and will contribute to create a good rapport between the instructors and their 

students. It is also recommended that the teachers should use rubrics as 

assessment tool due to the rubrics’ benefits especially for virtual classes. 

Consequently, the well-designed rubric is an appropriate grading tool to provide 

informative, consistent, objective and timey feedback.  
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      Future research is highly recommended to conduct the same study with a 

larger number of participants who have similar learning language background 

and major to see whether there are any similarities in the findings. Future study 

is also recommended to apply more qualitative instruments such as interview, 

observation or reflective journal. Therefore, these instruments contribute to gain 

deeper understanding about the effective e-feedback. Further research is 

required to investigate the students’ perception and attitude towards 

implementation effective e-feedback in online classes.  
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